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ou probably think a report request YOU CAN USE YOUR EXISTING DATABASE. 
means a long-term assignment. As CQCS grew up with 00. It gets along fme with 
for programming those new and INFOS, ICOBOL, B BASIC and OO/SQL in 

revised applications - that could take days, even any combination. No modifications required. 
weeks. With run times that might run into hours. What's more, CQCS can integrate these 

That was before CQCS~ the full-functioned data environments with an existing application 
fourth generation language. CQCS is so easy written in any 00 third generation language. 
to use, it can make your 00 programmers And you'll enjoy that same easy integration 
up to ten times more productive. [ AOSjVS J with packages like Trendview, 
From the very first day. CEO, OOJPC*I and XODIAC. 

REPORT WRITING MADE EASY. 
If you've been using some other 
report writer, you're in for a shock. 
With CQCS, you'll produce in half 
an hour what used to take half a 
lifetime. While your 
run times shrink to 
a matter of minutes. 

GRAPHIC SIMPUCITY. 
Only the CQCS report 
writer features a built-in, automatic interface to 
Trendview. So you get hard-hitting charts and 

. -•• ••• .......... u-...... ...... 

graphs - without having 
to learn a new program. 

And all for no more 
machine overhead than 
it takes to run COBOL. 

MAXIMIZE YOUR RESOURCES. 
So why wait another day? The 
sooner you get CQCS, the faster 
you can solve your productivity 
problems. With the very same 
hardware, software and data 
structure you're using today. 

CALL US TODAY AT 1·800·451·1544. 
IN EUROPE, CALL +44·992·441111. 
Find out more about the most widely licensed 
4GL in the international MV community. 
And discover how it feels 
to have all your resources 
producing at 100%. 

Because after all, 
there's no percentage in 
just waiting around. 
~ from Cybertek.°r DC 

e 1989 Cybenek Software Incorporated, all rights reserved. 10065 East Harvard Avenue, Suite 808, Denver, CO 80231 , USA, 1-800-451-1544, 1-303-745-3900. 
CQCS is a trademark of Cybenek Software Limited, Rawdon House, High Street, Hoddesdon, Hertford hire, England, +44-922-441111 . 

MV, AOSNS, lNFOS, ICOBOL, B BASIC, DG/SQL, CEO, DG/PC*I, XODlAC and Trendview are trademarks of Data General Corporation. 



ou 'd probably think 
it was miraculous 
if somebody offered 
you a disk backup 
system like this: o Stores over 2 gigabytes on a 

10 cartridge. o "Push the button and go home ' 
simplicity. o A spectacularly affordable price. 

MegaTape has a long history 
of amazing backup feats. But our 
new 8mm system, GT -88, will be a 
real revelation- even to the most 
jaded computer or workstation user. 

Start with uncanny compati
bility. That's because the GT -88 is 

completely transparent to your 
CPU. That means you won't have to 
spend from now to eternity strug
gling with modified hardware or 
patched software; your standard 
backup utilities will work unchanged. 

In use, you'll find the GT-88 
can create spare time out of thin air. 

© 1988 Meg.1Tape Corporation. 

It equals or beats stand
ard 6250 bpi tape drives 
in speed- and you 'll 
never have to hang 
around to change reels 
or cartridges. 

Of course, buy
ing any new 

technology 
involves 

an element of faith. 
So it's worth remembering that 
MegaTape has been in the backup 

business- and only the 
backup business- for 
nearly a decade. Thousands 
of our cartridge systems are 
handling daily backup at 
sites allover the world. 
Our support organization 
is in place, ready to 

respond in your hour 
of need. 

So if you 'd 
like to work a 
few miracles 
around your site, 
call MegaTape 
today and find 
out how afford-

able the GT -88 
can be. 

And that's not 
a suggestion- it's a 

commandment. 

MEGATAPE CORPORATIO 
1041 Hamilton Road 
Duarte, CA 91010-0317 
(818) 357-9921 • Telex: 5\0 600 7131 
Telefax: (818) 357-2369 

~~gaTape 
1HE GREAT LEAP 

FORWARD IN BACKUP. 
Circle 39 on reader ervice card. 
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convenient back-up sup-
... ·;,-,;1'4111 unla." disk data The 8mm helical scan 

streams at 246 KB/ sec,· to back up high 
perfonnance SKM disks, in about half the time 
needed by other disk/tape combinations. And, 
no changing reels - each SKM tape ca eue 
holds over 2 gigabytes! Call us today for details 

z 

and discover a new 
balance in disk/tape 
performance. ZetacO, 
Inc., 6850 Shady Oak 
Road, Eden Prairie, 

Minnesota 55344 U.S.A. 612/941-9480, 
California Office: 714/582-1026, 
u.K. Office: (44) 442-891-500. 
• In lab tests on an MY 17800, KM tape u tained treaming 
performance at 246 KB/ sec data transfer rate, backing up 
a 100·MB sequential file from KM high-performance di ks 
in just 7.5 minute . 

The Network Storage Company 



I EDITOR'S NOTE by Robin Pernj 

On-line, 
any time 

The proliferation of electronic bulletin 
boards has created a new medium for 
communication-an underground net
work that falls somewhere between the 
telephone, ham radio, and campus bulle
tin board. U er of electronic bulletin 
board have al 0 developed their own 
brand of shorthand, but I'll get to that 
later. 

One of the first ways that residents of 
the San Franci co area were able to com
municate after the ovember 14 earth
quake wa through a local electronic bul
letin board. Likewi e, ADGUG members 
logged on to our bulletin board and were 
relieved as reports came in from Bay Area 
friends that they were all right. 

ADGUG bulletin boards are not ed
ited. They are truly wide-open and robust 
forms of communication, with all the rights 
of free speech as defined in the first amend
ment. 

If you've read our monthly feature, "Bits 
and byte from the bulletin board," you 
know how useful and informative the 
notices on the board can be. The excerpts 
only give you a hint of what can be found 
el ctronically. The topics under discussion 
are limitle . You may reply to a question, 
or think up your own topic. The bulletin 
board i public. Everyone can read every 
message and every reply. 

I log on about once a week to check my 
me age and find out what other DG u ers 
are talking about. If I don't have any perti
nent remarks, then I just "lurk." That is, I 
peruse the boards and read all the mes
sages, without leaving any myself. In doing 
so, I usually learn something new about 
operating Data General computers. There 
are regular users who almost always have 
comments or answers for other people's 
dilemmas. We are fortunate that these 

ADGUG members have a forum for 
haring their knowledge. 

Be warned that bulletin boards are ad
dicting. Some ADGUG members are 
admitted bulletin board junkies-the 

ADGUG bulletin board was closed over 
a weekend one time last summer when 
Rational Data Sy tems, (home of the 

ADGUG bulletin board) moved it of-
fice , and some members uffered with
drawal pains. Rest assured, the ADGUG 

4 

BBS i open 24 hour a day, seven day a 
week. 

When you log on, you may notice ome 
funny punctuation on some of the mes
sages. Since you can't show empha i in 
a typed me age, bulletin board maven 
have created their own shorthand, called 
"emoticon ." If you're the type that dot 
your "I"s with a happy face, you may be 
intere ted in the e symbol , which must 
be read sideways: 

:-) = Smile 
;-) = Smile and a wink 
8-( = Frown by someone wearing glasses 

The number is 415/499-7628. There is 
no cost for ADGUG members, except 
for telephone charges. ow that I' ve 
shamelessly promoted the ADGUG 
bulletin board, please log on and let me 
know what you think of the bulletin 
board, Focus, or anything else. My ad
dress is "Focus editor." 

In the ovember issue of Focus we 
published a roster of all the ADGUG 
interest groups and committee members, 
including photographs of the ADGUG 
Executive Committee. I have to admit that 
one of the most challenging things about 
this job (after learning to say" ADGUG" 
correctly) was figuring out the leadership 
structure of ADGUG. An attempt to 
make this structure clearer for other 
members inadvertently may have con
fused things. For the record, the 

ADGUG Executive Committee is made 
up of the current president, vice presi
dent, treasurer, recording secretary, and 
the planning committee chairperson. The 
planning committee chairperson is always 
the immediate past president of 

ADGUG. 
Donald Clark, who so ably guided 
ADGUG during 1989, heads the plan-

ning committee. His photo should have 
been included in the ovember issue, 
along with the other Executive Commit
tee members. c.A. Miller, who was pic
tured and who served for two years as 
head of the Executive Advisory Council, 
is not a member of the Executive Com
mittee. My apologies to the mis-labeled. 
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XS/VS was the best-kept secret 
in the world. Now, with the 
ORACLE® RDBMS, your MV 

applications treat data located on 
virtually every other micro, mini and 
mainframe as if it were a local data
base. In addition, your MV applica
tions are now portable to every other 
computer in your company. How? 

Because ORACLE is SQL, 
compatible with both the IBM and 
ANSI standards. 

Because the same ORACLE 
applications run unmodified on 

mainframes, minis and micros. 
And ORACLE is the best perform

ing RDBMS under AOS/VS. 
All these things have made Oracle 

Corporation not only the world's 
fastest growing software company, but 
the third largest software company on 
the planet. 

Register for the next free ORACLE 
seminar in your area. Why keep AOS/VS 
a secret? Connect to IBM and DEC 
systems and show them what a real 
power user can do. Let AOSIVS on 
your Eclipse shine. With ORACLE. 

COPVflghl «l 1989 by Oracle Cofporall"" 
ORACLE IS 8 reglSlated Irademark 01 

Oracte Coi'porallon NJSNS and Echpse are 
regOStefed Irademarks 01 0. .. Gene<al IBM and 

OEC own numerous feglSlered Irademarks 

COMPATIBIlITY · PORTABILITY · CONNECTABILITY 

call1·800·345·DBMS, ext. 3326 today. 
20 0.... Drive. eemcn. CA 94002· Wor1d IUQI3I1efS 
(415) 598«100· ORAClE Cwda (800)668-8926 (tJtttI1 
1UIJec)·1Nebet(514) 633-9900 ' ORAClE SysIems 
_ 61·2·959-5(WJ· ORAClE Ewope 4·4-1-948-6911 ' 
ORAClE ~HonoI<ong852·5-_ 

TABA 

Circle 41 on reader service card. 
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ADMIT ONE 

09753264 

ST. LOUIS 
DATA GENERAL 
USER GROUP 
MEETING 

FEATURE ATTRACTION: 
AOS/VS vs. DG/UX 

STARRING: 
The Data General 
Software Development 
Team 

You are invited to attend! 
This may be the most 
important ticket of the year! 
(Ticket not required) 

January 18 
6 PM 
Southwestern Bell 
One Bell Center 
St. Louis, MO. 

For details, 
contact Jacki Zatzke, 
314/567 -4820 

09753264 

ADMIT ONE 
-,-_.' 

ircle 50 on reader rvice card . 

I ROUNDUP by Cathlene Gentry 

How to please 
crowds 

The Survival Kit for RIGs and SIGs in 
the ovember issue of Focus has gener
ated conversation and new idea among 
some RIG/SIG leaders. The most consi -
tent concern continues to be how to come 
up with new and interesting meeting top
ics-specifically, tho e that attract more 
attendees. Since this is a new year, I de
cided to compile a Ii t of the most popu
lar meeting topics of 1989. 

The list might help organizers deter
mine which topics may have been beaten 
to death, as well as find new ones. The 
hand -down winner (and a po sible can
didate for the"b aten to death" category) 
shouldn't be a urprise to anyone-AOS 
/VS II wa discus ed on it own merits, 
as well as in comparison with its prede
cessor AOS/VS, by just about every 
group. Data General product announce
ments continued to be a very popular 
way to get interaction between RIG mem
bers and local Data General people, and 
although only a few group di cus ed it 
in 1989, DC's Unix platform and the 
Aviion eries promises to be a crowd 
pleaser in 1990. 

Please keep me informed of any inter
esting meeting topics that you hear of, 
and meetings that attract large numbers 
of attendee . 

• 
A new SIG dedicated to DC u ers in 

the healthcare industry i being organ
ized by Bill Stranges with Cain As oci
ates (718/ 448-8024) and John Espesito of 
Data General (516 / 454-8900). Contact ei-

(Col/ti,l/led 0 1/ pnge 10) 
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Favorite topics 
of 1989 , 

AOS/vS II 
New Data General products 
Unix/Aviion 
Communications issues 
NADGUG 
Bar coding 
PC integration 
Data General software 

support 
System performance issues 
Tours of Data General 

facilities 
Disaster recovery 
Software vendor night 
Hardware vendor night 
Tours of member sites 
Infos II 
Parties and social events 
Computer crimes 
Spotlight on member 

installations 
DG Field Engineering policies 

& services 
"Ask DG" roundtables 
Power conditioning 
Desktop publishing 
Sort/Merge seminars 
X.25 networking 
Career development 

Janllary 1990 
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You can't get the maximum 
benefit from a disk optimizer 
without correctly determining 
frequently used flies! 

Rev. 3 DlSJU>AK monitors file usage on 
the entire system. eliminating the 
guesswork Involved with determining 
frequently used flies. 

With Automatic File Placement the most 
frequently used files are automatlcolly 
placed at the "hot spot" of the disk with 
the less used files placed near the outer 
edge of the disk. 

Have you wondered whether 
disk optimization Is worth 
the effort? 

Performance Improvements from clients' 
systems using Rev. 3 DISJU>AK with 
Automatic File Placement have been 
dramatlcl 

If you would like a copy of these 
detailed performance results. give us 
a call . 

You'll see It's worth the effort! 

Phone 
(913) 823·7257 

DISK.PAK Is a trademark of Eagle Software, Inc. 

Available space 
NewfTransient files 
Directory Information 
Frequently used files 
Moderately used files 
Seldom used files 
Never used files 

SOFTWARE, INC. 

P.O. Box 16/169 E. Cloud 
Salina, Kansas 67402'()016 

ircle 29 on reader 'rvice card. 
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With Rev. 3 DISK.PAX: 

• No more guess work 
determining frequently 
used files. 

• Automatically arrange all 
files by number of 
accesses. 

• Even greater reductions in 
seek distance and service 
time. 

• Disks remain optimized 
longer, eliminating the 
need for frequent 
reorganizations. 

• Supports single and multi· 
pie disk systems. 

• Menu driven, interactive 
interface. 

• Reorganizing . disks is 
easier than ever! 

FAX 
(913) 823·6185 





Save time with a single service contrad that 
covers hardware from multiple vendors. 
You can spend hours trying to track down the right ervice 

vendor for all the different hardware connected to your Data 
General system. Or you can save those hours (not to mention 
dollars) by making a single phone call to Data General. 

Data General's Compatible Product Program (CPP) 
en ure you prompt, dependable service for your entire 
Data General system, including non-Data General hardware. 
You get it all with a single phone call as part of your exi ting 
Data General contract. You also get upport for your 
Data General software by calling the ame number. That 's a 
unique feature no one else can offer you. 

Data General's CPP save you time and money becau e 
it gives you a single source to handle everything, plu you 

no longer have to coordinate the activities of service engin er 
from different vendors. Be t of all , Data General engineer 
have the knowledge (and acce to parts) to flX your equip
ment. Quickly. Efficiently. Right the fir t time. From PC to di k 
drive to printers and more. 

Rx complete information on our Compatible Products 
Program (including a free brochure), call 1-800-325-3065. In 
Ma achusett, call 1-800-952-4300. Or write: 

4. Data General 
3400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580 



SCIP can put 
a lid on your 

• expansion 
costs 

SCIP's lifetime exchange 
policy virtually seals in your 

original cost savings 
plus caps any further main
tenance costs for the dura

tion of your system. 

SCIP MEMORIES are 
FEDX at na charge. 

SCIP IAX16s are FEDX at 
na charge far the first year, 

then at a flat $200 per 
exchange thereafter. 

You'll love the peace of 
mind you'll get when you put 

a lid on your expansion 
costs plus get next day 

board replacement with only 
a phone call. 

(213) 282-8700 
FAX 213/839-4464 

SCI P 
441 S. Beverly Dr. #2 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

Circle 46 n reader ervice ca rd , 

ROUNDUP ___________ _ 

(Continued frolll page 6) 

ther Bill or John for member hip infor
mation, 

• 
Southeast Virginia DG users are cre

ating a new group in their part of the 
state. Pam Musick of Langley Credit 
Union (804/825-7131) has started the ef
fort, and wants to hear from anyone in
terested in helping with the new group, 

• 
System performance discussions are 

always interesting, but when these dis
cussions take the form of a roundtable 
with Brian Johnson of BJ, Inc., Ron Fitch 
of Human Insights Group, and mem
bers of Data General SEPAC and devel
opment teams as panel members, they're 
events you can't afford to miss. The Chi
cago Area User Group (CADGUG) is 
bringing this event to you on February 21 
starting with a dinner at 6 p.m, All 
CADGUG members are invited to attend 
along with any other DG users who hap
pen to be in the area. For details contact 
Jim Siegman at 312/ 673-1700. 

• 
The Los Angeles End Users of Data 

General Equipment (LA EDGE) will hold 
its next meeting at the Brookside Coun
try Club in Pasadena on Tuesday, Janu
ary 9, at 7 p .m. The theme of this month's 
meeting is "Computer Graphics. " 
February's meeting, on February 8, will 
be a "VAR night." 

Over 60 members of LA EDGE enjoyed 
a delicious Turkey dinner at the group's 

ovember meeting. After dinner, Jacques 
Roy of Data General gave a presentation 
on Unix and Data General. In addition to 
tracing the history of the operating sys
tem, giving ample Unix commands and 
comparable commands in AO?/ VS, Roy 
presented DG's current and future strate
gies for implementing Unix, and an
swered questions that arose during and 
after his presentation. 

LA EDGE is the regional intere t group 
for the greater Los Angeles area, and is 
now in its fourth year of operation. Any
one wanting more information or an LA 
EDGE information packet should contact 
Mark Speer at 818 / 897-7777 or Carolyn 
Naber at 818/ 793-2141. 
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The Clarion Castle Hotel and Resort in 
sunny Miami, Florida is the sight for the 
first annual AOSNS workshop to be held 
January 11-12. Be ide being a great place 
to spend a couple of days in January, this 
workshop is a must for AOS/VS users. 
Although the work doesn't start until 
Thursday morning, the fun starts Wed
nesday night with a welcome hospitality 
suite. 

The AOS/ VS SIG has lined up an im
pressive list of speakers to head up ses
sions with topics that should be of a par
ticular interest to anyone running AOS 
/VS. Chuck Goes, ADGUG RIG / SIG 
Eastern Vice Chair, recently converted 
from AOS/VS to AOS/VS II. He will share 
his experiences while making the big 
switch, and compare the two operating 
systems. 

An office automation debate will be 
held between users of Wordperfect and 
CEO. The session will be mediated by 
Greg Farman, FoClis publisher, and will 
feature Steve Kern of Werner and Pflei
derer as the CEO representative and 
Bernie Napier of Southern Air Transport 
as the Wordperfect backer. 

AOS/VS users who attended the ses
sion given by Ken Rammey of Rochester 
Gas and Electric at this year's ADGUG 
conference were so impressed that they 
asked him to give another presentation 
on AOS/ VS performance issues at the 
workshop. 

Bryan Scoggins of Data General' s 
Customer Support Office in Atlanta, Geor
gia will hold a discussion on DG hard
ware and software support issues. Round
ing out the sessions will be Gary Davis of 
Data General, who will speak on interop
erability between MV and Aviion com
puters. 

Data General will sponsor a cocktail 
reception for all workshop attendees on 
Thursday evening. The fee for the work
shop is $300. For more information, con
tact the Meeting Department of Wilcox 
World Travel and Tours at 800/ 452-2803 
or 704/254-0746. 6 

Cath/ene Gentry is the RIG/SIG coordinator 
for NADGUG , She may be reached at Focus 
magazine, 4807 Spicewood Sprillgs Rd., Suite 
3150, Austill, TX. 78759; 1-800/877-4787, 
(1-800/USR-GRUP), 
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HOWFAST 
CAN B32 ADAPT 
TO GH? 

()-----
~ ----------- ~--

Q--- 0:==· ==============-

__ ~r-------:=====-======--

WANT TO 
SEE IT AGAIN? 

B32 is now available for Dasher 386 and other 386 PC 
compatibles ... and it's still the fastest software around! 

B32 under UNIX is a full implementation of B32, with all 
the features of B32 of Data General MV systems. Complete 
compatibility with Data General Business BASIC is maintained. 

And of course, B32 brings you more of everything: pro
gram size, statements, and variables. 

Best of all, B32 is easy to install, works just like your B32 
or Business BASIC does now, and is backed by the best 
support in the business. 

Call now for your free, full function B32 Demonstration Tape . 
•• A .,1IiPJIa _ • 
•• ~ "'t.a1"'. ,. 

COMPurER SYSrEMS INCORPORArED 

(212) 227-1922 
575 Madison Avenue 
Suite 1006 
New York, New York 
10022 

85 Scarsdale Road U.K. Agent: 
Toronto, Ont ., Canada SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE COMPANY lID. 
M382R2 Hughenden House, Main Street 
Fax: (416) 445-6228 Collingham, U.K. l.S22-5AY 

Tel: 09 37 73446 Fax: 09 37 66903 

Circle 37 on reader rvice card. 



DG Corporation 
Senior executive 
changes 

A year-end huffle of Data General top 
executives found general operations 
placed in the hands of financial pecialist 
Ronald L. Skate, and co-founder Edson 
de Ca tro taking on new roles as chair
man of the board of directors and chief 
scientist. 

Herb Richman, another company co-

Finance & 

founder, will serve as vice chairman of 
the board of directors, as well as continue 
to direct overall sales efforts. 

Until now, de Castro was the only presi
dent of Data General since the company's 
founding in 1968. In his role as chief sci
entist, a new pOSition, he will guide the 
company' technological directions and 
future strategies. 

Skates, now president and chief execu
tive officer of Data General, joined the 
company in 1986 as senior vice president, 
finance and administration. He became 

Administration 
Michael Evans Controller Treasurer 

VP&CFO 
Robert McBride Ellen Richstone 

VP 

Manufacturing Manufacturing 

I- Support 
William Cunningham lee Henning 

VP VP 

Communications 
s~stems 

Coin Crook 
SeniorVP 

Board 
of Directors 

Edson de Castro Systems Central Tech. 

Chairman Development Services 
Tom West Fred Cochrane 
SeniorVP VP 

President & CEO 
Ronald Skates -

Software International Sales 
Bus. Unit & Service 

Joel Schwartz Dave lyons 
VP VP&GM 

Sales 

Legal Herb Richman 
Executive VP 

Jake Frank N.American Sales Support VP 
Sales & Plannln~ 

Angelo Guadagno Anthony Nico etti 
VP VP 

Corporate 
Relations 

James Campbell 
VP 

Marketing Customer Personal Compo 
Services Business Unit 

Stephen P. Baxter Michael Schneider John Kavazanjian 
VP VP VP 
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chief operating officer in August 1988. A 
new chief operating officer has not been 
named. 

"This a natural progression, since Ron 
had already been focu ed on day-to-day 
activities while Ed focused on technolo
gies. Also, for a company of Data 
General's size, it is typical to have a chair
man of the board," said Corporate Spokes
per on Jim Dunlap. 

The chart below reflects the shift in 
corporate management, as well as changes 
in the reporting structure. Il 

Information Human 
Management Resources 
James Ryan Don Bateman 

VP VP 

Americasl European 
Far East Operations 

Wayne Fitzsimmons Primus Be~er 
VP VP&G 

1 J 

Nippon 
Data General 

Hisashi Tomino 
VP I Chairman NDG 
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CPU './MEMORJES /SOfTWARE : 
MV 20000115000 
MV 2000/400018000/10000 
Desktop Moders 10120/30 
NOVA & Edipse CPU's & Memories 

DISKS/TAPES: 
6239 592MB Disk Subsystem 
6236 354MB Disk Subsystem 
6161 147MB Disk Subsystem 
6122 2nMB Disk Subsystem 
6061 192MB Disk Subsystem 
6060 96MB Disk Subsystem 
6161 147MB Disk Subsystem 
6160 73MB Disk Subsystem 
6125 1600BPI Tape Subsystem 
6026 1600I800BPI Tape Subsystem 
6021 800BPI Tape Subsystem 

PRJNTERSa 
DP300 300 LPM Subsystem 
4215 600 LPM Subsystem 
4034G 300 LPM Subsystem 
PR1250 Rolland Printers 

CRT'S: COMMUNICATIONS: 
6500 0216 4368IAC-16 
6168 0210 4367IAC-S 
6246 0-460 4257 ALM-16 
6391 D-214 4255 ALM-S 
61690211 4241 ULM-5 
WY60 WYSE 4340 AMI-8 

Call for prb. on EquIpment not llsted 
AI Equipment GuaronfMd 

For Data General MalnttnanCil. 

COASTAL COMPUTER 
SERVICES INC. 

(206 )734-3928 
ervice card. 

HOWFAST 
IS B32? 

Synerg istic 
Software 
Company Ltd 
Third-Party software products for 
Data General computer users. 

B32 .........•••. Now on SCOIXENIX as well as AOSNS 

DiskOpt ........................ Even for single disk syslems 

EMUl470 ................ Superior 0470 emulallon for PCs 

JAM .........................•.... The beSI fronl end for Oracle 

Office ..................... E-mail and shell for WordPerfecl 

PacerLink .••................ For complele Mac Inlegralion 

PC/Remote ............. For PC Inlegration using RS232 

Procmon .................... To hlghlighl greedy processes 

RAS .......... Resource accounling syslem for AOSNS 

Rush .......................... For fax conlrol al your lerminal 

Screen Demon ........... Add snap 10 ICOBOUCOBOL 

SMIC .......... Runlime ICOBOL compiler. any monilor 

Text Seoul ................•.• Informalion relrieval for CEO 

VS·Booster ........... Because VS does nOI cache dala 

WPFile ..................... Eleclronlc filing for WordPerfect 

WordPerfect ................. Superlalive word·processing 

20120 ................................ The definilive spreadsheel 

Hughenden House 
Main SI. 
Collingham 
West Yorkshire 
LS22 SAY UK 

Phone: 0937 74637 

(24hr) : 0937 73446 

Fax : 0937 66903 

All products are Irademalks 01 their respective companies 

Why blast your CPU ... 

TurboTran Includes: 
• Checksum & CRC Modes 
• Integration with CEO 
• PC Support Utilities 
• AOS & AOs/vS Systems 
• Many Other Extras! 

$225 
30 Day Risk Free Offer 

Data Bank Associates, Inc. 
20010 Cl'nturv Blvd ., Suite lO-t 
Cermantown, \l an'land 20H7-t 

(301) 540-5562 
FAX# 301 /5-l0-8105 

Circle 16 on reader rvice ca rd . 
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WANT TO SEE IT AGAIN? 
There's no doubt abou t it. B32 i fast. So fast, it runs your 

programs 70- 100% fa ter than Data General' Buslllc BA Ie. 
But that' nOi all. 832 brings you morc of everything: 

program size, statemcnts and variables. 
832 gIves you the nexibility 10 add the latest features: 

WlIldowlIlg. 'Mlrdperfect, CEO Integration, and hell pro 
grammlllg. 

Best of all, B32 IS easy to install, works iu t like your 
8usII1css 8A I doc now, and IS backed by the best suppon 
111 the busll1css 

Call now lor your Iree, lulllunCllon 832 demonstrallon tapc. 

COMPuTER SYS'EMS INCORPORAtED 

(212) 227 ... 1922 
575 Madison Avenue 
Suite 1006 
New York, New York 
10022 

85 Scarsdale Road 
Toronto, Ont ., Canada 
M3B2R2 
Fax: (416) 445-6228 

Circle 38 on reader service card. 

U.K. Agent: 
SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE COMPANY lID. 
Hughenden House, Main Street 
Collingham , U.K. LS22-5AY 
Tel: 09 37 73446 Fax: 09 37 66903 
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Taking a calculated RiSe 

Motorola's MC88100 RISC microprocessor 

SYNOPSIS 
The key to RISe is the instruction 

set. Reduced is something 
oj a misnomer. 
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by Michael E. Marotta 
Special to Focus 

Data General is committed to RISe 
technology as the means of providing the 
market with fast, powerful workstations. 
This article examines the RISe chip, its 
instruction set, and the implications for 
computing in the 1990s and beyond. There 
is no doubt, in my opinion, that RISe 
technology will eclipse all of the proces
sors we accept today. 

The Data General Aviion workstations 
are controlled by the 88000 family of RISe 
processors from Motorola. There are other 
RISe chips. However, Motorola's 88000 
offers unexcelled speed and power at a 
competitive price. Also, Motorola already 
sells about 50,000 different products. 
Therefore, Data General can count on a 
reliable supply of both chips and tech-

nologies. In fact, Motorola claims that by 
1993 half of the 2 million RISe units in 
use will be theirs. 

Hardware 
A basic 88000 system uses one 88100 

epu (central processor) and two 88200 
cache/MMUs (memory management 
units). One MMU handles instructions, 
the other takes care of data. The epu has 
five independent execution units on the 
chip: instruction unit, data unit, integer 
and bit field unit, floating point unit, and 
a special function unit. (See Figure I, page 
16.) Since the architecture assumes a 32-
bit word, it doesn't take any longer to 
process 32 bits than to process 1 bit. 

All floating pOint, integer multiply, and 
integer divide operations are "on chip." 
According to eharles Melear, technical 
marketer for Motorola, "This is an hon
est-to-goodness multiply because there is 
a hardwired floating point unit and an 
accumulator. You can multiply a 32-bit 
number by a 32-bit number and get a 32-
bit number." This should dispel the ru
mors circulated by some MS-DOS maga
zines that RISe chips do not actually 
multiply, they just add really fast. Says 
Melear, "The key to Motorola'S 88000 
RISe technology is that you dispatch a 
new floating point operation to the float
ing point unit with each clock cycle or a 
double precision number every other 
clock cycle." 

Further, each unit is independently 
pipelined so that as many as 11 opera
tions can be carried out concurrently. In 
addition, there is a "file" of 32 general 
purpose 32-bit registers and a "score
board" for them. Although these regis
ters are indeed general purpose, they also 
have a conventional usage and a naming 
scheme. In the words of one Motorola 
source, "We went to a bar one night and 
named the registers. It is a software con
vention." 

Registers use "scoreboarding" becau e 
it allows all of the processor's instruction 
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The advantage 
to our tape drive 

is written across our face. 

G 
t th tap backup tern that 

make it ea to find out the 
fact . Our CY-S200 ha a 2-lin 
40 column LCD option that 

gi e ou complete taLli information. 
In ea -to-read, preci e format, ou ee 
tran fer rate, command under execution, 
unu d Lap in megab te , and the ECC 
rate indicating ba kup integrit . 0 
gue work ... ju t the fa t . 

State-of-lhe-art hel/cal scan tech
nology. You get all the ad antage of 
ad anced h Ii al can techno log , operat
ing p ed of up to 15 Mb per minute, 
2.3 Gb of formatted capacit on a ingle 
Smm tape, major time aving from 
unatt nded ba kup, and trem n-
dou I r duced media and 
torag exp n . 11 at 

The industry's most 
advanced 8mm backup 

system. 

True "plug alld play" compatibility with .. . 

Alpha Micro DEC-VAXBIIHSC Prime 
Alto Gould Pyramid 
Apollo HP Sequent 
Arix CR Sun 
Data General PClAT-MS-DOS Unisy 
DEC-Unibu Q-bu PClAT-SCO Xenix Wang 

. .. alldmore 

an un urpa ed price/performanc ratio. 

Total flexibility, total suppOI'l . The 
CY-S200 can b configured to meet all 
our ite r quir m nt . Choo e from 

tabl top or 19" rack mounting option , 
hard di k combination ,and cabl length 

up to SO feet. The 
CY-S200 ub 
tern pro ide turn-
k olution for a 
v ide ariet of 
tern , uch a true 
plug-and-pla 
compatibilit \ ith 
dire t interfac to 
Pert c tandard 
9-track tape 
controller . 

nd nobod matche our upport. 
The CY-S200' full 12-month warranty 
include unlimited technical upport, 
direct from our in-hou e engineering and 
technical upport group. 

Up to four 
CY-8200 drives can be mounted 

in our standard 19" rack. 

For full information on the CY-S200 
high- P d, high-capacit , Smm tape 
ub tern call u at (804) 873-0900. 

11830 Canon Boulevard 
ewporL ew. Irginia 23606 

(804) 873-0900 
F (804)873-8836 
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Figure 1: Execution units 
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unit to hare the regi ter file without 
destroying each other' regi ter-ba ed 
data. ( ote that th reduced in truction 

t ha no PUSH or POP command.) Each 
register has a scoreboard bit that serves 
a a flag. Before a functional unit uses a 
register, the scoreboard bit is checked. If 
the regi ter i busy, the calling unit waits 
until it i available. 

The Motorola 88000 RlSC chip set was 
implemented according to the principles 
of "Harvard architecture." According to 
thi de ign philo ophy, the processor 
move data and in tructions independ
ently and simultaneou Iy both internally 
and externally. Thi allows the CPU to 
take maximum advantage of the MMUs 
and their cache . 

RISC cache work ju t like th cache in 
the Data General MY series. Caches are 
high-speed intermediate memories that 
sit between the proces or and the main 
memory. They are u ed to provide fa t 
acce s to frequently-needed information, 
both data and instructions. Each cache 
hold 256 sets of 16 words (four lines by 
four word per line) of four byte each, 
for a total of 16 KB per cache. These items 
are continuou Iy loaded from main 
memory. 

The 88200 relie on four-way set asso
ciativity that increa e the cache hit rate. 
This boosts the likelihood that the infor
mation needed by the proce sor will be 
available directly from the fa t cache. In 
e ence, four parts of a program are stored 
in four mall block, making it 90 to 95 
percent likely that the code required by 
the proc ssor i in the cache. 

Again, the 8200 provide 16 KB of 
cache m mory. By com pari on, the MY 
/2000 ha n cache; the MY /20000 has a 
4 KB in truction cache and a 16 KB buffer; 
the MY /40000 also has 16 KB "on chip" 
as a foundation for the 64 KB "on board." 

ote, however, that since as many a eight 
88200 MMU can be linked to one 88100 
proce or, an Aviion-clas workstation can 
have a total of 128 KB of cache-double 
the amount available on an MY /40000. 

In order for the CPU's function units to 
have acce to the right data, the 88200 
ha a special "bu -watching" logic, some
times called a noopy. The noopy en-
ure that the continuou Iy-updated cache 

memories used by the proces ors are 
alway con i tent with the information 
in main memory. When multiple proce -
or acces the data in main m mory, data 

FoCIIs 
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becomes outdated. The other proce or 
need to have correct, not antiquated, data. 
The noop routine asks the other proces
sors "Who is keeping a copy of the data 
at thi addre ?" When one of the proce -
sors does the electronic equivalent of rais
ing it hand, it is in tructed to erase its 
copy of the data as being no good any 
more. Thus, there is always one and only 
one good copy of the data . 

Like other 32-bit proce or, the 88000 
can addre a much as 4 GB of RAM. 
You would be challenged, however, to 
find another 32-bit processor that can 
pump out 80 MB per econd. (By com
pari on, the MY / 40000 has an I/O band
width of 60 MB/sec.) 

Motorola' RISC proce or were de
signed to allow multiproce ing and the 
creation of fault tolerant systems. While 
one 88100 CPU connected to two 88200 
MMUs i the ba ic configuration, other 
geometrie are po sible. As many as 504 
proce sors can be linked together in a 
single system. 

The 88000 serie ha been produced 
and benchmarked at three proce sing 
speeds: 20 MHz, 25 MHz, and 33 MHz. 
Ideally, each instruction is executed in a 
single clock cycle. There are orne real
world trade-offs, however. Even 0, the 
20 MHz RISC run about 16 MIPS and 
the 25 MHz RISC yield 21 MIPS. The e 
figures are far in excess of RISC chips 
from other companies. 

The Motorola RISC chips are also ur
prisingly affordable. In single quantities 
the 20 MHz CPU and MMU are $494 and 
$619 each; at 25 MHz, the price is $697 for 
the 88100 CPU and $875 for the MMU; 
the 33 MHz CPU sells for $894; the as 0-

cia ted MMU for$l,171. Again, two MMU 
are required for each system, one to man
age in tructions, the other for data. 

The Motorola 88100 and 88200 are built 
on 1.2 micron dou ble metal high perform
ance complementary metal oxide emi
conductors (HCMOS). However, Motor
ola is already looking to replace HCMOS 
with gallium arsenide emitter-coupled 
logic (ECL) gate arrays by 1991, boo ting 
performance to 80 or even 100 MIPS. 

Software 
The key to RISC i the redllced in truc

tion set. There are only 51 instruction . 
By compari on the Intel80x86 chip (u ed 
in the DG/One and compatibles) sup
port 130 commands. ote that thi in-
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Why gamble ... 

... on 
someone offering 
disaster recovery 
as a sideline? 

With DG/hot site from 
Data A urance, you get: 

• Dedicated DG computer 

• Dedicated Communication 

• Dedicated Recovery Expert 

Over 100 DG u er, panning 
the U.S. and Canada, don't 
gamble with their information 
ba ed a et - or their choice 
for a hot ite. They u e the 
dedicated people, experienced 
in actual recoverie and hun
dred of te t , and dedicated 
di a ter recovery re ource of 

Data Assurance 
Corporation 

Denver · New York · Philadelphia 

(800) 654-1689 
6551 S Revere Pkwy. Englewood. CO 80111 ' (3031792·5544 

Data General has qualified DAC as a provider of 
DG/hot site, based on criteria established by DG. 
DAC is an independent company oHering its 
disaster recovery services to users of 

•• Data General 
equipment. 
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cludes redundant instructions like JBE 
(jump if below or equal) and JNA (jump 
if not above), both of which translate to 
hexadecimal instruction 76. Also, hex 90 
is the "no op" OP command which does 
nothing, a holdover from IBM 360 assem
bler. 

ote that RISC is something of a mis
nomer. All microprocessors use about the 
same number of instructions. While the 
88000 instruction set is, indeed, "reduced" 
to 51 commands, this is still very clo e to 
the 100 commands on an InteI80x86. The 
Motorola 88000, however, has fewer ad
dressing modes. A command either adds 
two registers or adds a regi ter to an 
embedded field in an opcode. With RISe, 
the maximum number of command is 
just over 100, while the Intel 80x86 can 
have about 1,000 possible commands 
when you take into account all of the 
addressing modes. 

RISe chips have no stack pointer. In 
order for a program to do an indexed 
store, the programmer must make it pos
sible for the code to acknowledge and 
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take an exception and dedicate one of the 
32 general-purpo e regi ter for a tack 
pointer and from that do an indirect load 
or store. The programmer (and the pro
gram) maintain the tack. 

While there is no hardware tack, all 
register have a "shadow regi ter." This 
is a copy of the contents of the real-time 
registers. These shadows "freeze" when 
an exception condition occurs. When the 
program returns from the exception, the 
hadow regi ters are written to the real

time register . In fact, you always read 
only the shadow regi ter becau e the real
time registers are always changing. If you 
tried to read the real-time instruction 
pointer, every time you is ued a com
mand to read it the content would be 
different because of your command. 

RISe chips benefit from fixed-length 
instruction . The proce or always know 
where each command starts and end . By 
contrast, an Intel 80x86 instruction may 
be one, two, three, or more bytes long. 
For instance, 4Eh means "decrement the 
Source Index register," a handy one-byte 

instruction. However, adding a word to 
the Source Index and th n XORing the 
data stored at the sum of these against 
the DX regi ter tran late to a ingle four
byte command who mnemonic is XOR 
DX,IWORD + SII. RISe chip avoid this 
confu ion. Being 32-bit device, all com
mand are four byte long and all argu
ments are four byte long. 

The 88100 in truction et contain the 
u ual arithm tic command , flow con
trols, and 0 on. It al 0 include ev ral 
command for manipulating bit field . 
The 32-bit in truction and data field 
carry a lot of information. With in truc
tions that manipulate bit field , you can 
ubtly alter the information in a epu 

r gi ter or a m mory location. For in
tance, ince bits 5 through 15 r pre ent a 
ubopcode, altering them give you the 

ability to ubtract, rotate, multiply, etc. 
the data in a given combination of ource 
and de tination regi ter . Al 0, manipu
lating bit gives you the power to control 
the color, saturation, and hue of a pixel. 

The claim that the 88000 will proce 

\~ 
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one instruction per clock cycle is not quite 
correct. It takes three cycles to fetch, de
code, and execute an instruction. If you 
could view this process at the micro level, 
from the outside of the processor box you 
would see one instruction going in and 
one instruction coming out each clock 
cycle, but they are not the same instruc
tion. 

Like other processors, the RISe chips 
"pipeline" instructions. This means that 
each instruction i advanced as far as 
possible with each "tick" of the clock. An 
instruction that requires more than one 
tick does not prevent others from com
pleting. Two instructions can share a pipe
line at the same time. 

AIl of the integer arithmetic commands, 
boolean operators, and bitfield instruc
tions always execute in a single clock 
cycle. The branching conditions slow 
down the processing because they require 
looking forward to the next instruction. 
In fact, a branch can leave a "hole" in the 
pipeline. However, there are program
matic ways around this. 

s. 

Fortunately, machine code is not the 
only language available for Motorola's 
RIse machine . In addition to the a em
bier (and its linker), the Motorola 
developer's kit comes with a e compiler 
supported by a monitor and debugger. 
Fortran, Prolog, Lisp, Ada, Pascal, and 
Basic are also available from third-party 
vendors. 

Shareware 
Over 60 system manufacturers have 

adopted the 88000 RIse processor. 880pen 
announced the BeS (Binary Compatibil
ity Standard) in July of 1988. 

BeS defines the standard interface be
tween a vendor's application programs 
and operating systems that run on the 
88000. This means that software written 
for one vendor's products will run on all 
other 88000-based systems, without 
modification. It also means that there is 
no need for a so-called industry standard 
computer. Every manufacturer is free to 
make the most of RIse in its own way 
and yet, all hardware conforming to BeS 

will run all BeS software. 
Motorola and 880pen decided on the 

name for the 32 general purpo e reg
isters to facilitate the BeS convention. 
Except for RO and R1, these are not de
dicated. However, if, for instance, you 
always use registers 26, 27, 28, and 29 
for the linker and if you always use reg
ister 31 as the stack pointer, you will 
be in accordance with the BeS conven
tion. 

If you want to write code for all 88000 
machines, you must know how the oper
ating system handles data . The operating 
system of choice, of course, is Unix. It is 
not surprising, therefore, that AT&T an
nounced its own ABI ("Application Bi
nary Interface"). This is a Unix V Release 
4.0 superset of BPI. AT&T has pledged 
that software written for the Motorola 
88000 BeS will execute without recompile 
on future versions of Unix. NaturaIly, 
these computers can run DG/UX since it 
is compatible with AT&T Unix, Berkeley 
BSD, and POSIX. 

In addition to AT&T, over 30 leading 

~. Data General Free Upgrade Guide: The cost effec
tive answer to greater computing 
power is to upgrade. Be in the know 
on all of Data. General's upgrade 
products and options with our free 
Upgrade Guide! 

Complete Turnkey Solutions: We'll 
lead you through a complete spec
tr um of upgrade opportunities. And 
we make on-site evaluations, perform 
cost-of-ownership analysis, offer a 
variety of purchasing programs, 
install your upgrade, and more! 

To be in the know on tough upgrade 
quest ions contact us today for your 
fr ee Guide: 

Attn: Upgrade Product Line 
MS I-D. 4400 Computer Drive 
Westboro, MAOl~80-0001 

r------------------
I NameL-______________________ ___ 
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o Call your local Data. General sales 
repor VAR 

o Call the Upgrade Product Line 
508/870-1400 
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I COmpany' ____________ MSIDop''--__ 
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software developers have joined 88open. 
Data General's Aviion workstation will 
run oftware from SAS In titute, Inc., 
Franz, Informix, and Relational Technolo
gies, to name just a few. Motorola is en
couraging a philo ophy that says, "Soft
ware should be interoperable on differ
ent products with no need for alteration." 
DC u ers will be among the prime bene
ficiarie of this shrink-wrapped software. 

In time, many other products will be
come available. Consider the thou ands 
of programs and utilities available to users 
of Apple Macinto h and IBM compatibles. 
Developer for the e platforms can move 
their wares to the Aviion with the aid of 
emulation boards from Opus and 
Tektronix. Opus makes an emulation 
board for the DG/One-386; Tektronix 
produce an 88000 emulator for the 
MacH. 

Warpware 
ew technology requires new language 

skills. Aviion enthusiasts will be speak
ing of MIPS, Whetstones, Dhrystones, and 

FLOPS. MIPS are millions of instructions 
per econd. A whetstone i a benchmark 
for integer arithmetic; the dhry tone wa 
developed to measure computers whose 
processors included dedicated floating 
point hardware, such as the MV series or 
a DC-One with a math co-processor. One 
FLOP is one floating-point operation per 
second. 

The Aviion runs at 17 MIPS or 20 MIPS, 
depending on the model. Four megabytes 
of RAM is standard and they can be up
graded to 28 MB. Up to three mass stor
age devices can be connected to an Aviion, 
including the 322 MB disk and the 150 
MB tape. The workstations can run in 
standalone mode or be networked. The 
network server can be configured with 
one or two RISC processors. It pushes 40 
MIPS and will support as many as 250 
u er . 

If you want to see where the Aviion 
line is headed, consider the specialty hard
ware developed on 88000 RISC chips by 
Bolt Beranek & ewman. BB Advanced 
Computers is located in the small town of 

US&T 
EXPRESS $89 TM 

Cambridge, about 40 miles outside West
boro. Their TC2000 computer u e mul
tiple RISC chip and can pu h 9,576 MIPS. 
The TC2000 runs from eight to 504 pro
cessors. With eight processors, the sys
tem yields 152 MIPS (the same as 104 
MegaWhet tones or 160 MegaFLOPS). 
With 504 processors, the system yields 
9,576 MIPS (the same as 6,552 Mega Whet
stones or 10,080 MegaFLOPS). 

Ten thousand MegaFLOPS is 10 Gi
gaFLOPs-10 billion floating point opera
tions per second. Three 322 MB disks will 
hold a gigabyte; that is one billion bytes. 
The 17 MIPS Aviion requires 58 pico
seconds to complete one instruction. That 
is 58 billionths of a second. This is a little 
fa ter than the speed at which an atom 
emits a photon, making the Aviion effec
tively faster than the speed of light! 6. 

Michael E. Marotta is a technical writer with 
a decade of experience on Data General and 
other equipment. He works in manufacturing 
and business environments. 
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~ DEC 5400 

A porting profile 
SYNOPSIS 

Transofl's UBB takes 
BBasic to the Aviion and 
demonstrates its power. 

by Mike Edwards 
Special to Focus 

DC's introduction of the Aviion y tern 
has created a demand for the migration 
of a large volume of BBasic code. At Tran
soft, a UBB port to the Aviion was for us 
a logical expansion of the options avail
able to UBB users. We took a keen inter
est in seeing how our product, Universal 
Business Basic (UBB), would perform on 
a new generation of RlSC machines. 

C gives portability and performance 
UBB is written almost entirely in C to 

~ DEC 3100 

~ DG AV/51 00 

~ DG MV 115-20 

~ DG MV/15-8 
~ 38620 Mhz 

Figure 1 : Transactions per second 

provide a combination of portability and 
performance. Porting it to a new machine 
involve ource file tran fer, directory et
up, coding for the specific chip involv d, 
compilation, and quality assurance test
ing. This normally only takes us a day for 
a new standard Unix machine, and the 
Aviion proved no different. 

The first Aviion port was undertaken 
in mid-July last year at DC Slough, Eng
land, by Owen Jones, our UBB project 
manager. Both an AVX/300 workstation 
and an AVX/5100 server system were 
made available to us. We chose to use the 
workstation for the initial port because of 
the advantages of its X Window facilities . 
This was a powerful development aid, 
enabling us to compile in one window 
while editing source in another. 

Few problems 
UBB source was transferred to the 

Aviion from our 386 Xenix development 
system via cartridge tape (one of the bene
fits of open systems!) and no problems 
were encountered in the initial port. We 
used the Pass 13 pre-release version of 
DC/UX 4.10 and the gnu C compiler 
provided as part of the DC/UX develop
ment system. 

A BBasic QA suite, a standard part of 
UBB ports, howed two problem in DC 
lUX that were not previously apparent. 
The first related to a side effect of the 
getcwd (get current working directory) 
system call. We found that if it was called 
over 20 times successively, the call did 
not tidy up, and file de criptors were left 
open. A small C test program confirmed 
this, so we got around the problem by 
restricting the caIl's use. Secondly, we 
found it was not possible to initialize 
semaphores, meaning we had to u e the 
UBB shared file option (usually reserved 
for networked versions) for lock and job 
management, rather than the faster shared 
memory. 

Having completed the port, UBB was 
transferred by cartridge tape to an AV 
/5100 system server for an independent 
order processing benchmark. This in
volved updating three different data bases 
and yielded 14 transactions per second. 

70 percent increase with later DG/UX 
As soon as Pass 14 (the customer re

lease version) of DC/UX 4.10 was avail
able at the end of August, we re-ported at 
DC Slough using the workstation for the 
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p rt, a before, and the server for addi
tional testing and benchmarking. This 
time, however, after the initial port had 
b en undertaken u ing the gnu compiler, 
UBB wa recompiled using the newly 
available and faster Greenhill C com
piler. 

We found that the new DG/UX had 
olved the emaphore problem, and we 

were now able to u e the faster shared 
memory UBB lock and job manager. DG 
lUX it elf was al 0 significantly faster, 
one of the contributing factor being DC's 
r moval of kernel debugging calls. The 
overall net re ult wa a 70 percent higher 
AV /5100 benchmark figure-from 14 to 
24 transactions per second. 

Comparisons with other machines 
These re ults were compared with fig

ure for MVs using BBa ic rev 5.01 under 
AOS/VS and others using UBB on the 
new DEC RISC machine and a 20 Mhz 
386. (See Figure 1). 

On this test, the Aviion with UBB gives 
nearly twice the performance of an MV 
15-20 at less than half the price. The re
sults also indicate that though the DEC 
machine are still faster, DC has dramati
cally do ed the gap. Geoff Baker, our 
development director, said he suspects 
"the main rea on for the remaining dif
ference lie in disk I/O." 

Overall 
A with our previous port to the Dasher 

386 and 386/ix, we found DG to be very 
helpful. In this connection, Andy Plas
kett, an SE with DG UK VAR division, 
de rves particular thanks. 

Apart from the getcwd problem, we 
found that the release version of DG/UX 
was 100 percent compliant with Unix V, 
that the X Window system was very use
ful, and that Aviion performance was very 
good-a creditable achievement for a new 
product line vital to DC's future. !:1 

Mike Edwards is the managing director of 
Transoft Ltd., Slough, England. Transoft was 
fOllnded ill 1986 by ex-DC BBasic VARs and 
specializes in BBasic portability and produc
tivity tools. It has been porting BBasic soft
ware to industry standard systems since 
spring 1987, and by the end of 1989 had in
stalled over 500 IInits worldwide across 25 
platforms. He may be reached at +44 753692 
332 (tel.), or +44 753 694251 (fax). 
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performs 
feats other 
databases 

dream 
about." 

INFOWORLD. August 21 . 1989 

L-I------

t's time to wake up to ZIM
the Entity-Relationship 4GL 
DBMS that provides one 

seamless language throughout 
the entire application develop
ment process. 

Experience more power, 
portability and flexibility, while 
reducing code and develop
ment time. 

Interested? Call, circle or 
write today. 

1-800 -267-9972 
(in Canada 1-613-727-1397) 

Sterling Software 
Zan the Systems Division 
1200-38 Antares Drive 
Ottawa. Ontario. Canada K2E 7V2 

11M 
VM/CH.S, VMS, AOS/VS, 
UNIX, XENIX, QNX, OS/2, 

Networks, and DOS 

~~~~S~IJ~~~~:.~~M~~6IS:~II'egu~~:~:~~~'.:. 
UNIX' AT& T Bell laboratories. X~NIX and OOS: MICrosoft 

Corp.; ONX: Quantum Software Systems lid. 

"ARC works beautiful. It is user friendly and totally 
compatible ... 00 1o PC and PC 1o 00" 

- Bill Smith, AMI 
- -

ARC is Approved by the Creators of ARC for the PCI 

Data Bank Associates. Inc. 

20010 Century Blvd., Suite 104 
Germantown, Maryland 20874 

(301) 540-5562 or FAX (301) 540-8105 

ARC I, a regl.tered tradema'" of Sy.tem Enhancement Aaaoc:l.t .. 
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Building a toolbox 
with Framemaker 

Word processillg, page layollt, alld graphic desigll all take place ill the same 
mode ill Framemaker sofhvare. 

SYNOPSIS 
Unix-based publishing and 

graphics software. designed by 
Macintosh and PC programmers, 

ports to the Aviion. 
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by Seemee Ali 
Focus staff 

At pre tim, there are over a hundred 
different oftware vendor developing 
product for the Aviion erie, with more 
expected to join the ranks. One product 
that tand out at the moment i Frame 
Technology' Framemaker publi hing and 
graphic oftware, which DC may even
tually bundle with the Aviion. 

Very mode tly, Frame' Original Equip
ment Manufacturer (OEM) marketing 
manager Rick Colli on described the 
product a on de igned for the "ca ual 
u er." Designed by Macintosh and PC 
oftware programmer to be ea ily 

learned, and acce ible to both new and 
experienced operator, Framemaker' 
capabilitie ugge t a greater potential 
than Colli on' word imply. 

It i a comprehen ive oftware in which 
"what you ee i what you get" 
(WYSIWIG) word proc sing meets a full 

graphic tool kit with exten ive page lay
out capacities. Drawing and word
processing take place in the same mode. 
Framemaker does not have niche-oriented 
functions such as MCAD, CAE, and 
CASE, but integrates into the e applica
tions. It is compatible with Postscript and 
encapsulated Po t cript laser printers and 
type etter, so that exi ting output de
vices can produce pre entation-quality 
documents. 

Framemaker i an exclu ively Unix
ba ed oftware introduced in March, 1987. 
Data General add its name to a list of 
OEM customers that includes Hewlett
Packard, To hiba (which has developed a 
Japanese ver ion of the product), Siemens, 
Tektronix, Sony, and other . Comparing 
the Aviion to other Unix y terns to which 
Framemaker ha been ported, Colli on 
said "We're happy with the performance 
of our product on it; we think it's a pretty 
fa t machine .. .. It eemed to be a very 
typical port for us." 

He added a vote of confidence in 
Motorola's RISC chip, explaining that 
Frame' trategy "i to port to all the ma
jor environment. We certainly ee the 
88000 environment a a major environ
ment of significance in the future, and 0 

we want to be a part of that as the market 
emerge and grow ." 

Collison was similarly favorable in his 
analysis of Data General as a bu ine 
partner. Calling DC an "up and coming 
major player in the Unix workstation 
market place," he indicated urprise at 
Data General's ability to market the 
Aviion 0 ucce fully. "I'm quite im
pre sed with their ability to pull together 
a bunch of software applications and get 
it on their new hardware," he aid. "Basi
cally, they' re a new player in the worksta
tion market, and they're coming to that 
market with a broad suite of tools, Frame
maker ju t being one of many that's avail
able on that platform. That take a lot of 
work to do, and they're doing it in a fairly 
quick manner." - 11 
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Is To Have Them 
In Stock When You Call. 

Computer systems, peripherals, parts and equipment - we have it all waiting for you 
at Rave. Our inventory ranges from Nova to MV and compatibles including Zetaco, CDC, 
Dataram, Fujitsu, Etc. 

Every piece you receive is fully-tested and includes our unbeatable 45-day warranty. 
In fact, because we refurbish the equipment we sell , if the cosmetic quality does not meet 
your expectations we will replace or take back anything we sell. At your option . 

So call us today and you ' ll get it tomorrow. 

No wonder we're the fastest growing second source. 

ZETACO 

AUTHORIZED DEALER (313) 939-8230 
DATARAM 

RAVE COMPUTER 
ASSOCIATION, INC. 
35455 Stanley Drive 
Sterling Heights, MI 48077 
FAX: 313/939-7431 
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SYNOPSIS 
The 880pen Consortium, Ltd., is 

a nonprofit organization comprised oj computer 
vendors (including Data General) and research 

institutions devoted to the success oj Motorola's 
88000 chip. In this interview, 880pen's president, 

Bob Anundson, shares his views on RISC 
architecture. 

by Seemee Ali· Focus staff 

Cheerleaders may be the computer 
industry's most valuable players during 
its doldrums, sometimes surpassing even 
technological breakthroughs in their 
importance. For each singular innovation, 
there emerge several manifestations, with 
the RISC chip hardly being an exception. 
In the RISC hall of mirrors, Motorola's 
88000 chip faces Sun Microsystems' 
SPARC chip, Intel's i860, and Mips' R2000 
and R3000. Each chip has big backers
Data General, Tektronix, and Unisys be
hind Motorola; Olivetti, Stratus, and 
Prime behind Intel; DEC, Tandem, and 
Silicon Graphics behind Mips; AT&T, 
Toshiba, and Xerox behind Sun. The loy
alties, however, are hardly entrenched
Unisys was pledged to Sun's SPARC be
fore it switched to Motorola, and Stratus 
spurned Motorola for Intel. 

Enter the cheerleaders. Enter Data 
General with the Motorola 880pen entou
rage. Hear them shout "Give me a B! Give 
me a C! Give me an S! Whaddaya get?! 
Binary Compatibility Standard! Go RISC! 
Go Motorola! Fire up!" 

Bob Anundson is the president of the 
880pen Consortium, Ltd., an organiza
ti9n comprised of corporations like Data 
General with a vested interest in promot
ing Motorola's RISC chip, implementing 
compatibility standards, and influencing 
the development of 88K technology. The 
organization has been successful in creat
ing a binary compatibility standard and 
"shrink-wrapped" software that's work
able on any system using the Motorola 
88000 chip. 

In the following interview, Anundson 
gives his perspective on topics ranging 
from the ideal computing environment 
to the difficulty of assembly language 
programming under RISC architecture. 

Focus: In creating standards, does your 
group work with other groups like the 
Open Software Foundation (OSF) or do 
you work alone? 

Anundson: Let me start off by saying 
this: In the ideal world, users would be 
able to buy a computer from any vendor 
knowing that all the software runs on it, 
connect to any other computing environ-
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ment, receive mail, and exchange data 
without a new learning experience. [They 
could) run any computer without learn
ing a new u er interface, and buy de k
top computers which are compatible with 
other computers on site. Standards aside, 
that's the objective. 

Standards are really the mechanism you 
do that with .... Organizations like OSF 
create standards on a source level, [but) 
that doesn't get you to the environment I 
was talking about. You need to take the 
standards that are created at the source 
level down to a binary level ... because 
that's what software vendors distribute 
their software on. What we have done is 
taken the prevailing industry standards 
and converted them to an 88-specific bi
nary set of standards which will create 
what we call shrink-wrapped software. 

The second thing that we are doing is 
providing a set of tests and certification 
procedures so that consumers of comput
ers know that the various systems and 
software conform to these standards. 

Focus: Could you describe these tests? 
Do they vary with the equipment? 

Anundson: They're a standard set of tests. 
We have two kinds of tests-one for sys
tems, and one for application software. 
The ones on systems are fairly straight
forward. We use much of the work that 
was Originally done by AT&T called SVVS 
[System V Verification Suite]. We have 
built additional tests on top of that, and 
they go through and exercise the system. 
[They) make sure all the calls are there, 
and [that) the calls respond in the proper 
way. 

And for software, we have some break
through technology in a package called 
ACT /88. It's a series of tests that scan ap
plication software at the source level, at 
the binary level, in static form, and also 
coexist in a dynamic form (that is, while 
it's executing), to watch the application 
code and make sure it doesn't do things 
that are in variance to the standards. 

Focus: 880pen test centers for software 
and hardware were to be available in late 
summer of 1989? Have they opened? 

Anundson: Yes. We have a technical 
center in San Jose, California. It's got a 
staff of between 15 and 20 people. They 
have delivered test systems for both 

Focus 

applications and systems. The sponsors, 
the people who paid for all that [in
cluding Data General), have access to 
tho e te t suite on their own sites, and to 
do self-certification. Shortly, we'll be 
offering certification for non-sponsors 
of what we call the Software Initia
tive. That will be available for people 
who didn't necessarily pay for this facil
ity. 

Focus: How do you enforce software 
compliance? 

Anundson: Actually; that's through certi
fication. We certify it with a gold eal, a 
Good Housekeeping equivalent to a seal 
of approval on software sys-tems. If we 
discover that someone is not compliant, 
we yank that. 

Focus: How does one become a member 

IS 

The ICOBOL Developers Solution 
Compiles ICOBOL programs on most popular 
computers under most popular operating systems. 

AXIS ... for portability, productivity, profitability. 

Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 
P.O. Box 3581 
Boulder, Colorado 80307-3581 
U.S.A. 

• 
TEL: (303) 442-0324 
FAX: (303) 440-7916 

W 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC. 

Circle 60 on reader service card. 
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SCIP Memory can provide 
you benefits beyond the 
normal, such as faster 
performance or extension of 
a "MB limit", and each and 
every board will save you 
dollars and power. Plus, it 
comes with a lifetime 
warranty. Hook up our 
memory to your. . . 

Desktop 20 & 30 
Ecli pse S 140 
Eclipse S280 
MV 4000 
MV 6000 
MV 7800 
MV 7800XP 
MV 8000 
MV 8000II 
MV 10000 
MV 15000 
MV 20000 

(213) 282-8700 
FAX 213/839-4464 

SCI P 
441 S. Beverly Dr. #2 
Beverly Hills, CA 90212 

Circle 47 on reader service ca rd. 
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of 880pen? Are there fees? 

Anundson: Yes, 880pen has two parts to 
it. It has a general membership where the 
standards are created, and it has a sub
sidiary that does the certification stuff. 
[The subsidiary] has a subset of the spon
sors, of which Data General is an impor
tant part . . . . It's a membership organiza
tion with a fee structure that is graduated 
from as little as $1,000 up to $100,000 if 
you happen to be Motorola. 

Focus: What are 880pen's priorities? I 
understand there are three committees
technical, business, and world strategies. 

Anundson: I don' t know how you priori
tize it, because you have to treat it as a 
business. There are really two main ac
tivities that we are driving on. One is the 
creation of the standards, and the follow
up work with the tests-that's really a 
technical area for the most part. 

It doesn't really do any good if you do 
all of that, unless the world really knows 
and believes in what you' re doing. So we 
have quite a bit of promotional effort. We 
go to shows. We just came back from 
Unix Expo with a very large booth show
ing shrink-wrapped software and how 
this whole world came together. 

Focus: What about the world market? 
What kind of international involvement 
are you getting into? 

Anundson: We have members from Ja
pan and from Europe, and so from a 
membership organization view, we're a 
world organization, as opposed to an 
American operation. We have produced, 
for example, a binary compatibility stan
dard for our Japanese extension. That 
would be an example of one of our world 
activities. 

Focus: During a two-month period, Data 
General reported adding software solu
tions for the Aviion at a rate of one per 
day, and they attributed much of this 
momentum to 880pen. Could you de
scribe the extent of Data General's in
volvement with your group? 

Anundson: Data General has been one of 
the driving forces within the 88open. They 
were one of the founding members. 
Through Don Lewine [OG's director of 
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engineering], they chaired the BCS com
mittee. He did a sterling job doing that. 
They have driven the testing certification 
involvement. A one of the member cor
porations they're one of the leaders. Data 
General has been extraordinarily suppor
tive, and extraordinarily good at provid
ing leadership. 

Focus: How would you assess the Aviion 
system? 

Anundson: Dynamite. And the reception 
of it in the marketplace looks like dyna
mite too .... They're going to do very 
well with that product if the interest I 
saw [at Unix Expo] correlates with the 
business. It's the right kind of product. It 
broke the myth that RISC computers have 
to be expensive. Its pricing is at the higher 
end of the PC marketplace, as opposed to 
being up in the stratosphere where these 
products had traditionally been before. 
But it's an extraordinarily good value. 
Talking to the people who developed soft
ware out there [at Unix Expo], they' re 
excited because it's such a high perform
ance, high value system. Rumors are that 
various people, when they're porting soft
ware [to the AviionJ, actually turn around 
and buy these for their in-house work as 
well. 

Focus: What do you think are 880pen's 
biggest accomplishments to date? 

Anundson: Building a shrink-wrapped 
environment that works. 

Focus: Cooperative organizations like 
880pen seem to be quite trendy at the 
moment. Some people have attributed this 
to the downturn faced by the computer 
industry. Do you think organizations like 
yours are a permanent fixture, or are they 
just marriages-of-convenience to help the 
industry through a rough spot? 

Anundson: First of all, I wouldn't attrib
ute any downturn to why the organiza
tion got started. I believe that [coopera
tive organizations] were formed because 
the market will not tolerate proprietary 
environments for new products. People 
like Data General will continue to service 
the market that they created during the 
seventies and eighties, but the market for 
the nineties for new installations .. . will 
simply not accept the systems where soft-
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ware i running only on that system. 
[Consumers) will want an open envi

ronment, one that they can choose from 
among t competing y tern vendor. 
[880pen) wa born out of necessity to 
make that happen. That's what you see in 
Unix, and Unix's most redeeming value 
i that it technology is available for all 
system manufacturers to rally around, as 
opposed to having their own proprietary 
operating system. 

ow, having said that, these various 
organizations were put together in order 
to coordinate or direct the things that have 
to be mutual among companies. It's hard 
for me to conceive that that's going to be 
less important in the future. This coop
eration and coordination need to take 
place; it doesn't happen on a voluntary 
basis. You need people who are dedicated 
and vendor-neutral, and so you have 
the e organizations that are vendor-neu
tral staffed in order to coordinate and 
force the common-ne s that the market
place will need. 

I think we may go through a metamor
pho is. The same que tion could be said 
about the user group for Data General. 
Has it diminished; has it gained? It seems 
to me that the 880pen is not unlike what 
has happened with u er groups for single 
vendors at this point. We're unlikely to 
di appear. But if it accomplished its mis
sion, the organization isn't very impor
tant; it's the results that are. 

Focus: The pre ident of AT&T's Unix 
Software Operation, Larry Dooling, was 
quoted recently as saying "Those of us 
who send people to meetings often would 
prefer that we didn' t have to send people 
to 0 many." Does the 880pen feel the 
need to di tinguish itself in this respect? 

Anundson: Well, we use what he builds, 
but he doesn' t do what we do. What he 
builds is a set of standards at the source 
level , and tha t' s not sufficient. 
Everybody's bothered by going to meet
ing , and coordinating them, but no one 
ha responded with an alternative ... It 
doe n' t look like it's been an extraordi
nary burden on our members. We have 
created our et of standards very quickly, 
very expediently, and it's worked out 
quite well. 

Focus: Some programmers are seeing 
RlSC as a tep backwards due to the lower 

FoClls 

number of instructions, making program
ming more difficult. 

Anundson: The answer to that is if 
somebody's still doing assembly language 
code, they're probably a knuckle-dragger 
at this point in time. They really have to 
get on with it, and get into a higher level 
language, and out of assembly language. 
Only the compiler writers, really, want 

ICOBOL 
on 

UNIX 

access to it [assembly languagel. They 
want their compiler code to cream. That's 
why they created the differential for their 
product. So the answer is that the past 
architectures ... were really not oriented 
to do more work within the computer, 
they were oriented to make it convenient 
to write assembly language code. That is 
no longer done, so that is no longer an 
appropriate way to design a computer. 6. 

ow Wild Hare's Choice! v 

software let's you attack new 
markets, including U IX, by 

running your [COBOL program 
and data files totally unmodified on 
all types of computers -from small 

PCs to large mainframes! 

Take a clo e look at how our oft 
olutions can help 
you get the jump 

on high 
hardware and 
development 

cost ,enhance 
and protect your 

oftware 
investment, open 

new markets to your 
products and give you 

true vendor 
independence. 

Wild Hare means 
vendor independence. 

Call today for more 
information ... (303) 442-0324 

I
f 

" , ~ 
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Highly Available 

Want- to turn your current ECUPSE- installa
tion into a more highly available one? You already 
have most of the components. Just connect your 
systems, disks, and tapes to our Message-Based 
Reliable Channel (MRC) and give your users 
the added confidence that their applications will 
be up and running when needed. 

The MRC provides on-line diagnostics, 
repair-under power, and component redundancy 
for greater database and applications availability 

It also provides flexibility in sharing peripherals 
and in accommodating growth. 

Turn your very good installation into an even 
better one. Enhance its availability For more 
information, call your sales representative or 
1-800-0ATAGEN. 

_. Data General 
3400 Computer Drive, Westboro, MA 01580 
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-------------------------------------------------------------------

Auld lang eLi 

SYNOPSIS 
The long-awaited CU32 makes 

its debut. packed with new 
jeaturesjor AOS/VS and 

AOS/VS II users. 

by Joe Cannata 
Special to Focus 

Data General has unveiled the long
awaited 32 bit CLL A dream of many us
ers-a collection of "nice to have" fea
tures-is now reality. Data General users 
will soon be able to tap into the power of 
this program, expand their macro capa
bilities, and take advantage of new fea
tures. 

CLI32 for AOS/VS and AOS/VS II, 
announced at the 1989 orth American 
Data General Users Group conference in 
New Orleans, will be shipped with up
coming revisions AOS/VS and AOS/VS 
II. Subscribers to software support will 
automatically receive the new CLI at no 
charge. Otherwise, you must purchase the 
appropriate revision of AOS/VS or AOS 
/VS II to receive CLI32. The default will 
still be CLl16 in AOS/VS. CLLPR link 
can be created to point at CLI32. In AOS 
/VS II, CLI32 will be shipped as the de
fault, but the reverse procedure can 
change the default. 

Performance implications 
The new CLI has some interesting per

formance implications. CLI32 functions 
will generally use 10 to 25 percent less 
CPU than their 16-bit counterparts. Some 
commands may go slower, but on the 
whole, CLI32 commands are quicker. 
There may be some variance between VS 
and VS II. 

Each CLI32 will cost 30 pages of mem
ory, compared to 24 in CLI16. This should 
not be a surprise-the number is equal to 
the unshared pages for the same macros 
that ran under CLI16. 

The new CLI has command compati
bility with CLI16, meaning that macros 
should work in the same way as they 
always did. The only exception to this 
will be in cases where the macro writer 
used abbreviations on commands, 
switches, or pseudomacros. Not all ab
breviations will be a problem. 

Switches in the new CLI will generally 
be required to be spelled out a bit more, 
and many of the one-letter switches have 
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b en expanded to full words. Global 
switche like / Q or / L= will remain a 
they were. Special "bridge" switches have 
been created to map old abbreviations to 
their expanded counterparts. Switches can 
till b abbreviated, but be careful about 

minimum uniquene s. 
A an example in CLI16, COpy /B be

comes COpy / BI ARY in CLl32. The 
minimum unique abbreviation for 
COPY / B will be / BI. Incidents like this 
may play game with your macro , so 
prepare by canning what you have now. 

In L116, template expansion i 
handled directly by different commands. 
Filter tables are used to selectively elimi
nate various returns of filenames . 
Conver ely, every CLl32 command will 
use the expan ion and filter table rou
tine. Four global template option 
swi tches have been created, / SORT, 
/COU T, / TCR=, and / TRAVERSE. File 
filter switches remain / AFTER, / BE
FORE, and / TYPE= a before. An advan
tage of this change is constructs like 
I!FILE/SORTI . Because of these new 
global expansion and filter switches, situ
ations like COPY / B1 will create the need 
for greater than one letter abbreviations 
on your switches, since the / B in BI ARY 
conflicted with the / B in BEFORE. You 
n d to be wary of this po ibility. 

Environments will function differently 
in CLl32. In CLl16, only the current envi
ronment and the one previous to it can be 
altered . In CLl32, 111/ previous environ
ment can be viewed or altered. Any 
command in CLl16 that accepted a / P 
will now allow a / LEVEL=. This gives 
the u er unlimited acces to all environ
m nts, and open the door for some clever 
usage. A negative level number will be 
treated as a relative reference. 

That was no comment 
The COMME T command in CLI16 

may be u ed for documentation of mac
ro . While the text following COMME T 
wa ignored, "<>", "II", and "0" were 
not. This made for some interesting re-
ult . CLI32 introduce lexical comments. 

U ing two back lashes as the syntax, 
"\ \", all text between the double back
slash and the delimiter is ignored. 0 

more "intere ting results" should arise. 
An "&< L>" combination, will be ig
nored as well. A rare CLI16 macro may 
have a "\ \" in it, and in this case, it would 
behave differently. 

FoclIS 

CLl32 presents an additional way to 
get output from a directed command. A 
new global switch has been added, 
/STR=name. Output from a command 
can be stored in a string named <name>, 
making the command output easily ac
cessible to macros. It will eliminate the 
need for SPEED scripts, and strings named 
TIME.OUT. Doing a STR/ AME= 
TIME.OUT will produce the time that 

was captured with the TIME command. 

Command history 
What promises to be one of the more 

memorable enhancements to CLl32 is 
command history. Patterned after other 
industry equivalents and Unix, CLl32 en
ables users to access previously typed 
command lines. Like having unlimited 
control-A capabilities, users can scroll for-

Comprehensive products 
spanning the entire 

DasherTerminal Line. $95 to $195. 
Tenninals Emulated Graphics Boards File Transfer Bonus Features 

0470C VGA XMOOEM Compressed Mode 
0461 EGA Kermit 70+ MiJcro Keys 
0411 HERCULES File Capture: AutoOial 
0220 MCGA • Text Auto Logoff 
W4tfJ CGA • Binary Unlimited Contig. Files 

EI\J\\U/410'M 
Version 2 Now Available 
• Higher Speed • Same Low Cost • Free Support 

• Volume Discounts • Technology Leader 

Rhin~lnc. 
P.o . Box 220 
Columbia, N\aryland 21045 
301-730-2575 

VISA and Me accepted. 

Circle 43 on reader service card. 
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ward and backward through their rec
orded hi tory, using the up and down 
arrow key. 

The default number of events saved is 
25. This can be changed by entering HIS
TORY ISAVE=n. The maximum is 32,767 
events. Doing a HISTORY by itself will 
display the whole buffer. Entering HIS
TORY 7 displays event 7 on the screen. 
This is not meant to imply random ac
cess. When the maximum you set has 
been reached, event will overwrite, start
ing with the lowest number. ull lines 
will not be saved. Any text that is typed 
on a line before a down/up arrow is 
pushed will be erased. It is pos ible to 
renumber the history lines, using the 
IRE UMBER switch. Using the IKILL 
switch, you can clear the history buffer 
altogether, and reset the starting line to 1. 
Display of the current command number 
can be set a part of the prefix. 

Other new features 
There are other new commands and 

pseudomacro in CLI32, including the 

[!ARGUMENT] pseudomacro. The for
mat, [!ARCUME T, arg Ii t), re ults in 
the expansion to the arguments requested. 
You could try, for instance, [!ARG 
ICOUNT %-%), and get back a count of 
the arguments. You can even use [!ARC 
IITEM= 1-6:3,d,e,f,g,h,i,j)' which would 
return "d,g,j." 

The syntax for the IITEM= is the same 
as the syntax used for range dummy ar
guments, only":" replaces the comma. 
Another useful pseudomacro is the 
[!IMPLODE), which performs the exact 
opposite of [!EXPLODE]. This helps 
shorten macro code that attempts con
catenation. Two more pseudomacros, 
[!UMAXIMUM <arg list> I and [!UMINI
MUM <arg list>), will expand to the larg
est and the smallest of the arg list, respec
tively. 

In the area of string manipulation, three 
new entries debut. The [!INDEXI pseudo
macro enables you to find the position 
number of a character in a string. For 
instance, [!INDEX .CLI UP.CLI] would 
expand to 3. The ".CLI" is the search-

string, and the "UP.CLI" is the character 
string searched. The [!SUBSTRI G] 
P eudomacro help you strip out certain 
character equence from a tring. In this 
example, [!SUB/ITEM=4-6 SED.PR.PH I, 
".PR" would be returned. The range is 
characters 4-6, and the string is 
"SED.PR.PH". Other switches allow you 
to concatenate, pad, and reverse re ult . 
The last of the new string p eudomacros 
is [!LE GTHI. U ed with an argument, it 
will return the length of any argument. 
You can try this, for example: VARO 
[!LE GTH [!READ type in a username:ll. 
If VARO was greater than IS, you could 
generate an error. 

With CLI32, it is no longer necessary to 
use LOCK_CLI. In addition to the ability 
to lock the same list of commands as in 
LOCK_CLI, you can also selectively lock 
commands. This is achieved through the 
commands LOCK and PASSWORD. The 
PASSWORD command enables you to 
choose and confirm a password of 1-32 
characters, which can be read from, or 
written to a file. When )LOCK is entered, 

THE ULTIIITE IIJECTIVE: 
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TEIIIIIL SEIVICE, 
One dollar per month, per terminal , guarantees 
a flat rate repair of $99.00 or $149.00. If found 
to be defective, replacement of the tube is also 
covered. Essex also guarantees that your terminal 
will be repaired and returned within 48 hours of 
receipt at our Roselle, NJ facility. 
Satisfied customers nationwide have concluded 

that the Essex $1.00 per month service contract 
is the most economical means of maintaining their 
Data General Corporation terminals. Call us today, 
for more about how the Essex Priority Response 
Terminal Agreement, can significantly stretch your 
hard earned dollar. 
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you will be prompted for the password; 
when in a file, the password will be en
crypted to avoid detection. 

A user named Su! 
A visible change will be in the area of 

the three special privileges: SUPER USER, 
SUPERPROCESS, and SYSTEM MA -
AGER. Gone will be the "*)" on your 
screen, or having to type a JPINIT x, wait 
for an error, and kludge the system man
ager privilege. A new command, PRIVI
LEGE, selects one of the "big three" privi
leges. You will be able to invoke super
user like this: 

jPRIVILEGE SUPERUSER ON. 

The result, "Su!)", will take some adjust
ment. 

What will really look different will be 
what appears if all three privileges are 
turned on: SpSuSm!). System manager 
status (0 10FF) will appear now in the 
output from the CURRENT command. 
vor the die-hards, the SUPERUSER and 

SUPERPROCESS commands will still 
exist, and a macro can be written to change 
the "Su!)" back to "*)." 

Some file manipulation commands 
have also been provided in CLI32. With 
the OPE command, users can open a 
file for input or output, and use the READ 
command to do data-sensitive reads from 
a file. Opening a file will provide a chan
nel number, and READ <fileid> will let 
you read from a file a line at a time. You 
can set an IEOF=string value to be dis
played when you reach the end of the 
data in the file. The CLOSE command 
closes the appropriate files. 

In the area of strings and variables, prior 
restrictions have been lifted. You will be 
able to name your strings and variables, 
giving you virtually as many as the stack 
can hold. The original STRING, as well as 
V ARO-V AR9, and their associated pseudo
macros will remain, so CLI16 macros need 
not be changed . The STRINGI AME= 
construct will allow you to generate a 
named string of 1-32 valid filename char
acters. The same syntax will work for 

variables, VARI AME=. To display the 
values at all environment levels, the 
II FOI AME= syntax is used. The 
I ALL switch on a STRING or VAR com
mand will display values at all levels. 
Also of note is that STRI G and VAR 
names are separate, and that VAR 
INAME=B is different from VARB. 

Dump the LOAD, and the DUMP 
Besides the added features of CLI32, 

some changes have been made to exist
ing CLI16 functionality, including the 
removal of some CLI commands. The first 
to go are DUMP ILOAD. DUMP_II 
ILOAD_II are beginning to grow apart 
from DUMP and LOAD, and retiring the 
commands eliminates compatibility is
sues. Watch for this in your current macro 
sets. Another command for the shelf is 
PERFORMA CEo It showed how many 
system calls CLI has made since it was 
PROCed, and how many since the last 
PERF command. 

There are some other welcome altera
tions to CLl16. In the CLl16 environment, 

CIST EFFECTIVIESS 

$99.00 per repair for t ype: 

MODEL' 

D210 6168 
D211 6169 
0214 6391 
02 15 6392 
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0411 6393 
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01 
02 
0100 
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WYSE W·50 
WYSE W·60 
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MODEL' 

0400 6130 
0450 6134 

WYSE 75 W·75 

.. . • 
C . 0 • M • P lit.U T E R .. 
SERVICE. INC . 

263 Cox Street , Roselle, NJ 07203 
(201) 245-8300 Fax: (201) 245·2509 
1900 Market St. , Philadelphia, PA 19103 

Circle 30 on reader service card. 
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field like STRING, DIRECTORY, and 
PROMPT have 127-character fields. In 
CLI32, they have much more room; the 
maximum amount determined by the CLI 
stack size. Larger capacities give CLI the 
ability to handle the output redirection 
discussed earlier. 

is over, for instance, a "A will return CRE 
/ 1, not the ")" as it did before. In addi
tion, a user request for implied program 
execution has been granted. You will be 
able to type in a program name, without 
the X command to get it to run, as long as 
there is no command, macro, or directory 
with the same name. The invalid com
mand error message has been changed to 
"Error: ot a command, macro, or 

CLI32 now uses multiple input buffers. 
This means that "A will really return the 
last command line. After a CRE/ I session 
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program." 
Slick changes have been made to some 

other popular CLI16 commands. The abil
ity to alter earchlists will be cleaner. You 
will be able to remove, insert, or deter
mine the location of a directory on the list 
using the new SEARCHLIST command 
syntax. The WRITE/ NONEWLINE com
mand will let you generate output minus 
a <NL>. PREFIX has been expanded from 
24 to 80 characters, and will now be a 
part of the environment. 

ew switches on FILESTATUS will 
provide some interesting information. F / 
OPENCOUNT / COUNT will give you the 
open and total number of files in a direc
tory. Another switch, / CPF= helps avoid 
the display problem when a filename is 
greater than 16 characters. The SPACE 
command now can be used on VS II DIRs 
to return current space only. You can also 
do a SPACE on any file in VS II to get its 
current size. A new switch on the ACL 
command, /TOPDOW ,lets you pro
cess files in a directory-first manner. You 
can now use this variation on [!DATE), 
[!DATE/ UMERIC ascii_ string). This 
will expand to the number of days since 
12/31/67 to the current date, enabling 
you to calculate the date tomorrow. You 
are even covered into the 21st century. 
The [!TIME) pseudomacro has changed 
as [!DATE] did . [!TIME/NUMERIC] will 
expand to the number of biseconds since 
midnight. Issuing a [!TIME n) with "n" 
being in the range of 0-43199, would re
turn an ASCII time of day. 

Some other expanded capabilities are 
in the area of tracing. Two additional 
switches will allow users to trace files 
and conditionals. You also will be able to 
trace replacements. One other change to 
CLI16 is that the arithmetic pseudomac
ros like [!UADD) will now take more than 
two arguments. 

I was glad to see one thing that did not 
change in CLI32. You will still be able to 
use the XYZZY command as before. (It' s 
nice to see some things are stable.) 

The functionality of CLI32 will fit 
cleanly in your current environment. This 
is only the first revision of the product. 
As it is used more, further enhancements 
will be made. t:.. 

Joe Cannata is a training specialist for Data 
General Educational Services in McLean, Vir
ginia. He may be reached at 703/827-9690. 
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I SYSTEM CONCEPTS by Michael Dupra 

Pipe realities 

SYNOPSIS I 
P ipe files transfer iriformation between processes by taking the output of 

previous operations and passing it to the next command or program AOS/VS 
offers a limited. but still useful, levelofpipe-ftlefunctionality. 

Figure 1 : Pipe pending options and behavior 

?PALW 
?PNVR 
?PTWO 

One Ended 
PEND 
ERROR 
ERROR 

Two Ended 
PEND 
ERROR 
PEND 

PEND waits until the condition no longer exists. 
ERROR returns either ERPFL or EREOF (depending upon process 
writing or reading) . 

Figure 2: ERIFT illegal file type operations 

?ALLOCATE 
?ESFF 
?GCLOSE 
?GOPEN 
?GPOS 
?GTRUNCATE 
?PRDBI?PWRB 
?RDBI?WRB 
?RECREATE 
?RPAGE 
?SATR 

FoCl/s 

Allocate disk blocks 
Flush shared pages to disk 
Close a file for block I/O 
Open a file for block I/O 
Get file position 
Truncate a file for block I/O 
Perform physical I/O 
Perform block I/O 
Recreate a file 
Release a shared page 
Set or remove the permanence attribute 

I have a button on my wall that says "Calm down, it's only 
ones and zeros." Well, friends, it gets even simpler than that. 

As we all know, the zeros in a bit seam have no value, and 
therefore don't mean anything. They can be ignored and re
moved. Having done so, you are left with a whole pile of ones. 
They are redundant, and can be compressed down to a single 
one. A single one bit is also useless, for two reasons: all of the bit 
streams reduce to it,.-a nd therefore it does not convey any mean
ingful information; and, a single one, by itself, has no point of 
reference or contra t, and therefore doesn't even exist. 

For that reason, I will /lot reveal the value of the eXtended 
Modify Address Somewhere (XMAS) that I mentioned in the 
December article, as it would not serve any real purpose. 

In last month's article I presented a short history lesson and 
cursory summary of instruction sets. I could, of course, go through 
the entire instruction dictionary of the MV family computers ... 
but instead, I will leave itas an exercise to be worked out by the 
reader. 

• • • • 
ow that you have digested the details of XLEFB, PBX, 

WGBITBLT, JMP, OP and all of the other CISC instructions that 
the MV family executes, it is time to look at something else. 

In previous articles, I discussed how to transfer information 
between tasks by using the ?XMT and? EC system calls; pro
ces s on the ame host by using the ?IREC and ?ISE D calls; 
and processes on different hosts by sing ACALL, CALL, 

READ, and WRITE. Another ethod of transferring infor
mation between processes is..by using pipes. 

If you have used Unix on any machine, or DOS on personal 
computers, you are probab y familiar with the concept of piping 
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information from one program to another. 
Under OOS, a common example i 

to this level of functionality, they are still 
availabl ,and do have their uses. 

TYPE filename I MORE Pipes are, you know, totally tubular! 

Wh n COMMA D.COM in OOS ees the 
"I" symbol, it takes the output of the 
pr viou op ration, and "pipe" or pa e 
it to the next command or program. Al
though AOS/VS does not upport pipe 

Like many other computer related 
widgets, pipes owe their name to an anal
ogy in the phy ical world. Think of a 
pipe a a conduit that is not level, is of a 
pecified length, and is connected be

tween two (or more) processes. When 
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Wh UG? 
Reason #6 

Strength 
in Numbers 

A s an individual Data Gen
eral user, you may have little 
chance to have your system 
concerns heard by the right 
people at DG. You need to 
get to the people that can 
make things happen. The 
North American Data Gen
eral User Group talks to these 
people and is lis-
tened to. This 

local level , regional and 
special interest group meet
ings are an excellent place 

to meet Data General repre
sentatives and have one-on

one conversations. The 
Executive Advisory Board is 

the official voice of 
NADGUG to Data General. 

NADGUG officers 

collective voice of NORTH AMERICAN 
users cannot be 0 AT AGE N ERA L 

and Focus are 
two more ways 

to get your views 
heard. Become a ignored or put on 

hold. There is 
definitely strength 
in numbers! 
NADGUG has 
several channels 
for you to commu
nicate with Data 
General. On the 

USERS 
GROUP 

part of the col
lective voice and 
participate in the 
two-way commu-

nication with 
Data General, 
join NADGUG 

today! 

1-800-USR-GRUP 
512/345-5316 (outside U.S.) 

something is placed in the high r end of 
the pipe, it will (probably) come out of 
the other end. If more than one thing i 
placed in the pipe, they will come out of 
the pipe in the same order in which they 
were placed into the pipe. 

Creating a pipe 
When viewed in the operating system 

context, a pipe is simply a special type of 
file that acts a a FIFO (first in first out) 
queue for byte of information. A pipe 
file can be created by u ing the ?CREATE 
system call, or by using the ?OPE sys
tem call with a special exten ion for pipe 
file. The length of the pipe file is fixed at 
4,096 bytes (two pages) when the ?CRE
ATE call i u d. The use of the pipe ex
tension of the ?OPE call allows the pipe 
file to be created with any integral page 
size from one to sixteen pages (2,048 to 
32,768 bytes). 

Opening a pipe 
When a pipe file is created explicitly by 

using ?CREATE, one can con ider the pipe 
to exi t, but both ends of the pipe are 
sealed. A process can open one end of the 
pipe by using the ?OPE system call, 
and the end of the pipe that is opened 
depends upon the "direction" of the 
?OPE call. If the pipe is ?OPE ed with 
the input bit (?OFI ) et in the packet, 
then that process will be at the lower end 
of the pipe, and will receive the byte that 
are placed into the pipe by using the 
?READ ystem call. 

Conver ely, a proce scan ?OPE the 
pipe file with the output bit (?OFOT) set 
in the packet, and put byte into the top 
of the pipe by using the ?WRITE system 
call: (Since the pipe is not level, a process 
cannot op n both end of the pipe by 
using the ?OF[O option, which specifies 
both reading and writing. It is also illegal 
to try to open the file for hared I/ O with 
th ?SHOP bit.) 

If the pipe i opened at only one end, it 
is till fairly u eless, as AOS/VS will not 
allow proce es to read from or write to 
the pipe until both end are open. (Di al
lowed [/ 0 on a single-ended pipe is indi
cated by AOS/VS returning an error 
me age that indicate either that the pipe 
is full or at end-of-file with the ERPFL or 
EREOF error message .) 

Filling a pipe 
Once a pipe ha been opened at both 
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the top and the bottom, I/O may occur 
on the pipe file. If a process tries to read 
from an empty pipe, then the proce 
will pend while waiting for bytes to 
come out of the pipe. When a process 
writes to the pipe file, the bytes will 
enter the file and wait to be read by a 
process at the lower end of the pipe. 
More than one WRITE operation may 
have been executed against the pipe file 
before any process reads the informa
tion from the pipe, and in this case, the 
queuing action of the pipe occurs. 

A process may WRITE to the pipe file 
until it gets full, at which time AOS/VS 
returns the ERPFL error me sage. In thi 
case, you realize that you might want to 
create a slightly longer pipe so that it 
can hold more data, or check on the cor
rect operation of the proce s that should 
be reading the data that you have put 
into the pipe. 

Other than the length of the pipe, the 
programmer ha only one et of options 
regarding the behavior of the pipe file. 
In the ?PIPD off et of the pipe exten
sion subpacket, one of three options may 
be chosen to modify how AOS/VS re
sponds when certain conditions occur. 
The three options are ?PALW, ?PNVR, 
and ?PTWO (the default). They specify 
whether AOS /VS cause the proce s to 
pend or return an error when either 1) 
the pipe is full and the process is trying 
to write to the pipe, or 2) the pipe is 
empty and the process is trying to read 
from the pipe. The action also depends 
upon whether the pipe is one- or two
ended. The table in Figure 1 (page 37) 
help to summarize the behavior taken. 

Cleaning a pipe 
When a process is finished with its 

end of the pipe, all it has to do is ?CLOSE 
the pipe file, and it may even ?DELETE 
the pipe. ( 0 peculiar pipe extensions 
or sub packet are required for either of 
these two calls, unlike ?OPE or ?CRE
ATE.) When one end of the pipe is closed 
by a\1 processes that opened that par
ticular end, the pipe becomes one
ended . 

Michael Dupras is senior consultallt for the 
Software Prodllcts and Services Division of 
DG Canada. He //lay be reached at Data Gen
eral, 1827 Woodward Dr., Ottawa, Olltario, 
Callada K2C OP9. 
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Smoking a pipe 
Becau e pipes are disk files, they do 

have ACLs that may be set or changed. 
The file can al 0 be renamed. But, be
cause they are byte-oriented files and 
transient in nature, a number of file
oriented system calls are not permitted 
against pipes. Figure 2 (page 37), taken 
from the AOS/VS System Concepts man
ual, lists the invalid operations on pipe 

files. These restrictions do not imply that 
pipe are useless, just that these opera
tions are useless on pipe files. 

In addition to the operations that are 
listed in Figure 2, issuing a ?READ or 
?WRlTE system call with the ?RTVB rec
ord type (variable block, variable rec
ord) will also generate an error code 
ERRFM indicating illegal record format. 

IN 
CASE OF 

EMERGENCY 

CALL 
FAST TRACK 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

FAST TRACK is best e,uipped to provide 
disaster recovery services to your company 

look at the facts: 

• Multiple hot sites for better 
geographic coverage 

• Fully equipped locations: Manhattan, 
Brooklyn NY, and Chicago 

• Largest base of installed equipment, 
and most equipment per subscriber of 
any Data General disaster recovery 
firm 

• Facilities manned 24 hours a day, 
7 days a week by trained operators 

• Data General VAR authorized to 
provide disaster recovery services 

• The only Data General hot site facility 
with its own off-site high security data 
storage vaults offering 24 hour, 7 day 
a week courier service 

• Fully equipped com puter room, office 
space and conference room facilities 
dedicoted to disaster recovery 
subscribers 

• On-site inventory of hundreds of 
modems, multiplexors, and terminals 

• Private communications network 
available in most major U.S. cities 

• In-house Data General communications 
expertise ready to provide 
solutions to your networking needs 

Before disaster strikes, you need FAST TRACK SYSTEMS'" 

(212) 422·9880 
Data General has qualified FAST TRACK SYSTEMS as a provider of DG/ hot si te 
services based on FAST TRACK having met criteria established by Data General. 

Frs 
FAST TRACK SYSTEM~ INC. 

61 Broadwoy New York, NY 10006 

FTS is an independent company providing its disaster recovery services for users of e. Data General equipment. 

Circle 31 on reader service card. 
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I SYSTEM MANAGER'S LOG by Brian Johnson 

SYNOPSIS I 
San Francisco shaker Jails to 

rattle our intrepid reporter. Post 
quake tour reveals that DG 

machines can withstand ajolt; 
but what about the psychics? 

HAPPY_NEW _YEAR 
Just think, 10 years from now we're all 

going to be scrambling around trying to 
fix those thousands of programs that are 
sure to blow up when confronted with a 
date in the form of 01/01/00. 

DISASTER_RECOVERY? 
I used to say that I was going to commit 

suicide by jumping head first into a paper 
shredder the next time that I had to read 
yet another article on disaster recovery 
and hot site services. Welt in spite of our 
recent little earthquake, that's still a true 
statement. 

I hadn't even planned to bore you to 
death with an earthquake story, until one 
of the editors at Focus expressed disap-
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pointment when I told her that I thought 
the event had already been covered to 
death (no pun intended). Plus, by the time 
that you read this the Lorna Prieta earth
quake is old news, unless we got the 
dreaded San Francisco follow up earth
quake in the meantime (this was written 
on November 4). 

Anyway, rather than lecture you on 
boring things like off site backup (we do 
it), backup site agreements (we have an 
informal one with a company in Lost 
Angeles), and 400-page detailed disaster 
plans (we don't have one), I thought I'd 
just relate my personal perspective on 
the disaster. 

I had just walked out of a warehouse 
style office supply place in the South Of 
Market Area (SOMA) after checking out 
their prices on LaserJet toner cartridges. I 
got on my motorcycle, backed it out of 
the parking space against the side of the 
building, and started the engine. While I 
was pulling my gloves on, I saw the cash
ier start waving frantically. Then she 
leaped over the counter and headed for 
the front door. I figured she saw me walk 

out without paying for anything and as
sumed that I copped a box of staples or 
something. Then I noticed that a Mer
cedes parked in the space adjacent to the 
one that I had just backed out of was 
doing a violent rock and roll number with
out benefit of a driver at the wheel. 

About that time, I got knocked off the 
motorcycle by ewton (he discovered that 
Force = Mass x Acceleration). Both the 
bike and I were experiencing the same 
acceleration, but the bike won the mass 
contest, so down we went. As I tried to 
get up, I looked out from the parking lot 
onto Harrison Street and noticed that the 
surf was up. Except that in this case, the 
waves were traveling through asphalt 
instead of water. Also, there was a crack 
in the asphalt about 10 feet in front of me 
that was doing this little recursive open 
/close routine as each wave went by, just 
like in the movies. Each time it opened, 
little jets of dust would shoot up verti
cally, also just like in the movies. 

SOMA is an area of old warehouses 
and factories just south of the downtown 
financial district. Most of the buildings in 
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the area are two or three floors and were 
built before the fifties. I was about two 
block from where a brick wall fell on 
ome parked cars, squashing them to a 

height of about a foot and killing five 
people. Two of those killed were employ
ees of MacUser magazine who had just 
left a meeting at the Ziff Davis offices in 
the building that lost the wall. Who says 
the computer business isn't fraught with 
danger? So much for the sad part. The 
funny part is that the previous tenants of 
the building had just recently broken their 
lease and moved out claiming that the 
building was unsafe in the event of an 
earthquake. One would think that the 
court battle would be a pretty cut and 
dried event now, but not according to the 
lawyers for the building owners (what a 
surprise). 

Most of the SOMA is built not on 
landfill, but on something nearly as bad; 
old marsh land. As a result, the SOMA 
was the second worst hit area after the 
Marina district where the spectacular fire 
occurred. At last count, 450 buildings in 
the city are unusable and will need either 
major repairs or demolishing. Over half 
the buildings involved are in the SOMA. 
None of the buildings are high rise office 
or apartment buildings. 

Anyway, after kissing the pavement at 
the parking lot I got back on the bike and 
made my way back to where I live, which 
is about a mile and a half south of down
town. All the traffic lights were out, and 
when I got to the entrance ramp of the 
elevated freeway that I usually take to 
get home there were a couple of cars 
climbing onto the ramp gingerly, staying 
very close to the edge on the assumption 
that it might be stronger there. I opted to 
go the rest of the way home using surface 
streets, and it's probably a good thing 
that I did. That little freeway is now very 
closed and might not open until spring. It 
seems that one of the support pillars a 
half mile past my exit exploded, expos
ing the steel reinforcing bars inside. The 
blown support is right at the point where 
the freeway changes from three lanes in 
each direction side by side to a double 
decker freeway similar to the one in 
Oakland that pancaked. 

At home the earthquake was almost a 
non-event. Nothing fell. Nothing broke. 
No cracks. I take credit for most of that 
because when I moved back to the city 
from the South Bay in 1982, I constrained 
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still is. my search for a place to live to two hills 
that had one thing in common; they were 
both composed entirely of bedrock. 
There's a third bedrock hill, but it's en
tirely occupied by the San Francisco Mint. 
The hill I ended up on was the one hill 
that suffered zero structural damage dur
ing the '06 quake. I also checked the build
ing to make sure that the frame was bolted 
to the concrete foundation . It was, and 

My Significant Other's first comment 
when I got home was "Wow, that was the 
best one yet!" With an attitude like that, I 
figure we deserve each other. She and the 
upstairs neighbor had broken out the 
battery powered TV and were on the bal
cony with binoculars checking out the 
noticeable gap in the Bay Bridge. As dark
ness fell, it was really spooky looking out 

Only The Best For Your DG System 
The disk subsystem that sets the standards 

FOR YOUR FOR YOUR ECLIPSE & 
MV COMPUTER NOVA COMPUTERS 
Argus 623X Emulation 

SKS-HP Plug and Play Series 

~ \\HII 

~~'f. 
~1I1'1tf' 

• Up to 1200MB (fonnatted) 
• Only 3.5" vertical rack pace 
• 5.25" SCSI-interfaced drives, which offer 

longevity, high reliabiliy, large capacity 
and a mall footprint 

• 10.7 m ec average eek tim (40% faster 
than DC' 6239 Argu ) 

• 4.0MB/sec tran fer rate 
For Back-up: 

Zebra Emulation 
SKZ-XX Plug and Play Series 

• Up to 620MB 
• 5.25" SCSI-interfaced drive 
• Only 3.5" vertical rack pace 
• 18 m ec average eek time 
• 1.25MB/ ec data tran fer rate 

ZET/.( <> Authorized Stocking Di tributor 

The Helical-scan Cartridge Tape Subsystem 
2 Gigabytes on a sma1l8mm cartridge 

• High reliability 
• Compact Media 
• U es host r ident tape drivers and 

back-up utilities 

Dataproducts Printers 
LB Series LZR Series Laser Printers 
Band Printers (DG Models 
(DG Models 4595, %/ 6474-6479) 
4598, 99) 

4 model : 300, 600, LZR 1230 - 12ppm 
100 lSOOLPM LZR 1260 - 12ppm PostScript 

, LZR 2630 - 26ppm Po tScript o Dataprodu{ts . Authorized Stocking Distributor 

Also: complete line of accessories & supplies 

Your First Choice for DG solutions 

intprsrience 
COMPUTER CORPOR ATION 
5171 ClARETON DRIVE. AGOURA HillS. CAliFORNIA 91301 

Call 
(800) 627-2007 

Circle 36 on reader service card. 
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over a mo tly dark downtown and across 
the bay. The only lights were from the 
Naval Bases at Alameda and Treasure Is
land, both of which have massive emer
gency power rigs. My place faces the other 
way from the Marina, so I couldn't see 
the orange sky from the Marina fire. News 
helicopters were buzzing overhead and 
the Goodyear blimp was gliding around, 
having been released from service at 

Wh 

Candlestick Park by the postponement of 
World Series Game Three. 

My first reaction watching the little 
battery powered TV for the next few hours 
was that, except for dead phones and no 
power, there was no damage evident in 
my immediate neighborhood, and the 
downtown area seemed to look OK from 
the balcony. The situation just didn't 
match the death and destruction scenario 

Reason #24 
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Fast 
Solutions 

Software problems? 
Hardware problems? Need 
an answer fast? The North 
American Data Genera l 
Users Group (NADGUG) 
has your answer. 
NADGUG offers help when 
you need solutions - fast. 
Meet w ith other DG users 
at the annual 
NADGUG con
ference or at 
regiona l and 
special interest 
group meetings. 
Th is networking 
can lead you to 
contacts that are 
only a phone call 
away when you 

need help. Maybe picking 
up a back issue of Focus to 

find just the right article is 
all you need . The electronic 

bulletin boards are also 
ava ilable for you to post 

whatever problem you may 
have, and have it read by 

people who can give you a 
solution - right 

NORTH AMERICAN away. All of these 
DATA GENERAL problem-solving 

strategies are 
ava ilable to you as 

a member of 
NADGUG. Don 't 

wa it unti l you need 
a fast solution -

be ahead! Join 
NADGUG today· 

USERS 
GROUP 

1-800-USR-GRUP 
512/345-5316 (outside U.S.) 

being touted on the tube. 
It's been several weeks now, and in 

retrospect, the media really blew the 
whole thing out of proportion. The loss 
of life was on a par with couple of typical 
midwest tornados, or a severe hurricane. 
Sure, there was a lot of property damage, 
but the only difference is that we take our 
property damage hits once or twice a 
century in big doses, whereas the tor
nado belt and Gulf Coast take theirs in 
smaller doses every 10 years or so. It's 
true that lives were lost, but it's also true 
that 99.999 percent of the area residents 
were alive and uninjured. 

The most critical 

job on the computers 

was a large client 

payroll job that 

had to be run 

in time for the 

paychecks to be 

distributed on 

Thursday morning 

The only major shortage that arose as a 
result of the quake involved a dearth of 
white stretch limos for the network news 
types who descended on the city to cover 
the aftermath. At one point, there were 
reportedly a half dozen of them parked 
outside a local TV station's offices while 
the Today Show staff huddled inside. 

Well, this is a computer magazine, so I 
guess I'd better get topical here. 

About 8:30 p.m., we decided to get on 
one of the motorcycles and take a little 
tour of downtown and see if the comput
ers were still in one piece. If you're won
dering how I could be so blase about the 
comp.uters, bear in mind that sitting in 
my garage at home were two full sets of 
archive backup tapes made the day be
fore the quake. I figured the worst that 
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SCREEN DEMON 
Pop-up 

• Electronic Mail 

Windows • Pop-up Calculator 
• Print Screen 
• Pop-up Notepad 
• Redraw Screen 
• Swap to CLI 
• Faster Screen Display 

• View screens of programs nllllling on 
otlrer termillals 

• Record alld playback termillal sessiolls 

Versioll s fo r AOS/VS 
COBOL alld ICOBOL work 
witlr ('x istillg programs 
witlrollt recompi/atioll . 
Scr('ell Demoll rOlllilles //lay 
be cal/('d from programs 
wrillell ill "C". 

• Alltomatic termillation of ill active program 
• Remote tennillatioll witl, orderly slllltdowlI 
• WP Libran) alld CEO illterfaces 
• ACCEPT time-ollt for ICOBOL 

$950 
Demo available $25 

Threshold, Inc. • 165 E. Magnolia Ave. • Auburn, AL 36831 • (205) 821 -0075 
Le Software Man • Box 545· London N78DF U.K. · 01-809-2762 
Mini.computer Sys • 411 Hawthorn Rd. · S. Caulfield 3162 Australia· 03-528-2711 

Circle 57 on reader service card . 

DATA GENERAL 
BUY • SELL • TRADE 

* SPECIAL MV4000 wlo Memory .. .. .. ................. .. . $990 * 
PROCESSORS MAG TAPE DRIVES 
MV2oo00 Mod· l and 2 or Upgrades .................... SAVE!!! 63001600/6250 BPI Mag Tape Subsystem ........ $11 ,900 
MV15000 Mod·8, 10 and 20 or Upgrades ............ SAVE!!! 6026 9TR SOO/I600 BPI Tape Subsystem ................. 990 
MVl oo00 w/4MB Memory .................................... $17,900 6270·B 15MB OT Canridge ........................................ 690 
MV8oo0 Mod II w/4MB Memory ............................... 3,400 SKT·2300 2GB Smm Tape SIS .............................. 10,995 
MV7800XP w/4MB Memory ..................................... 9,900 
MV2500 wl8MB Memory, 322MB HID ................... 17,900 DISK DRIVES 
MV20000C wI2MB, 120MB Disk ............................. 4,900 6239592 Subsystem ....................... .. .................. $1 1.900 
Eclipse Sl280 wl2MB Memory, BMC .. ...... ............... 4,500 6236 354MB Argus Subsystem ............................... 4,900 
Eclipse Sl140 wl256KB, 16·slot .............. .. .................. 790 6161 147MB Kismit Subsystem .................................. 990 
Desktop Modet 10 or 20 wl256KB, 15MB Floppy ....... 790 6363 160MB HID MV2 or MV40C .. .. .. ..................... 1,790 

633671 MB Disk w/Controller lor Desktop .................. 890 
MEMORIES SKSHP660F 660MB SIS Replaces OG6581 Rams 18,595 
8990·0 16MB MV20/MVI5 Memory .................... $12,900 
8990·C 8MB MV201MV15 Memory ........ .................. 5,900 TERMINALS 
8871 8MB Universal Memory ..................... .. ............ 4,300 6392191 0215 or 0214 CRTwlKeyboard ................ . $245 
8865 2MB Universal Memory ........................ .............. 490 6167/660460 or 0410 wlKeyboard ............................ 245 
870S 2MB MV8IMV6 Memory .................. ................... 390 61681690210 or 0211 wlKeyboard ............................ 175 
8713·R OT Mod· l 0 or 20 512KB Memory .................. 290 Dasher 0100, 0200 CRrs wlKeyboards (each) .......... 89 

COMMUNICATIONSICONTROLLERSIopnONS PRINTERS 
4370 IAC16 wlTCB RS232 .................................... $3,200 4323 OG3oo LPM Band Printer ................................ $590 
4369 lACS wlTCB ........ .. .... .. .................................... 1,490 4364 OG 600LPM Band Printer .. .. ........................... 1,490 
4380 ISCl l ................................................................. 590 4453 OG 340CPS Printer ............................................ 790 
6238 354MBI592MB Argus Intelligent Controllers ...... S90 P300 Printronix 300LPM Printer .... .......................... 1,490 
4463 USAM4 w/Cable ................................................. 345 P600 Printronix 600LPM Printer .............................. 2,500 

4531 160 CPSl132 Column Printer ............................ 350 

Circle 11 on reader service ca rd . 

scary, except that we had just done a suc
ce sful dry run at the LA ite only about a 
month before. 

Also, we only needed one CPU to run 
the job, and we figured that even if our 
equipment had been damaged electrically 
when the power went off, the chances of 
getting at least two of the four MY /4000s 
back up once power was restored were 
excellent. 

Being risk averse, I 

decided to run one 

dummy FIXUP pass 

(May I fix it? 

N<NL>J on each 

drive before running 

FIXUP for real . All 

drives passed with 

flying colors and by 

6: 15 p.m . we were 

back on the air with 

all four MVs 

At 4:30 p.m., the power came back on 
at the office and they called me at home. I 
hopped on the bike and came down to 
su pervise the restart. All four MY /4000s 
powered up uneventfully. Seven of the 
eight 6026 tape drives came up. The eighth 
had a blown fuse that took only a few 
minutes to find and fix . All 20 disk drives 
powered up uneventfully. Being risk 
averse, I decided to run one dummy 
FIXUP pass (May I fix it? <NL» on 
each drive before running FIXUP for real. 
All drives passed with flying colors and 
by 6:15 p.m. we were back on the air with 
all four MYs. The air was filled with the 
residue of numerous sighs of relief. 

Unfortunately, we couldn' t start run
ning the critical payroll job because we 
didn't have any operators. They were 
having trouble getting into the city from 
where they live. After about an hour they 
arrived and the job was completed a little 
after midnight. 
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A check later in the week with mo t of 
the other DG u er in the Bay Area found 
that all of them had their systems up 
promptly once power was re tored . One 
large u er had all his MVs up on emer
gency power within hours, but several of 
his firm's IBM mainframes and his show
case Tandem system were still down two 
days later due to hardware problems. 
Tandem may be nonstop, but apparently 
it's not nonbreak. 

A lot of funny tuff has happened since 
the earthquake. I've gotten phone calls 
from people I haven't heard from in years 
ju t checking to see if I was OK. And lots 
of our customers called just to check if we 
had survived . We've had a bunch of spo
radic outage since the earthquake be
cau e the various utility companies have 
spent the last three weeks digging up 
every street downtown to patch minor 
leaks in the water and gas lines. In the 
process, they've cut the phone cable un
der the treet in front of the office with a 
back hoe at least once so far. It put a 
bunch of our dial-in lines out of commis
sion for two days (including the BBS). 

The best anecdote by far has to do with 
the letter to the editors of San Francisco 
Chronicle from some Born Again Chris
tian type saying that the earthquake was 
a message from God that the city famous 
for its tolerance of sexual promiscuity and 
gay lifestyles had better mend its licen
tious ways. The next day there was a let
ter from a gay guy pointing out that the 
worst hit areas of the city were the ones 
inhabited by rich heterosexual yuppie 
attorneys and stockbrokers, and that the 
mostly gay areas uffered little or no 
damage. Amen. 

By far the mo t embarrassing part of 
the earthquake was to have everybody 
outside California see the reports on na
tional TV that the Marina District shelters 
were serving ouvelle Cuisine to the 

BJ is the President of B.J. Inc., a San Fran
cisco based consultancy specializing in sys
tem auditing, system management, and per
fo rmance analysis. :SYSMGR is a division of 
B.J. Inc. BJ can be reached at 109 Minna St ., 
Suite 215, San Francisco, CA 94105, 415/ 
550-1444. The :SYSMGR bulletin board 
number is 415/391-6531 (300/1200/2400 with 
optional MNP class 4, CHAR/605X/CHAR
LEN=8/PARlTY=NONE/AUTOBAUD) or 
415/550-1454 (voice). 
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homeless, and that shelter residents were 
getting daily massages compliment of 
some holistic health group from Berkeley. 
Only in California .... 

P.S.: The latest score is Earthquake: 1, 
PsychicS: O. either ancy Reagan's as
trologer Joan Quigley, nor Sylvia Brown, 
the most famous local psychic, predicted 
the earthquake or any of its significant ef-

fects . I also rummaged around in the 
magazine rack in my john and found a 
copy of last january's National Enquirer; 
none of their psychic predicted it either. 
I can' t wait to get my next quarterly issue 
of the CSICOP Journal (Committee for the 
Scientific Investigation of Claims of the 
Paranormal); they're sure to take the psy
chics to task for completely missing such 
a big event. 11 

Circle 9 on reader service ca rd . 
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I BBASIC by George Helllle 

More than lip service 
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SYNOPSIS I 
The BBasic plaiform oj the Juture 

is on the Aviion. DC's diligence 
in supporting standards should 

win new customers. 

Unix has been described in the past as 
a religion masquerading as an operating 
system. Unix gurus set the standards for 
hocus-pocus in the computer industry, 
mumbling obscure acronyms for obscure 
utilities. They seemed to relish the fact 
that their operating system was ignored 
and unspoiled by the attention of major 
vendors, who could only corrupt the anc
tity of their creation. 

ow major vendors, including Data 
General, are all jumping on the Unix band
wagon. The Unix gurus will turn in their 
graves while each vendor pays lip ser
vice to standards and then does every
thing possible to tie us into their systems 
excluSively. Right? 

ot according to DC. It is serious about 
following the standards, even when it 
doesn't seem to be quite in its short-term 
interest. Info, for example, will not be 
brought over to the Aviion. Infos custom
er will have to convert their applications 
to a standard file sy tern that is already 
available under Unix. 

Wherever Data General can choose 
between doing omething it own way, 
or using the standard, it is choosing the 
standard-even when there might be a 
"better" way. I'm convinced this i a win
ning strategy, and that the gurus are ap
preciative, too. Furthermore, as the com-

puter field gets increa ingly chaotic in 
the next year or so, customers will be 
won over. This was quite apparent at the 
1989 Data General Reseller Conference in 
Colorado Springs, where DC's direction 
with re pect to both Unix and Business 
Basic seemed very clear. 

BBasic's new Unix ver ion will become 
Data General's mainstream version of 
Business Basic. In the future, new fea
tures will appear fir t in Unix, and will be 
brought over later to AOS/VS Business 
Basic, if it proves feasible. 

BBSIG report 
The Business Basic Special Interest 

Group (BBSIG) met during the ADCUG 
conference in ew Orleans. While the 
BBSIG was originally founded for users 
of Data General Business Basic, it has since 
expanded to include all u ers of languages 
derived from BBasic, including TAC, Blue
bird, B32, Transoft, and Basix. The mis
sion of the BBSIG is to provide a common 
voice for all users of BBasic and provide a 
forum for the interchange of ideas and 
techniques between vendors and u ers. 

Paul orman of Data General reported 
at the conference that DC intends to re
lease a version of BBasic for the Dasher 
386 (probably under a version of Unix 
called 386/ix), and for the Aviion in the 
early part of the new year. It will feature 
several enhancements including line 
numbers to 99999, variable names to 32 
characters, maximum program size to 512 
K, DO . . . WHILE, and quad precision 
arithmetic. Programs must be LISTed and 
E TERed to be brought over. 

ROOS BBasic will be going to category 
C, meaning no further revi ions or sup
port. DC/RDOS BBasic will continue to 
be supported-in fact, it will be expanded 
in rev 8.3 to include support for the 
7800XP and the MV /15000. Saved file 
will be compatible between AOS/VS 
BBasic 5.1 and DC/ROOS BBasic 8.3. But 
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don't exp ct the goodies in Data General' 
Unix BBasic to come to DC / RDOS Bu i
ne s Basic. The ource cod for the Unix 
ver iOn will be totally different than th 
RDOS and AOS / VS ver ion , meaning 
any enhancements would have to b 
coded twice. ot a likely pro pect. 

Tran oft wa repre ented by Mik 
Edward. Tran oft's UBB i now avail
able on over 20 platform , including 3 6 
fix, Xenix, Aviion, Ultrix, and 005. About 
ha lf of it ins talled site ar curr ntly on 
o S. Sale hav b en particularly trong 
in Europe, th ugh no ver ion exi t for 
AOS/VS. 

Murray Ha za rd of B32 confirmed the 
availability of B32 for AOS/ VS, Xenix, 
Bell 11 chnologi s' Unix, and announc d 
that Aviion would b ready around the 
end of 1989. He a ur d the group that 
th trong performance characteri tics of 
B32 carryover to Unix platform . Fur
thermore, a a re ult of a rewrite of the 
AOS/VS ver ion v ral month ago, B32 
u virtually the arne ource code on all 
of it op rating y tern platform . Thi 

n ur that the arne featur will ap
p ar no matter where the cod goes. Data 
General, ar you paying attention? 

A di cussion was held about de ired 
enhancements to the language. Popular 
reque ts were for support for more than 
132 character on I PUT and PRI T, and 
th ability to op n file over a network. 
The vendor pr ent said they would li -
ten carefully to ugge tion from the 
BBSIG. Thi rai d the que tion of how 
be t to collect ideas for enhancements. 

It wa decided that all the ideas would 
be ent to me at Maxon. I'll publish them 
in CoPILOT, and forward all the respon e 
to the vendor . Get me your suggestions 
oon! Incidentally, if you aren' t getting 

copies of the CoPILOT, send me your 
name and addre to add to the mailing 
Ii t. 

The la t item on the agenda was the 
election of a new pr ident. Due, no 
doubt, to lack of oppo ition, I was 
reelected president of BBSIG for another 
y~~ 6 

Geor8e Helllle, a cOlltriblltillg editor to Fo
cus, has worked with Blls;'/ess Basic IIsers for 
lIIore thall a decade. He is the vice presidellt of 
Maxoll Compllter Systellls, 575 Madisoll 
Ave., SlIite 1006, New York, NY 10022;416/ 
445-4823. 
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Custom Software Development 
and Support 

Professional Services 
• System Performance Review 

• Systems Analysis and Design 

• Custom Software Development. 
Modification and Trouble Shooting 

• Training (On-Site and OH-site) 

• On-going Support (Application and 
General System Support) 

• Upgrades and Software Conversion 

Vantage Products 
• MenuMan (Menu and Security Mgmt.) 

• SpoolMan (Print Spooler Management) 

• Mes AMIS (Apparel Manufacturers 
Information System) 

• SOLSkel (DG/SOL Program Skeletons 
for use with C/SCRIPT II plus DBAM) 

Hardware Products 
• Data General Value Added Reseller 
• Third Party Peripheral and Memory 

Products 

• SAM 2010 Environmental Monitor 

Circle 59 on reader 

Software Products 
• SouthWare Business Series (Accounting) 

• C/SCRIPT II plus DBAM (COBOL 
Program Generator) 

• WordPerfect (Office Automation 
Products) 

• OFFICE/Publisher (Desktop Publishing) 

DG Product Expertise 
• MV/1400 through MV/20000 Mod II 
• AOSNS and DG/UX Operating Systems 

• DG/SOL and DG/DBMS Database Mgmt. 
• INFOS II File Management 

• COBOL. PU1 and Fortran 
• RM/COBOL. INFORMIX and UNIFY 

under DG/UX 

Vantage Software, Inc. 
555 West 57th Street, 11 th Floor 

New York, NY 10019 

Phone: 212/956-2240 
FAX: 212/956-2503 

rvice card. 

SVSGENDATALtd. 
I I I MARKETING 

• DataGeneral COMPUTERS & ,.. PERIPHERALS WORLDWIDE 

MV2oo0 2MB, Tape, Floppy ...................... $2,800 lAC 8 ........................................................... $1 ,200 
MV10000 8 MB .......................................... 18,000 lAC 8-2 ............... ... ... .................................... 1,450 
MV4000 2 MB .......................... .... ..... ....... .... 1,750 TCB-8 and 16 .................................................. 300 
MV4000 CPU 0 MB ............... ... ............... .... . 1,250 MCP 1 wfTCB ............................................... 1,200 
MV4000 DC CPU w/4MB ............ ................. 2,800 LAN Board (MV2ooo Style) ............................. 650 
MV4000 SC CPU 2MB .................................... Cali SYNC Board (MV2000 Style) ....................... .. . 600 
Inlel Controliers ............................................... 600 DG 160 MB Disk .. ........ ................................. 1 ,900 
8MB Memory (MV 2000) .............................. 2,150 4433 Prinler ................... ........................ .. ........ 450 
6231 Tape Drive SIS ....................................... 500 ISC-2 ............................................................... 900 
6311 Tape Drive ..................... ......................... 800 6300 SIS ..... ............ ...................... ..... ......... 10,250 
WIOC (MV1ooo0) ..................... ......... ..... .. ... . 3,300 6026 and cabinel (Earthlone) ....................... 1,700 
Dalaram 8MB Memory MV10000 Slyle .. .. .... 2,200 BBU (MVloooo) .............................................. 750 
MV4 & 10 Memory 2MB .................................. 750 4327 8300 .......................... ..................... ..... 1,200 
MV4 & 10 Memory 4MB ...... ......................... 2,450 4364 8600 ........................ ..................... ....... 2,500 
MV4 & 10 Memory 8MB ............................... 4,400 0460 ............ ......................... ........................... 300 
MV8000 Memory 2 MB .................................... 600 041 0 ................................................................ 275 
Comm Base VO Rev 12 ................................... 750 0411 .................................. ............ . .. .. ............ 350 
lAC 16 (RS232) ........................................... 3,200 0211 ................................................................ 175 
lAC 18 4522 ............................................... ... 1,200 6122 Brown Hardened ..................................... 700 

SYSGEN 
SPECIAL 

MV2000. 10MB. Tape, Floppy. 160 Drive. LAN ..... ... .. ......... $6.500 

BUY - SB.L -TRADE - LEASE 
PRICING SUBJEc;T TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

ALL EQUIPMENT SOLD IS WARRANTED FOR 30 DAYS 

12 ELKLAND ROAD, MELVILLE, NY 11747 (516)491-1100 fax: (516)491 -1559 
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I SCREEN TEST by Tim Boyer 

Micro Cabals 
SYNOPSIS I 

O ur reviewer treads new ground with 
the help ojRM/Cobol85 rev 4.0, Micro 

Focus' Cobol! 2 rev 1.1. 17, and SBTEST 

A couple of months ago, I stumbled upon an article in PC 
Week. It seems that Ryan McFarland had just come out with a 
new revision of RM/Cobol that was intended, among other 
things, to make the product more compatible with Data General's 
ICobol. 

in CLI format. They won't compile. Micro Focus is the most care
free about formatting- as long as it isn't in columns 1 through 7 
or 73 through 80. Ryan McFarland, on the other hand, is strictly 
by the book. 

I had never heard of anyone revising anything to make it more 
compatible with a Data General product, so my curiosity was 
piqued. I've heard for years that "ICobol is just like so and so's 
Cobol," and wondered how compatible 

I suppose it's a bit hypocritical for anyone st~ll running Cobol 
to complain about something being archaic, but I will anyway. 
Line numbering was a lifesaver when the rubber bands holding 
my card deck together broke. In a micro environment, however, 

ICobol is with the other products out in 
the micro world . 

I picked two Cobols that I felt an ICo
bol user might want to convert to or use 
on a micro: Ryan McFarland's RM/Co
bol 85 rev. 4.0, because as far as I can tell 
they've got a version for every machine 
you can think of, and Micro Focus' Co
bol/2 rev. 1.1.17, because of their heavy 
commitment to OS/2 and Unix. I de
cided to convert SBTEST, a general pur
pose ICobol benchmarking program 
developed some years ago by Creative 
Synergy. Not only does it do a lot of 
screen and file I/O (which I suspected 
would be a problem), but when I got it 
working I could run benchmarks. 

First, let's just say that there's no such 
thing as a painless conversion. Despite 
what I told someone at the '89 confer
ence, you have to get into the code and 
make changes. Change #1 doesn't apply 
to anyone using card format, so both of 
those readers can skip the next para
graph. 

Remember Area A, Area B, the con
tinuation area, and all of that good, 
"real," Cobol stuff? I didn't. It's been 10 
years since I left the Burroughs punched 
card environment to take up CRTEDIT 
(thankfully), and all of my programs are 
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Vendor information 

RM / Cobol-8S rev 4.0 markets for 
$1,250 for a single user on DOS; an 
extra $250 accommodates five more 
users. A new version, RM/Cobol-
85 4.10, includes an editing tool 
called RM/Costar. Ryan McFarland 
sells the product for $995. 

Both Ryan McFarland Corpora
tion and :viicro Focus have new Co
bol products for Data General ma
chines. Ryan McFarland released 
RM/Cobol-85 version 4.01 for the 
Aviion, available on DC/UX, with 
development systems starting at 
$1,800. Please see page 63 for de
tails about this product, or contact 
Ryan McFarland Corp. at 8911 Capi
tal ofTexas Highway North, Austin, 
TX 78759,512/343-1010. 

The Micro Focus product is the 
same as Cobol/2 rev 1.1.17 that is 
reviewed here, but is marketed by 
Data General as Cobol/2 rev I, at 
costs ranging from $900 for a single 
user on DOS to $15,000 for 256 
Aviion DC/UX users. Contact Data 
General's Mike DiTullio at 508/870-
7824 for more information, or write 
Data General Corp., 3400 Computer 
Drive, Westboro, Massachusetts 
01580. a 

it's rather Silly. I'd like to see both of these 
compilers at least allow a compile switch 
that would make it unnecessary. 

Micro Focus is compatible 
Once you get the reformatting out of the 

way, Micro Focus is incredibly compatible 
with ICobol. The only two errors that I ran 
into on the first compile were my own. 
First, I had added a test of the WRITE 
IMMEDIATE verb to the SBTEST program. 
As of this writing, Micro Focus is compat
ible through rev 1.30 of ICobol only. The 
other error was a screen item specified as 
PIC 9(10)JUSTIFIED. It seems that the Mi
cro Focus compiler won't allow the use of 
JUSTIFIED with a numeric item. Aha! 
Something that ICobol will do that the 
others won't. Well, not really. The ICobol 
Programmer's Reference also states that 
JUSTIFIED "cannot be specified for a nu
meric item." The ICobol compiler just isn' t 
catching it. An STR has been submitted. 

Micro Focus' compiler command line 
doesn't have the half dozen or so switches 
that ICobol has. It has over 100 different 
options that can be set at compile time. To 
compile SBTEST, I used the following: 

COBOL SBTEST .. /DG/NOMFINOOSVS/ANIM 

which means to use ICobol 1.30 syntax, 
ignore Micro Focus and AOS/VS reserved 
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word, and prepare the code for Micro Focus' Animator debug
g r. I got a reserved word error from the data item CO TI VE, 
which I r moved by u ing the / OA 585 switch (although I 
could ju t as asily have used /REMOVE"CO TINUE). I then 
Ll K d the program (yes, ·this is really a compiler, and not a 
p eudo interpreter-the resul t is an .EXE file) and ran it by 
typing SBTEST. 

The fir t differ nce I noticed wa that my numeric ACCEPTs 
were acting like I u ed USI G instead of TO-they were already 
fill d with zeros, 0 that entering 5 resu lted in the field looking 
like 50. Back to the manual . 

In addition to the 14 high density di ks that come with this 
Cob I, it' equipped with about 14 inches of the most compre
hen ive manua ls I've ever read. I pulled ou t the Screen Han
dling Refer nce Guide and discovered that this, like many other 
cr n function , can be pecified by the programmer. To make 

my A EP1: like [Cobol's, I specified treating numeric field as 
alphanumeric fi Id , and the zero went away. You can choose 
whether you want the cu rsor to be at the end of an ACCEPT 
under the last character, or in the next position. The handling of 
a COLUM + 1 can be specified immediately after the last field, 
or with a one- pace gap. There are too many options in the 
configura tor to Ii t her , bu t suffice it to ay that you can make 
your cre n I ok any way you want. 

After that change, the program looked identical to the one 
running on my MV /8000. When Micro Focus says that it's com
patible with [Cobol, it mean it. The only manual conversion 
nece ary i to get code ou t of the reserved areas, and I'm sure it 
would b (relatively) trivial to wri te a Cobol program to do just 
that. 

If you do have a problem with code, Micro Focus includes the 
Animator, the be t debugg r I've seen thi side of Borland. This 
i a full cr en debugg r that allows you to execute your pro
gram statement-by- tatem nt while viewing the code. Of course, 
you can al 0 kip to cur or po ition, run to a certain line, or set 
breakpoints if you like. Br akpoints can be certai n statements, or 
they can be conditiona l-you can et it to stop when CUS
TOMER UMBER = "10410" A D ITEM UMBER = "MUD 
43". The data can be et and examined in ASCII or Hex, and up 
to 10 windows can di play at one time. The Advanced Animator 
will even display your program in a tructu re diagram with 
in tant flowcharting, including page references. 

Thi i the debugger tha t I've been waiting for. The next time I 
have a problem in a program, I'm gonna dump the thing to the 
micro and compile it using Micro Focus, just so I can use the 
Animator. 

Like an ICobol 
RM/Cobol wa a bit more difficult to convert. Unlike Micro 

Focus, however, RM/Cobol never claimed to be DC compat
ible-just that it had a few DC-like features. RM/Cobol ha 
b come uch an indu try standard that I gave it a hot anyway. 

I used the source code that ran through Micro Focus without a 
hitch. RM/Cobol gave me a few hundred "Verb in area A" 
errors, which I corrected. I removed the DATA SIZE IS and 
I DEX SIZE IS clauses from the selects, and the RECORD! G 
MODE IS FIXED from the FDs. I changed the re erved word 
CO TI UE to omething else. 

A couple of the errors took a little longer to find, though [ 
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ETHERNET 
TCPjlP 

NETWORKING 
FOR ALL DG SYSTEMS 

• Industry Standard TCP l iP LAN connections for 
AOSI VS, AOS, and RDOS systems. 

• Connects DG systems to non-DG systems such as 
VAX, IBM, SUN, and APOLLO running TCP l iP. 

• High speed file transfer using the standard FTP 
protocol. Virtual terminal remote logon using the 
standard TELNET protocol with VT100 terminal 
emulation. 

• Supports MV, ECLIPSE, NOVA and DESKTOP. 

Claflin & Clayton , Inc. 
117 Maynard Street 

Northboro, MA 01532 
Telephone: 508-393-7979 

Fax: 508-393-8788 
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DATA GENERAL 
WORKSTATION 

SOFTWARE FOR ANY LAN 
NO DEDICATED PC NEEDED 
..=.. -=- .=.=.. .:. .:,. - ------- ----- ----- - --- ----- --- ---- ---------- -------- -- - - ---------- ----- - _ _ - ':,.:' 

ASYCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SERVER 
Everything you need to connect your Data General to you 
Local Area Network is in this software package, including 
exact Data General terminal emulation. Softerm ACS 
works with your LAN'S COM (serial) ports or Digiboard 
multi-port boards. Licensed per File Server. Add breadth 
and functionality with additional modules: Over 60 exact 
terminal emulations, file transfer and more! 

ONE SOFTWARE PACKAGE. ONE SOLUTION_ WE GUARANTEE IT. 

$800.00 
COMPLETE SOLUTION 

CALL NOW FOR INFORMATION! 
800·225·8590 



SCREEN TEST 

suppose I'd have been quicker if I had been accustomed to card 
format. The error wa "Period pace required," and it meant that 
I wa mi sing a period after a statement-unfortunately, on a 
line that very obviously had a period after it. After staring at it 
for a few hours, it suddenly dawned on me that Wordstar was in 
column 76 while I was looking at the offending period. Taking 
everything back four columns solved the problem, but surely 
there must be a better error message for this like: "Get your data 
out of my column, buddy!" 

To execute the program, you must invoke a runtime module. 
In this case, the command would be RUN Cobol SBTEST. Lo and 
behold, it worked perfectly the first time. The accepts and dis
plays executed with no change in code. If Ryan McFarland was 
trying to make the' screen as ICobol-like as possible, they've 
succeeded admirably. 

The Ryan McFarland debugger is very similar to ICobol's, 
with one important exception: you can run through the program 
step by step. ow that ICobol is keeping a separate .5Y file 
instead of the information in memory, can we have that too, 
please? 

The RM program both compiles and runs, with few changes. 
Unfortunately for those doing the conversion, however, there 
are a few subtle differences between the languages that may not 
show up at once-but could bite you later. For instance, the 
READ command always contains an implicit LOCK, unless you 
specify WITH NO LOCK. DC COMPUTATIONAL is very close 
to RM's COMP 3-but RM has a sign byte, which could affect 
redefines. The statement CALLPROGRAM "SBTESTA" com
piles perfectly, and then does absolutely nothing when exe
cuted. The RM syntax is CALL "SBTESTA", but you'd think that 
at least a compiler error would be generated by the other form. 
Anyway, the end result is that while a conversion is certainly 
possible (and for some programmers even trivial, assuming that 
you have the know-how to write a program that will put se
quential numbers in front of your statements), some programs 
will cause a problem. In that case, I did what any good program
mer would do. I cheated. 

Despite what you might infer from its frequent mention in 
this column, I don't own stock in Threshold, Inc. It just seems 
that whenever I run into a situation in which I need a little help, 
there is a Threshold product sitting on a shelf that works just 
fine. In this case, it was an ICobol to RM/Cobol conversion 
package for both Data General and PC environments. Just type 

TX infile outfile 

and your CRT format program is in card format, with the vari
ous ICobol fea tures that we all take for granted (such as zeroing 
out variables automatically before doing an INSPECT) taken 
care of. Now that's the easy way to do a conversion. 

Benchmarks 
In Figure 1, you' ll notice that ICobol more than holds its own 

on the I/O stuff. I'd like to see the results with, say, 30 terminals 
running on each package. Where the others tend to pull away is 
in the arithmetic. This just goes to show that ICobol is not a 
language in which to number crunch, something we already 
knew. ICobol is at its best doing the things that most Cobol 
programs do-moving alphanumerics and manipulating indexed 
files (although, from the results, it also seems to be heavily 
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Figure 1: Benchmarks 

Ryan Micro 
McFarland Focus MVl8000 

Write Random (10K) 112 67 83 
Read Random (10K) 53 49 45 
ReadlRewrite Random (10K) 89 118 64 
Write Sequential (10K) 37 12 51 
Read Sequential (10K) 37 8 29 
Read/Rewrite Sequential (10K) 104 45 71 
Open/ReadlClose (100) 26 12 19 
Div S9(10) COMP by S9(5) 
giving 59(5) COMP (l00K)COMP 105 120 218 
Mult S9(5) COMP by S9(5) COMP 
giving S9(10) COMP (lOOK) 66 57 145 
Add 59(5) to S9(10) (lOOK) 38 16 95 
Move S9(5) to 59(5) COMP (lOOK) 29 15 44 
Move X(50) to X(50) (lOOK) 17 17 9 
Null Paragraph (300K) 41 46 9 
Display at Line 24 (500) 26 6 13 

Note: All times in seconds. 
MV/8000 DISPLAY with Screen Demon on PARTIAl-51 seconds 
without Screen Demonl 

optimized for null paragraphs). One factor in Ryan McFarland's 
favor is that it automatically does repeating character compres
sion on its files. Thus, a 10 MB SBTEST file took up only 2.2 MB. 
The I/O times for RM reflect compression/decompression on 
the fly. 

Like a Rolling Stone 
There's one important feature that both of these compilers 

share. They recognize that Cobol did not die in the late sixties. 
!Cobol has made great strides in execution speed, reliability, 

and elimination of size constraints in both file and program size. 
But in the 11 years that I've been running ICobol, I don't remem
ber seeing a new verb. I was amazed to see the elements that a 
modern compiler contains, since I hadn't looked at one for a 
decade or so. I don't have the room in this article to go into any 
detail, but I hereby promise to write an article giving an over
view soon. To give you a quick idea, although ICobol contains 
approximately 320 reserved words, most are for ANSI compati
bility and have no functionality in ICobol. Micro Focus has 
about 450, and they all work. 

Ryan McFarland and Micro Focus both have excellent compil
ers, and seeing the richness of a modern Cobol gives me hope for 
!Cobol. ICobol will soon be moving from the protection of a 
proprietary operating system out into the real world. If Data 
General expects to compete with languages like these, they're 
going to have to bring ICobol into the nineties-and that will 
benefit all of us. tJ. 

Tim Boyer is EDP Manager at Denman Tire Corporation. He may be 
reached at P.O. Box 951, Warren, OH 44482; 216/898-2711 or on the 
NADGUG bulletin board at 415/924-3652. 
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ff you need outstanding service 
at your ~ertips, enter one 
of the following commands. 

1-800-USE-NPA4 (East Coast) 

1-800-999-4NPA (We t Coa t) 

Service. 
That's what we've built 

our business upon. We 
understand that immediate 
needs have to be fulfilled 
immediately. 

At NPA Systems, Inc .. we 
can meet all your computer 
needs- from coast to coast. 
And we can do it today
because tomorrow is usually 
too late. 

For the best in service. 
sales. facility management/ 
recovery site and software 
for your Data General and 
PC needs. call us toll free. 

And enter a world that's 
commanded by service. 

Ea t Coa t Omce: 
PA Sy tern . In . 

76 1 Coate Avenue. Holbrook. Y 11 74 1 
(5 16)467-2500 e FAX: 5 16-467-5609 
1- OO-USE- PA4 
1- 00- 73-6724 

We t Coa t om e: 
PA Sy tern of California. In . 

2323 Fourth Street. B rkel y. CA 947 10 
(4 15)84 -9 35 e FAX: 4 15- 45- 1665 
1- 00-999-4 PA 
1- 00-999-4672 

Circle 40 on reader rvice ca rd. 



SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

A complete listing 
of the NADGUG software library 
ACK • Terminal emulator/ file transfer 
program for both AOS/ VS and AOS ma
chines. 432 block . 

Big Brother · Automatic log-off program 
written in Fortran 77. Donated by the U.s. 
Fore t Service. 181 block. 

B.J .'s BBS contributions. This addition to 
the library consists of about 20 items, in
cluding variou program, documenta
tion, and macro . Some of the more inter
esting items include the :SYSMGR bench
mark uite, a continuous incremental 
backup, a clean-up file maintenance pro
gram, a program to find trings in files, 
and a type-backward program. 5,749 
blocks. 

Black Jack • Kim Medlin of Data General 
pr ented thi at the La Vega confer
ence. 15,079 block . 

CRTEDIT· Thi is the old ROOS creen edi
tor ported over to VS. 51 blocks. 

DBCHECK • Check the open tatu of an 
Info file and examine the checkpointing 
tatu of a file. 230 block. 

DUMPlOAD· DUMPLOAD i a Macintosh 
program to dump and load AOS/VS
compatible dump on a Macinto h. 140 
blocks. 

ERP· A proce -termination program de
velop d by ASA and modified by Man
ville. In Fortran 77. 33 block . 

FCOPY2· Submitted by Jim Siegman, thi 
utility make two copie of a file at once. 

FllEMNGR • With thi new ver ion, you 
can move, copy, delete, view, and perform 
ev ral other option fa ter. This i di

tribut d a shareware. If you try it and 

continue to u e it, you are reque ted to 
pay a regi tration fee. From Kim Geiger. 
459 blocks. 

FTNCVT • This is a Fortran 5 to Fortran 77 
translator. 287 block . 

Games • A collection from variou place . 
Enjoy. 19,516 blocks. 

Glossary· A program from John Grantthat 
builds a Ii t of words u ed in a document 
and how wheretheyareu ed.416block . 

IMSlUTll • A collection of CLI macro, 
Cobol routine ,andas emblyroutinescall
able from Cobol. By IMSL of Hou ton. 
6,154 blocks. 

JAG_UTll· JAG_UTIL con i ts of everal 
program : Filecount, U er pace,Scan,and 
Laminate. 1,501 blocks. 

Kermit • A file-tran fer protocol devel
oped at Columbia Univer ity. U e 9,328 
block. 

logout· Another auto log-out y tern. 246 
block . 

look· U ed to view text file, Look allow 
you to move forward and backward in a 
file. Donated by Data General. 438 block . 

Macros • A collection of macro from vari
ou ource . 452 block . 

MENUDIR.Thi i an initial u ermenu that 
can chain to other application and fea
ture a pa word-control ystem. From 
the Fed SIG. 492 block . 

Misc Kerm • An expanded v r ion of AOS 
Kerm, thi now include other v rsion of 
Kermit including DG / One Kermit. 6,29 
blocks. 

Notify and Prior • Two contribution from 
Concept Automation. otify tell you 
when a proce s has terminated. Prior lists 
the priori tie of processe . 273 block . 

QHelp· A tree-structured help faCility. 2,277 
block . 

RODS Kermit· ow available. You mu t 
reque t the Kermit tape (rather than the 
library tape) to get RDOS Kermit. 

SKlSCRN . TheCobol tandard entry creen 
featured in George Burn ' Foclis article of 
April, 1988. 385 block. 

Softrans • A file-tran fer protocol written 
in Fortran 77 u ed to communicate with 
proprietary PC communication package . 
496 blocks. 

Spell • Check the spelling of a word or 
pell-check document . Submitted by 

Richard Kouz .5,163 block . 

SWITCHES. The GET.SWITCHES routine 
from John Grant's column in Focl/s. 1,297 
block. 

TEX· Ver ion 2.26a i now available. TEX 
(Terminal Emulator with Xmodem) i a 
terminal-emulation program written by 
David Down. He ha revi ed the TEX oft
ware to include a command language. 
TEX i being di tributed a harewar . At 
the end of 30 day , eith r remove it from 
your y tern or nd the author a $45 fee . 
495 block . 

VT100KER • VT100 emulator from John 
Grant. 1,135 block . 

Xfer • A tape-conver ion utility. 653 
hlock . 6 

All NADGUG members interested in receiving the NADGUG software collection should send a 1 ,200-foottape to: 
Randy Berndt, Building 4, Suite 321,5300 North Braeswood, Houston, Texas 77096 

MV/2000 and MV/1400 users should send one formatted, error-free tape cartridge. Software contributions should be sent to the same address. 
Be sure to include your membership number. Allow 4·6 weeks for delivery. 

People with AOSNS rev 6 should send a 2,400-foottape and specifically request DUMP_II instead of the usual compressed version. The de
compression program is rev 7 specific. 

Please include a self-addressed envelope with sufficient return postage. In compliance with postal regulations , do not date the postage. Either 
disable the date printing completely, or set the date to "--" or zeros. 
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When you 're in the market for Data General equipment, call Data Investors to supply the 
equipment to meet your demands. As an international supplier of pre-owned equipment, 
we make it our policy to stock every possible model. We are constantly adding to our 
stock. Every machine is tested prior to shipment, and each one is guaranteed 
to be eligible for Data General maintenance. When you 're 
looking to buy or sell DG equipment, call the people who 
understand supply and demand. Call Data Investors. 

MEMORIES 
8890-0 16MB MVl20000/15000 .... ............ $16,500 6363 160MB ADD-ON MV/2000 ........ .. ........... . 2,800 
8871 8MB MVl4000/10000 .. .......................... 5,900 6329 120MB ADD-ON MVl2000 .. ... ... ... .......... . 1 ,500 
8902 10MB MVfi800 ............. .. .. ......... .... ....... 4,900 6227-0 15MB SIS W/FLOPPY ............ ...... .... ... 1,050 
8870 4MB MV/4000110000 .... ....... .. .. .............. 2,700 6100 25MB WINCHESTER W/1.28 ..... ............. 1 ,000 
8765 2MB MV/4000110000 .... ......... ... ... .... .. ....... 850 63001600/6256 MAG TAPE SIS ......... ........ .. 13,500 
8708 2MB MV/8000/6000 .... ........ ....... ... ............ 700 6026 DUAL MAG TAPE SIS BROWN ..... .......... 1,900 
8754 512KB S/140 ... ............ ........ .. ............... ... .. 550 6123 MICRO STREAMER BROWN ........ .......... 1,900 
8687 256KB S/140 ........................... ... .......... ... .. 300 6270 DESKTOP CARTRIDGE TAPE .................. .. 850 
8387 256KB NOVAl4 ...... .................................... 300 6125 STREAMER MAG TAPE SIS ...... ............. ... 700 
8656 256KB ECLIPSE ... ....... .............................. 295 
DESKTOP MOD 20 512KB ... ... ...... ...................... 350 
DESKTOP MOD 10 512KB .... ........ ......... ......... ... . 450 COMMUNICATIONS 

4360 IAC-16 RS232 ...................................... $2,475 

TERMINALS AND PRINTERS 
0-216, 0412, 0462 ... ...... .... .. ... ... ......... ... ..... ... CALL 
0-214, 0-215, 0-411 , 0-461 , D-470C .... ...... .. CALL 
0-210, 0-211 , 0-410, 0-460, USED .. ..... ...... .. CALL 
4364 600 BAND D.C. SIS ............... ..... .......... $2,800 
4327300 BAND D.C. SIS ............... ................. 1,900 
Bl000 BAND PRINTER .................................. . 4,200 
6215 180 CPS SERIAL .................................... 1,200 
4434 1 OOCPS .................................. ................... 600 
6190 180 CPS LP-2 ........................................... 495 

4360-A IAC-16 RS422 ........... ..... ....... ............. 1,900 
4367 IAC-8 RS232 ........................... ..... .......... 1,350 
4367-A IAC2-8 RS422 ........ ..... ...... .... ...... ....... 1,700 
4380 ISC-2 ... .... ................... ... ......... ... .......... .. .... 800 
4560 LAC-12 ............................................ ....... 1 ,200 
4531 SYNC-2 MVl2000 .......... ......... .... ............... 600 
4342 ATI-16 ..................... .... ........... ................... 295 
4543-B MCP-1 ................................................ 1,900 
4340 AMI-8 .... .. ... ........ ...... .... .. ...... ...... ............. .. 195 
4463ZT USAM-4 DESKTOP ........ ... ..................... 450 

6193 TP-2 BROWN ........................................... . 650 4206 MCA .......................................................... 550 

6262 DESKTOP COLOR CRT SIS ....................... 800 
4221 DESKTOP PRINT CONTROLLER .............. .400 
005-8096 D.C. PRINT CONTROLLER ........ ......... 650 SYSTEMS & PROCESSORS 
OKIDATA PRINTERS NEW .................... ........... CALL 8780 MVl10000 .......... ............ .. .... ......... ......... CALL 

8888 MVfi800XP 4MB ......................... ...... $13,500 
8790 MV/8000 MOD-28MB ... ... ..... .. .. ....... .. .... 7,600 

DISK DRIVES & MAG TAPES 8936 MVl2000 5MB 
6239 592MB ARGUS SIS .. ..... ... .................. $1 0,500 120MB DISK TAPE LAC 12 ..... ..... ..... ..... ....... 4,900 
6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ... ............................. 6,000 8760 MVl4000 2MB ................. ... ... ...... .. ......... 1 ,900 
6161147MB WINCHESTER SIS ..................... 1,900 8770 S1280 2MB WIBMC ..... ................... ........ 4,900 
6160 73MB WINCHESTER SIS .... ......... .......... 1,150 8678N SI140 254 KB .... .. .... ............................ . 1 ,150 
6234 50MB WINCHESTER SIS .......................... 950 8395N NOVA 4X 256B 16 SLOT .... .... ... ......... ..... 850 
6122 277MB DISK SIS .... .. ...... ... .................. ... 1 ,000 DESKTOP MOD 10 384KB 15MB ...... .. ............... 850 
6061 192MB DISK SIS .... ..... ................ ...... ........ 900 DESKTOP MOD 20 768KB 38MB ...........•.. ...... 1,900 

CALL FOR OTHER UNLISTED EQUIPMENT ON SALE 

ircle 18 on reader service card. 

SUPER SALE 
8936 MVl2000 5MB 120MB 
DISK TAPE LAC 12 ......................... $4,900 

MVl4000 WITH 2MB ........................ 1 ,900 

0-470C COLOR ......................... .... ... 9,500 

6236 354MB ARGUS SIS ................ 6,000 

8890-0 16MB 
MV/2000011 5000 ........................ 16,500 

4360 IAC16 RS 232 .. ........... ........... .. 2,475 

0-411 NEW ...................................... 575 

0-220 COLOR CRT .. ......... .. ... ......... .... 750 

DATA INVESTORS 
CORPORATION 
22 E. Lafayette Street 
Hackensack, NJ 07601 
(201) 343-8875 
FAX# (201) 489-5633 
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Forecast 
for the nineties 

SYNOPSIS I 
With the removal oj technical barriers. 

communication across various networks 
will become easy. 

M 
y teenage son insists that the ninetie 
don' t really begin until 1991 and that 
2001, not 2000, is the first year of the 
21st century. For the rest of u mere 
mortal ,however, this i the beginning 
of a new decade, and if a new year is a 
good time for reflection, then a new 
decade begs for a forecast as well. It's 
time to drag out the crystal ball once 
again. 

I have an area of personal intere t that I want to share, and 
I think it's going to make a big difference in how we use our 

computers within the next five to seven years. To reduce it 
to one entence, the 1990 will be the decade when all of 

our computers, large and small, gain the ability to 
communicate easily with one another. 

Imagine the scenario five years from now 
when pes, minis, and mainframes can com

municate with one another worldwide as 
easily as you and I pick up the telephone 

and call each other today. 0 modems, no 
manuallogins or passwords, ju t a transparent 

worldwide pack~t-switched network for large and 
mall computers. 

Technical barriers 
Unless an organization's computers can communicate ea -

i1y and inexpensively with all other computers, including 
tho e of the organization's vendors and cu tomers, data 
communications will continue to be implemented on a spe
cial case basis. There are three technical barriers to the reali
zation of a worldwide data network: 

• International message addressability 
• Packet witching interfaces for small system 
• Data and tran action format standards 

To meet these needs there are three emerging technologies 
that you've probably heard about, but when all three come 
together at the arne time and in the same place, watch out 
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for a major revolution in computing. The three technologie 
I'm talking about are X.400/X.500 me age interchange, inte
grated y tems digital networks (ISO ), and electronic data 
interchange (EOO. 

X.400 
X.400 is an evolving CCIn standard for international mes

sage handling. When X.400 is widely adopted in the next few 
years, there will be a globally accepted method for addressing 
messages from one user, computer, or application to another. 
Getting a me sage from my PC in California to a customer's 
mainframe in Geneva will be as simple as it is now to send a 
fax . 

The first and most obvious application to benefit from X.400 
will be electronic mail. Those of us who use CEO know how 
e-mail transformed the way we work, but imagine the revolu
tion when we can communicate with everyone from our PC or 
workstation. 

If you and I exchange a large amount of mail (if we're in two 
branches of the same company, for example), it makes sense to 
connect our offices via lea ed lines. If we are OG u ers, we 
might run Xodiac and CEO over tho e lines and have a respon
sive electronic mail system. 

Suppose, on the other hand, that we only communicate occa
sionally, say once a day on the average. We certainly wouldn't 
lease a line between our offices, but what other choices do we 
have? You could log into my MV, run CEO, and send me mes
sages; but how would I get messages to you? You'd have to call 
into my ystem many times a day, just to check. If I had an 
urgent message, this wouldn' t work, as you might not see it for 
hours. We could both subscribe to Telenet or another PO ,but 
once again, our volume of traffic doesn't justify the cost. Alter
natives uch as MCI-Mail, Compuserve, bulletin boards, etc., 
all suffer from the same requirement that the recipient must 
poll for messages-very kludgy. 

ISDN 
Right now, we have only two choices for electronic transfer 

of data: leased lines or dial-up. If you' re a high volume user of 
a particular network (possibly your own), a leased line makes 
sense, but it still does not provide you access to a global net
work like the telephone (000) network system. 

ISO will be the solution. ISO provides moderate data 
rate (64 KB / econd) on a digital line. The telephone compa
nies will offer an ISO connection and the value added net-' 
work services to back it up. This means you will have a single 
point of connection which, via X.400 service, will allow you to 
connect computer devices to any other devices on the planet 
u ing packet-switched virtual circuits. 

Here's where the synergy of these new technologies comes 
into play. X.400 allows the interconnection and routing from 
your computer to almost any other, while ISO allows you to 
do this over a single connection. Even more important, you will 
only pay for the data actually transmitted . Ju t like the basic 
telephone service that allows your telephone to stand idle 
awaiting an incoming call, the basic ISO fees will allow your 
applications to monitor for incoming me sage and connection 
requests 24 hours per day. 
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INFODEX PRESENTS 
CONVERSION PLUS™ 
Moving from one Data General to another or 
between different vendors has become 
for easier with CONVERSION PLUS. '''' Now, trans
fer between data media and upgrade your 
software- all through Infodex, the Data 
General experts. 

MEOlA 
SOFOWARE 

8 . ~ * RDOS 

~ ........ t 
AOS 

; 
AOSVS 

t 
FORTRANS 

® t 
coli NOW 

BPI 
TAPE ........ COBOlS 

G;1 
; 

(201) 
BPI ASSEMBLERS 

TAPE .-. t 
@~ 

BASICS 

662-1020 ; 
C 

@~ 
; 

~ 
ASCII 

; 
EBCDIC 

INFODEX 
7000 Boulevard East • Guttenberg, NJ 07093 

ircle 34 on reader rvice card. 

Your General 
~~~~ Deserves 

Aego,,",ecs T_ .... 01 
Dlta Gtreral COI'JIOf.tIOn 

Five Star 
Service! 

Now .. get the service you need 
from the people you can trust! 

We are Compuplan International, Inc., an inde
pendent computer service company servicing Oata 
General and compatible peripherals! 

Fax your configuration for a free quote
(214) 224-3281 

400 Centre Park Blvd. 
Suile lOO-B 

DeSOIO. TX 75115 

Dallas • Houston· Chicago 

1-800-228-8889 
ircle on reader ervice card. 



THE WORKSTATION 

Electronic mail i only th beginning. The X.400 pecifica
tion is not ju t for mail. It includes a general me age handling 
ervice (MH ) for application-to-application communication. 

EDI 
If electr nic mail i the mo t 0bviou example of u er-to

u er communication, then ED! i the mo t obviou example 
of application-to-application communications. ED! and the 
X12 tandard began in manufacturing where analy t di cov-
red that if purcha order could b automatically transmit

t d b tw n a cu tomer's and vendor' computer y tem , 
th Y could b th ave far more than the co t of implementing 
uch a y tem. The larg manufacturer ar 0 keen on thi , 

that they are b ginning to d mand that their upplier partici
pate in EDI technology. 

iv n th underlying faciliti of X.400, the communica
tions are not difficult. Th real problem are in the area of 
ecurity. Imagine what it take to allow your v ndor and 

custom r v n limited acce to your accounting oftware 
and data ba e. 

OS/2 
Our minicompu t r and mainframe ar rea onably well 

quipp d to handl the e new technologie . ISO r quir 
ju t another circuit board, and X.400 and ED! are implyaddi-

A Delphi Data 

tiona I oftware package . But, if my prediction i to come true, 
our PC wiJI have to join th global network not just as occa-
ional participants, but as full-fledged communications nodes. 

Here, I think, is the long-awaited raison d'etre for OS/2. I'm not 
impre ed by watching a pread heet recalculate in one window 
while I'm using a word proces or in another. What I am im
pre sed by, and need very much, is the ability to do my regular 
work while my machine remain available to receive incoming 
messages and perform other true background tasks. When that 
become available, then I'll buy OS/2. 

I'm looking forward to the 1990s. All of the "enabling tech
nologies" are in place to make dreams come true for many of us. 
There are no longer any major gap or stumbling blocks, and the 
profit to be made by PO vendors, telephone companies, and 
oftware firm wiJI ensure the success of these venture . 

I'll check back at the end of 1990 to ee if thing are on 
chedule. Have a happy new year. 

Doug Kaye is the chairman of Rational Data Systems. He can be 
reached at 1050 Northgate Drive, San Rafael, CA 94903; 415/499-
3354. This article is excerpted from the "1990 Rational Data Systems 
Report on PC Integration" to be published later this year. For a free 
copy of the 1989 edition, contact RDS at 150 South Los Robles Avenue, 
Pa adelia, CA 91101; 818/568-9991. Copyright 1990, Rational Data 
Systems, Inc. 

• High Performance Cache Box controlled Disks 
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Era eable Optical Di k < 7 m acce s w/cache hit 

322 Mb - 662 Mb - 850 Mb - 1.2 Gb 
ANY SCSI Disk 
Mirroring and/or Stacking Build 
Multiple di k 
Multiple CacheBoxe 
Multip le Controller 

Your own 
System 

Concurrent Offline Backup 
Variety of EncIo ure lRackmount 

• Full MV /1000 - MV /40,000 PLUS AViiON support 

Backup : 240 Mb to 5 Gb per Cartridge tape 

9 Trk : 800 bpi to 6250 GCR reel-to-reel 
Multi-port - 3 or more CPUs upported by I backup tape 

~~ Delphi Data 
(714) 279-7955 Fax: (714) 279-7957 
9069 Cajalco Road. Bullding 1 • Corona. CA 91719 

ircle 27 un reader St.'rvice card. 

I Call for your I 
VAR pricing. 
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BUSINESS BASIC 
SOLUTIONS 

• Consulting 
Custom Programming 
Support 

• Conversions to 
AOSNS UNIX 
MS-DOS XENIX 

• Business Software 
Truck Parts Distribution 
Inventory Control 

- Wholesale/Retail 
General Accounting 
Property Management 
Custom Manufacturing 

Call Sue Dodds at 

(412) 781-6111 

ALLIANCE SYSTEMS, INC. 
1016 N. Canal St. Pittsburgh PA 15215 

You wouldn't drive 
a car without a 
dashboard ... 
so why nm 
AOS/VB without 
:PERFMGR! 
Includes a logging facility Wlth 
report generator, real-time 
morutoring screen, file and 
directory structure analysis 
utili lies and a tutorial on AOS/vS 
system perfonnance analysis. 

Jom the hundreds of other System 
Managers who no longer run out 
of gas unexpectedly. 
lOSIVS :PBBF.aR 
lOSIVS U :PBBr.aR 
10 DAY TRilL COPY 

$750 
$750 
FRBBI 

:SYSI18a 
Softwore for System Monogers 
A DtVlSlon of B.). Inc. 

109 Mmna Streel. SUlle 215 
San FrancISCO. CA 94105 (415) 550 1454 
Dialup BBS(l200 baud) (415) 3916531 

ircle 54 on rCilder ervicc cilrd. 

WE BUY, SELL & TRADE 
THE COMPLETE LINE OF 

DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 

CALL US FIRST AT: 

(804) 262-3555 
FAX (804) 262-4270 

8603 Sanford Drive 
Richmond, Virginia 23228 

DATA GENERAL EQUIPMENT 

DG 6308 D/470C COLOR CRT 
DG 6166 F/41 0 CRT 
DG 6167 0 /460 CRT 
DG 6168 0 /210 CRT 
DG 6169 0 /211 CRT 
DG 6106/80/100-200 CRT 
BEEHIVE (0/200 REPLACEMENT) 
DG 6308 W/4437 TABLET 
DG 6321 40CPS LOP 

2 BIN SF FOR ABOVE 
DG 6194 TP-2 CONSOLE 
DG 4535 GRAPHIC PTR 

$725 
275 
300 
195 
225 
125 
55 

825 
950 
250 
450 
500 

DG 6299 SIS 6250BPI 11 ,000 
DG 6026 -FCC SIS 1,200 
DG 6026 SIS BLUE 750 
DG 6125 STREAMER SIS 250 

DG 4370 IAC-16 WITCB 
DG 4369 IAC-8 WITCB 
DG 4342 ATI-16 
DG 4380 ISC-2 
DG 8870 4MB MV4/10 
DG 8871 8MB MV4/10 
DG 8765 2MB MV4/10 
DG 8764 1 MB MV4/10 

DG 6161 SIS 147MB 
DG 6061 SIS 192MB 
DG 6236 SIS 354MB 
DG 8761 MV10 BBU 
DG 8819 2nd ICO#2 

DG 4327 SIS 300LPM 

JANUARY SPECIAL MV4000 2MB $2,350.00 

ASSET REMARKETING CORPORATION 

$3,000 
1,350 

300 
500 

2,500 
3,550 

450 
250 

1,200 
750 

4,500 
500 

3,000 

1,500 

2105 ROSSWOOD DRIVE 
LEAGUE CITY, TX 77573 

(713) 334-2204 
FAX (214) 296-6268 

1103 So. CEDAR RIDGE DRIVE 
DUNCANVILLE, TX 75137 

(214) 296-9898 

BUY SELL LEASE TRADE 

Circle 3 on read r crvice card. 
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d ' Bulletl n Bo a r d 
Bu lletl n Boar , 

4.44 Present imperfect 
From: Dave Stress 

We found a bug in Present 4.44 having 
to do with multiple record definitions 
within a single .DF file. The problem oc
curs when the specified key field is multi
ply defined in more than one record. 

For example, field CSTCTR is defined 
in records one, two, and three, but is only 
a key in record three. When Present tries 
to rebuild a new .MD file, you get an 
error me age indicating KEY must have 
a type defined. The line being flagged in 
my particular ,OF file is this: 

INDEX CENTERJNDEX, KEY CSTCTR, RECORD 
CCENTER. 

The record CCENTER is defined with 
field CSTCTR binary (4). The problem is 
not that the type i mi ing, but the field 
name was found in record 1 first. Present 
gets confused and creates a fatal error. 

The way around this is to avoid confu
sion by calling the key by a unique name. 
This error was not pre ent in pre-4.0 ver
sions to my knowledge. 

Infos info on Aviion 
From: Richard Hankins 

Does anyone plan on converting AOS 
/VS Infos applications to the Aviion? If 
so, are you planning on porting to the 
SQL? Is Infos that bad compared to SQL 
or is DC trying to protect their MV class 

PURCHASE 
$4,500 IN HARDWARE 
OR MAINTENANCE 

SECURITY COMPUTER SALES, INC. 
622 ROSSMOR BUILDING 

SERVICE 

A FREE 
PORTABLE COMPACT 
DISC PLAYER 

PHONE: 

Ju t make your b t d al with 
one of our al p opl ,and 
end in the oupon with your 

ord r. LIMIT 0 E 0 PLAYER 
PER U TOMER. 

500 N. ROBERT STREET • ST. PAUl, MN 55101 
8260 E. RAINTREE DRIVE • SUITE 112 
SCOTTSDALE, AZ 85260 

r---------, 
My Order Is Enclosed. 

Please Send Me My 

FREE 
GPX Portable 

Compact 
Disc Player 

AME : 

TITLE : 

ADORE 

ITY: 

MN: (612) 227-5683 AZ: (602) 948-1243 
FAX: TATE: ZIP : 

(612)223-5524 L-________ J 
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machines by not porting Infos to the 
Aviion? 

From: Jim Dingman 
Yes. (You figure out which question.) 

From: Phil Horvitz 
DG will have a version of Infos that 

runs on an Aviion connected to an MV 
erver-not quite the best scenario for 

the ultimate performance system. I think 
the idea is to offer limited compatibility 
but with such poor performance that 
you'll ju t forget about your MV and do 
the whole thing on the Aviion. 

From: Doug Rady 
or will there be DC/SQL on the 

Aviion. 

Shining Cs 
From: Tom Scheiderich 

I need ome input on C for AOS/VS 
and DG/UX. I am trying to find out about 
compatibility with other Cs such as Turbo
C. How up-to-date and solid are the 
compilers? For example, do they support 
function parameter declarations inside 
parenthe es "function (int x)" instead of 
the older way: function (x) int x? Any 
opinions would be appreciated. 

From: Doug Rady 
The C compiler is probably the mo t 

table of the AOS/VS compiler. It is not 
fully A 51 compliant because A 51 
ha n't actually passed the C standard yet. 
It doe upport prototypes, void, void ", 
con t, and a good chunk of the things 
that are or will be a part of the A 51 
tandard . It doe not have A 51 standard 

h ader files yet. As far as Turbo-C and 
others of that kind, they u ually include 
very non-portable non-C routine a part 
of their librarie . ote that AOS/VS C 
and MV-DC / UX C are the same com
piler, but the compiler on the Aviion is 
different (though till very good). Some 
things like ioctlO can be a bear to work 
with, ince ioctlO is implemented in a 
va t variety of ways. DC has promised 
an A 51 compliant compiler as soon as 
they can after the A 51 tandard is fully 
pa ed. 

The optimizer does have some quirks, 
but they don't create any problems for 
the end re ult code. 

ADS die-hards 
From: Rick Marnell 

Ar there any AOS u er here? Doe 

Foc/IS 

anyone know of the current happenings 
with AOS-specifically the current revi
sion (7.02)? Have there been any patche 
or enhancement in the la t year or so? It 
looks like AOS is really dead. I guess me 
and my Desktop/30 will have to keep it 
alive our elves. 

From: Walter Mo scrop 
Rick, we haven' t seen anything new 

BULLETIN BOARD 

for 7.02 in some time. We have five Desk
top/20s, but we' re trying to replace them 
with multiplexor I lea ed line . It eem 
that I've seen far more activity from DC 
on ROOS than AOS. 

From: Rick Marnell 
Have you seen a recent copy of the 

monthly newsletter? Is anything ever 
mentioned about AOS software? I haven' t 

The Next Generation of RDBMS 

TextBa e i a new technologically advanced management ystem 
de igned to pecifica lly manage free-fonn text in a relational data
ba e management y tern. 

• High Speed Text Search • WordPerfect Interface 
• Proximity Searching • Review Forms 
• Sub et Searching • Report Feature 
• Analy i Tool • Menu Driven 

3C1 
2057 Vermont Drive. Fon Collins. CO 80525 

(303) 223-2722 or (800) 525-200 I 
TextBa e run on the DG MV erie of computers. 

TCXIBa..c i~ OJ trddcmark of 3CI Inc .. WordPerfect b the regi~ lcrcd trudcmark of the WordPerfcct Corpor.u ion 

Circle 56 on reader ervice ca rd . 
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seen a newsletter in years and thought I 
might be mi sing out on orne of the lat
e t patche and/or enhancements. Too 
bad AOS is on "hold." Other than the 
64 K program size limitation, it's pretty 
decent. 

From: Walter Mosscrop 
I can't even find the last AOS newslet

ter we got. According to OIS, the last soft-

60 

ware shipment was AOS 7.02 on 10/28 
/85. I agree that AOS i a good OS, but I 
think that DG sealed its fate with the 
Desktops (especially the slow disk inter
face) . But, if it's doing the job, why switch? 

?BOMBed in neutral territory 
From: Martin Sweden 

Has anyone heard of a system call 
/ error routine called "?BOMB"? It man-

aged to take out our EXEC, but DG in 
Sweden hasn't got a clue as to why it 
happened. The system console shows the 
following information: Process termina
tion, PID: 4 (that's EXEC!), Invalid ad
dre spas ed as a system call argument, 
FATAL RUNTIME ERROR: TERMI A
TIO THRU ?BOMB. 

0, it was not Friday the 13th (but 
almost). The only "strange" process run
ning was sy tern performance monitor 
(5.00). We run an MV / 10000 with VS 7.65. 

From: Andries Holtzhau en 
I have had the same problem with 

EXEC rev 7.62. The agents (we have no 
DC in South Africa) told me to go back to 
rev 7.60. That worked. We now run 7.64 
without problems. 

Hmmmm, interesting ... 
From: Bill Benedetto 

Has anyone out there run into thi prob
lem: We are running TCP / IP on our MV 
/8000 and MV / 20000. We have omeSun 
SPARCstations (and 4/ 110 ) hooked up 
via ethernet. The Sun are using Telnet to 
talk with the DCs (pretty simple 0 far) . 
Anyway, the Telnet(d) on the MV / 20000 
has a habit of crashing. The rest of TCP 
/ IP and company are OK (ftpd & netop), 
but Telnet(d) crashes. The mo t popular 
error that we get when thi happens is: 
USER I ER RI C MEMORY REFER
E CETRAP. 

We are running TCP / IP rev 2.50, and 
the MY /20000 is running 7.60. Does any
one have any uggestions? The e error 
are frequent (at least twice a day) and the 
users all get logged off (now there's a sur
pri e, huh?) 

From: Jim Dingman 
Hmmm, interesting. We have the same 

rev of TCP / IP on our MV /1 0000 and 
MV / 20000. We haven' t had the problem 
of Telnet(d) cra hing, except when ome
one gets cute and run SED or orne other 
"full creen" application. However, we 
are running AOS/VS 7.64.1 don't know if 
that really makes any difference. I haven't 
heard of any "improvements" in 7.64 that 
would make that problem go away. 6 

The NADGUG/RDS electronic bulletin board 
is available to all NADGUG members. The 
phone number is 415/499-7628. There are no 
fees for use other than the telephone charges. 

January 1990 



PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

The latest products 
for DG systems 

TIre portable Walkabout termi"al 

Take a Walkabout 

Las Vegas-Data General's compact 
Walkabout terminal, (12 inches wide x 10.6 
inches deep, x 1.9 high) made its debut at 
Comdex. 

The Walkabout allows users to exchange 
information with home or office comput
er . Its battery-powered terminal weighs 
five pounds, fits into a briefcase, and 
comes with a 25-line tiltable liquid crystal 
display (LCD) screen and full-size key
board. 

Walkabout features three built-in ter
minal emulators: Data General's 0216, 
DEC's VT220 terminal, and ADM-3A 

ASCII terminals. Keeping with DG's 
"wide open" theme, the three emulators 
let users communicate with other com
puter y tern (not nece arily Data Gen
erals') through terminal lines or over 
phone lines using a built-in 1200- or 2400-
baud modem. Users can get electronic 
mail through services such as MCI Mail, 
or obtain information from public data 
bases (e.g., Compu erve, Dialog), or send 
and receive messages from office auto
mation packages such as DG's CEO or 
DEC's All-In-One. 

Software capabilities on the Walkabout 
include otepad (a text editor), clock 
/alarm, dialer (a storing feature for fre
quently used modem numbers), and lo
cal print. The text editor create up to 16 
KB of text files and memos, and ha the 
capacity to transfer files to and from the 
host system. An optional Diconix port
able inkjet printer can be powered by an 
external AC source or by the internal re
chargeable batteries. The print function 
within the Walkabout allows a file to be 
sent to the printer directly from otepad. 

They promise 8mm miracles. • • 

We deliver 
Smm RESULTS!!! ~ 
• 10 TIMES NORMAL 

HIGH SPEED FILE SEARCH 

• AOSNS COMPATABlE 
MTAlMTC 

• ANSI STANDARD 
LABELED TAPES 

• DG STANDARD SOFTWARE 
DUMp, DUMP II , ETC. 

• Will INTERCONNECT 
WITH 1 TO 4 SYSTEMS 

/ / /)1' Torrance, CA 90503 
/.~!JI/ ~~!?a"~!~~ 

(213) 618-2090 • Fax (213) 618-8714 

Circle 19 on reader service card. 

Focus 

"nobody does 
it better" 
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

In addition, the printer can be configured 
to act a a slave to the di play or et up 0 

communication are printed directly by 
the printer without appearing on the 
screen. 

Walkabout costs $799 with a 1200 BPS 
modem; $899 with a 2400 BPS modem. 
Volume discounts are available wit~ ship
ments beginning in the first calendar quar
ter of 1990. 

Data General Corporation, 3400 Computer 
Dr., Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4072. t!l 

Circle 65 on reader rvice ca rd . 

New DG software 
allows conversation 
between networks 

Westboro-Data General's new stan
dard -ba ed Communications Server al
low communication between di parate, 
multivendor systems. 

Communication Server (CS) software 
enable a variety of computers, tele-

phone , faxe , and telexe to "talk" to 
each other in a comprehensible fashion. 
Digital voice, graphics, image, or text for
mats can be hared among di parate net
works or individual workstations using 
the new software. 

Information is accessed in the user's 
familiar format, regardless of the original 
form of the data . For example, spread
sheets or graphics from different sources 
can be incorporated seamlessly into a 
word proce sing program. 

The new software uses an X.400 back
bone and peer-to-peer gateways to by
pass proprietary protocols. Electronic mail 
is consolidated, and document conver
sion functions support more than 40 docu
ment types from DEC/ dx to IBM Dis
playwrite to WangOIS/ VSand Wordper
fect. An accounting function provides an 
audit trail of every aspect of the mes age 
flow through the CS platform. Hooks for 
encryption provide for network security. 

CS/Client application services support 
PC u er attached to a host over wide
area networks or local-a rea networks 

(LA s). Asynchronous dial-up links or 
Ethernet Token Ring LA s provide mes
saging and office au tomation function 
for otherwi e i olated PCs. Gateway ac
cess, document conversion, and archival 
filing are also available to PC users. 

Target markets for the new product are 
large corporations with many different 
vendors' computer systems, and network 
service providers who can offer Commu
nication Server to individual subscrib
ers. 

DG is currently testing a further appli
cation of Communications Server in a 
pilot program with Singapore Telecom, 
in which the phone company erves a a 
liai on between computer u er . Sub crib
ing busine es can end messages, (in
voices, purchase orders, etc.) and author
ize electronic debit and credit of funds to 
each other through the phone company. 

Communications Server is an implem
entation of Data General's Distributed 
Application Architecture trategy. Ac
cording to Stephen Baxter, DG's vice presi
dent of corporate marketing, it's "infi-

Connect your PC to 
your MV with D:drive ™ 
.MV looks like a DOS drive 

CO •• ,CTWITH 
D:drive™ 
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.No new commands to learn 

.Use existing Async ports-no additional hardware 
required 

• Transparent to all application programs and 
DOS commands 

.Random access to databases-no need to transfer 
an entire file 

DOS Only Users won 't know they are on the MV, but 
will appreciate file and peripheral sharing. 

Dual System Users will love the ease of switching 
between terminal AOSNS and DOS mode, all on the 
same asynchronous line. 

Supports up to: 
.19.2 k Baud 
.30 subdirectories 

.1000 files 

.32 megabytes 

Price: Only $795, plus $125 per personal computer 
-up to 32 users. 

DIGITAL 

The software bridge for LANd locked systems 

·Order Demo Version 
today-Only $49. 

(Refundable 
with purchase.) 

DYNAMICSINC. 3055 Plymouth Road Ann Arbor, Michigan 48105 (313)995-2400 FAX (313)995-3232 

Janllary 1990 



nit ly m difiabl ," and will accommo
date any new proprietary communica
tions software that becomes a popular 
tandard. Data General anticipate a ver
ion for the Avii n Unix y tem to be 

available in early 1991. The software i 
currently priced between $99,000 and 
641,000, depending on configuration. 

Ba ed on DG' Eclip e MV family, it i 
available within 120 day of rec ipt of 
ord r. 

Data Gel/eml Corpomtiol/ , 3400 COll1pllter 
Drive, Westboro, MA 01 580; 508/898-4083.6. 

irclt\ 66 on reader service card . 

RM/Cobol-85 Version 
4.01 available for 
Aviion 

Au tin, TX- Ryan McFarland Corpo
ration announced the r lea e of RM / Co
bol-85 Ver ion 4.01 for DG / UX on Data 
G n ral's Aviion sy tem. 

The high-level A SI X3.23 Y tem ha 

exten ion to facilitate the development 
of X/ Open and IBM SAA compliant ap
plication , and include the following 
Cobol feature : I ITIALIZE verb, scope 
terminators (e.g., ED-IF, ED-ADD), in
line proce ing ver ion of PERFORM, >= 
and <= relational operator, ne ted ource 
program capability, WITH TEST AFTER 
option of PERFORM, EVALUATE state
ment, EXTERNAL phra e for file and data 
item , CALL tatement BY CO TE T 
option, and ymbolic debugging. The 
compiler offer IBM VS mainframe and 
DC Cobol exten ions including DELETE 
FILE, CALL PROGRAM, OPE EXCLU
SIVE, ACCEPT ... FROM STATUS KEY, 
and EXCEPTIO STATUS phra es. 

Th oftware i certified under both 
A SI 74 and 85 tandard . It offer 20 
compiler option and 10 runtime option . 
The new ver ion may be configured to 
allow u er to "dere erve" word that were 
u er-defined in the 74 standard, but re-

rved in the 5 tandard . Li t pricing for 
the development y tem begins at $1800; 
run-time only ystem start at $400. 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

Ryan McFarland Corporation , 8911 Capi
tal of Texas Highway North , All tin , TX 
78759; 512/343-1010 or 1/800-RM-COBOL. 

6. 
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DG/RDOS Rev 2.40 
expands user base 

Westboro- A new revision of DG 
/ RDOS run on MV / 7800XP, MV / 15000 
Models 8, 10, and 20, and the MV / 18000 
Model 1 and SX system, extending the 
range of processing power for Data 
General's ROOSand DC / ROOScu tomer 
ba e. DG ays its RDOS rev 2.40 can boost 
computational performance by as much 
a 250 percent over 16-bit sy tems. 

In addition, DC's Continuing Products 
Division now offer 16-bit CPU upgrades 
from older proce or such as the S/ 140 
to the MY / 7800XP. Previously, any 16-bit 
upgrades to the MV / 7800XP required 
RDOS customers to convert their applica
tions to AOS/VS, AOS/RT32, or DG/ UX. 

Data General • Buy • Sell • Trade 
Processors 
MV20000 Model 1 16MB ................................ SAVE S 
MV20000 Model216MB ................................ SAVE S 
MV20000 Mode1116MB, FPU ....................... SAVE S 
MV20000 Mode1216MB, FPU ....................... SAVE S 
MV20000 Model 1 to Model 2 upgrade .......... SAVE $ 
MV15000 Model 20 8MB ................................ SAVE S 
MV15000 Model 8 to Model 20 upgrade ........ SAVE S 
MV15000 Model 10 to Model 20 upgrade ...... SAVE S 
MV10000 4MB Meter high cabinet ................. $18,000 
MV8000-116MB Meter high cabinet ................... 6,500 
MV8000 Model 9300 ............................................. 950 
MV7800 4MB 16 slot chassis ............................. 7,800 
MV7800XP 8MB ............................................... 13,000 
MV4000 2MB ...................................................... 2,800 
MV4000DC 2MB, 120MB, floppy ........................ 4,500 
MV4000SC 2MB (w/MCPI) & as DC above ........ 7,000 
MV2000 4MB 160 MB disk ................................. 7,900 
MPT100 Dual floppy .............................................. 350 
MP100 8520-0 ...................................................... 350 
S-140 256KB Floating point ................................ 1,500 
Desktop 10 Floppy, 15MB disk .............................. 875 
Desktop 20 Floppy, 15MB disk ........................... 1,295 
Desktop 30 Floppy, 15MB disk ........................... 1,495 
S-120 256K 16 slot ............................................... 550 
S-280 BMC 2MB ................................................. 4,500 

Processor Options 
8997 Expansion chassis MV15, 20 ................... $7,000 
8819 Second IOC for MV1 0000 .......................... 5,500 
8762 Expansion chassis MV10,8,4,S280 ..... " ... 4,500 
8761 Floating point unit MV4000 """"'"'''''''''''' 1,500 
8749 Battery backup for MV10000 ..................... 3,200 
8746-B Battery backup for 8762 

EXP Chassis ............................................... 1,800 

Foclls 

8704 Floating point unit MV8000 ............................... 500 
4543-B MCP1 8 Async 2 Sync DCH Ptr .................. 2,900 

Terminals: 
605302 Monitor with keyboard ....................... $ 100 

4463-ZT USAM-4 ........................................................ 475 61080200 Monitor with keyboard ............... ......... 125 
4380 ISC-2 (Synch) .................................................... 950 61300400 Monitor with keyboard ........................ 250 
4372-B TCB-16 ........................................................... 500 6166-X 0410 Monitor wilh keyboard ................... .400 
4371-C TCB-8 for expansion ...................................... 455 6169-X 0211 Monitor with keyboard .................... 225 
4370-A IAC-16 RS422, 20MA .................................. 2,600 6391 -X 0214 Monitor with keyboard .................... 300 
4368 IAC-16 RS232, 20MA ..................................... 3,500 6392-X 0215 Monitor with keyboard .................... 325 
4367 IAC-8 RS232, 20MA Modem Cnt .................... 1,600 6393-X 0411 Monitor with keyboard .................... 365 
1625 Power Conditioner 5KVA ................................... 950 6394-X 0461 Monitor with keyboard (new) .......... 565 

Note: Add 545.00 per unit for Amber Screen. 
Oisk Storage Units: 6284 0220 Color Monitor w/keyboard .................. 625 
6061192MB Disk subsystem ............................... $1 ,500 
6122 277MB Disk subsystem .................................. 2,400 Tapes: 
6161147MB Disk subsystem .................................. 1,900 6021 800 BPI new style .................................... $ 400 
6214 602MB Disk subsystem .................................. 3,800 6026 800/1600 BPI Blue, non FCC ..................... 1,200 
6236 354MB Disk subsystem .................................. 5,700 602680011600 BPI Brown, FCC compliant ........ 2,500 
6236-A 354MB Disk ................................................ 4,800 61251600 BPI Streamer, FCC compliant .............. 500 
6239 592MB Disk subsystem ................................ 10,900 62991600/6250 BPI Rack mount .................... 15,500 
6239-A 592MB Disk ................................................ 9,000 63001600/6250 BPI Meter cabinet .................. 15,800 
6329120MB MV2000/MV1400 ............................... 2,100 6311 15MB cartridge MV4 DC17800DC ................. 900 
633671 MB MV2000/MV1400 ................................ 1,500 
6363 160MB MV2000/MV1400 ............................... 2,500 Memories: 

Specials 
o 411 Terminal ............ $365 
0211 Terminal ............ $225 

International Computing Systems 
P.O. Box 343· Hopkins, MN 55343 

(612) 935-8112 

MV20000, All sizes 
MV15000, All sizes 
MV10000, 2Mb 
MV10000, 4Mb 
MV10000, 8Mb 
MV8000, 2Mb 
MV8000, 256Kb 
MV4000, 2Mb 
MV4000, 4Mb 
MV4000, 8Mb 

FAX 612/935·2580 

irclc 35 un reader service card . 
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DG & COMPATIBLE 
BUY • SELL • LEASE 
~ QQMM!.IHIQAIIQHS 
MVl150oo.20ooo IAC-8. IAC-16 
MVI10000 TCB'S 
MV/8oo0 COM BASIC 110 
MV/7800 ATI-16. AMI-8 
MV/40oo. 40OO0C ALM-8. ALM-16 
MV/2000 MCP-1 W/TCB 
NOVA 4-C. S/20 DISKl TAelii S1140. S/280. C350 354. 592MB 
MEMQRY 96. 192MB 
for all MV & 73. 147MB 

ECLIPSE 10. 12.5.20. 25MB 
for all NOVA & 6231 CART NlE 

MICRO 6026.6123. 6125 
eRIHTERS 6299.6300. 6021 
4320 55CPS LQ QBLS 
TP-2 WIKSR 6053.0-100. 0-200 
Data Prod B300 0-210. 211.410.460 
OKIOATA 192. 292 0-214.215.411.461 
HP LASER JET II. 2P 0-216.412. 462. 470 
DESKTQe QQM~AllaLJ;S 
OGl10. 20. 30 PKG ZETACO CDC 
DISK UPGRADES FUJITSU SCIP 
USAM-4. USAM-1 OATARAM STC 
CARTRIDGE TAPE 
MEMORY 

SPECIAL I MV/40C WI2MB. 70MB DISK. 
* * * * FLOPPY. CART.. ......... $2.9oo 

AMES SCIENCES, INC. 
2 BASl"MAPLBAVB. TRAPPB, MD 21673 
(301) 47&3200 • Fax 301-476-3396 

Circle 2 on reader ervice card. 

:WFFCA 
World's Fastest 
File Compressor 
& Archiver. 
WFFCA compresses hies and archIves Ihem 
lasler and Wlih less Impacl on olher users lhan 
any olher sImilar ullhly avaIlable on DG sys· 
lems Dramallcally reduce dISk storage used 
by InkequenUy accessed hies malnlalned lor 
htstoncal purposes A Iyplcal SYSlDG hie 
compresses beller lhan 710 I 
WFFCA has Ihe ablhly 10 handle archIves In 
Ihe popular Fe ARC'" lormal Slgmhcantly 
reducing hie transler lune 
Initial AOSNS and AOSNS 0 License: $499 
10 Day liial Copy: FREE! 

A Da~on or B J Ine 

==::SYDlGR 
Software fo< System Managers 

109 MInna SI . SUlle 215 
San FranCISCo CA 94105 14151550·1454 

Circle 55 on reader ervice card. 

IS SOMETHING MISSING FROM YOUR DG TERMINAL EMULATOR? 

Introducing EXACT DC Terminal 
Emulation 
@Con/PC and @Con/PC Plus are the 
first programs to allow your PC to emu
late all the features and functions of 
DC terminals (D21O through D411 ). 

Blazingly FAST File Transfers, Too 
@Con/PC Plus uses ConX, its own file 
transfer protocol, which is up to ten 
times faster than competing products. 
XMODEM and ASCII file transfers are 
also supported for added flexibility. 

@ConIPC, only $95. 
@ConIPC Plus, only $149. 

Distributor inquiries welcome. Special bun
dling license available 10 VARs. 

132-column compressed screens 

True underlining on EGANGA monitors 

Realistic emulation of all att ributes 

Baud rates to 38,400 

15 function keys on the PC keyboard 

Mouse support 

120-Command macro language 

Memory resident mode 

Runs under DESQview™ 

Demo Disk $10. 
Deductible from Purchase Price 

Call 516/283-4994 

33 Flying Point Rood· Southampton. NY 11968 

Circle 32 on reader service card. 

DG/RDOS rev 2.40 i available for 
desktop systems in Model 30568 and for 
MY family sy terns in Model 31285. The 
new revi ion al 0 upport a 1600 BPI, 
reel-to-reel tape drive for the DG/500 
(Model 5589), and a 662 MB disk subsys
tem (Model 6554) for MV family comput
er available from Data General Special 
Systems. 

Data General Corporation, 3400 Computer 
Dr., Westboro, MA 01580; 508/898-4074. II 

Circle 67 on reader service card. 

Mainstreet ports 
Exclusive 2.0 to Aviion 

ew York-Exclusive 2.0, a real estate 
listings package, will be available on the 
Aviion system under the DG/UX operat
ing system. The software is an integrated 
Ii ting data base that includes office auto
mation tools such as word processing and 
spreadsheet applications. It is meant to 
be u ed by a workgroup, such as a team 
of real estate agents, and offers a simpli
fied template interface to access a user's 
own file of real estate listings. 

Mainstreet Software, lI1C. , 381 Park Ave. 
S., Sliite 801,' New York, NY 10016; 212/ 
779-8398. II 

Circle 69 on reader service card. 

SCIP announces add
in memory for MVs 

Beverly Hills-MYI520, a new add-in 
main memory board for MY 15000 and 
20000 machines, is now available from 
System Controllers and Interface Prod
ucts (SCIP). The new board incorporates 
"FHCT" logic and 1 MB DRAMS to in
crease memory access time by 20 percent, 
according to the company. 

The SCIP MV1520 comes in either a 16 
MB or 32 MB memory size, with mainte
nance features including a board edge 
deselect switch that removes the memory 
from the system, and an LED indicator 
for configured memory and active mem
ory. A life time exchange warranty is also 
included in the cost of the board, which is 
$10,500 for the MVI520-16MB, and 
$15,000 for the MVI520-32MB. 

SCIP, 449 South Beverly Dr., Suite 201, 
Beverly Hills, CA. 90212; 213/282-8700. II 

Circle 71 on reader service card. 
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Rev 3 DISK PAK: 
Guess-less and 
self-reliant 

Salina, KS-Eagle Software's rev 3 
DISK_PAK di k reorganization and opti
mization software improves upon previ
ou DISK_PAK revisions by performing 
its own analysis of frequently used file . 

Collecting data from within the sys
tem, the new version automatically clu -
ter the e files together to reduce eek 
time. The new method also creates a disk 
structure that retains its organization 
longer, thus reducing, and occa ionally 
eliminating the need for frequent reor
ganizations. Rev 3 is available at no ad
ditional charge to current DISK_PAK u -
ers. 

Eagle Software, Inc., P.O. Box 16, Salina, 
KS 67402-0016; 913/823-7257, fax 913/823-
6185. t1 

Circle 68 on reader ervice card. 

SUCCESS sells 

AsheviIIe, C-Computer Training 
Associates, Inc. will be marketing ASC 
Computer Systems' Succe software, an 
integrated property management system 
that run under AOS/VS, Unixl AIX, 
Unix, and OOS. Succe is written in DG 
!Cobol, and available for residential, 
commercial, and HUD property manage
ment applications. The package is sold 
in module including GIL, AlP, payroll, 
and job co ting. Computer Training As
sociates has also been certified to train 
u ers for Success (no pun intended). 

Computer Training Associates, Inc., 1005 
BB&T Building, Asheville, NC 28801; 704/ 
251-9551. t1 

Circle 64 on r ad r ervice card. 

Correction 
In the ovember issue of Focus, the 

Borroware software package from Bac
Tech Systems was incorrectly identified 
in a headline as a product for lenders. 
Borroware is a loan management and 
documentation sy tem for loan closing 
attorneys for banks. t1 
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CALLING BBasic USERS 
B32 reaches the parts BB cannot 

B32 not only outperforms BBasic, but also can be ported to 
386 via UNIX/XENIX platform. Please write or call for a 
demonstration copy. Alternatively we will install a parallel 
system. 

We also offer: 
Consultancy, Computer Audit, Bureau Services, Resource 

Accounting, Capacity Planning & Disaster Recovery. 

Solutions for: Robson & Deakin Ltd. 
PC Integration 
Full Office Automation 

Computer Con ultants Phone: 061·794 8080 
Brierley House 

Please ask for Phil or Tony Bridge Street Telex: 668424 
Pendlebury Industrial Estate Fax: 061.794 7754 
winton 

Manche ter M27 IFJ 

Phil Robson: 02602 76488 Tony Deakin: 093773446 

Circle 44 on reader service card. 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
ROUNDTABLE 

Sponsored by 
The Chicago Area Data General User Group (CADGUG). 

Panelists include: Brian Johnson, president of B.J. Inc. 
Ron Fitch, founder of Human Insights Group 
Members of Data General's SEPAC and 
development teams. 

ALL DATA GENERAL USERS ARE INVITED! 

February 21 , 1990 
Beginning with dinner at 6:00pm. 

Call Jim Siegman at 312/673-1700 for more details I 

CHICAGO AREA ily f. ~ DG ~SER GROUP ~ 

\J n~~ 1fR( Hlr ~ 

Circle 5 on read r rvice card. 
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Company 1990 pc;, RSI Company 1990 PQI RSI 
Alliance Systems 57 1 NADGUG 38 · 
Ames Sciences, Inc. 64 2 NADGUG 43 · 
Asset Remarketing Corporation 57 3 NADGUG Bulletin Board 67 · 
BL Associates C4 4 NPA Systems 51 40 
Chicago Area Data General Users Group 65 5 Oracle Corporation 5 41 
Claflin & Clayton, Inc, 49 6 RAVE Computer Association, Inc. 25 42 
Coastal Computer Services 13 7 Rhintek, Inc. 33 43 
Compuplan International, Inc. 55 8 Robson & Deakin Ltd. 65 44 
Computer Engineering Associates, Inc. 45 9 Sabra Systems, Inc. 20 45 
Computer Systems Remarketing Corp. 57 10 SAS Institute Inc. 21 · 
Computer Wholesalers 44 11 SCIP 10 46 
Contemporary Cybernetics Group 15 12 SCIP 28 47 
Cybertek Software, Inc. C2 13 Security Computer Sales 58 48 
Data Assurance Corporation 17 14 Softronlcs 49 49 
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 23 15 St. Louis RIG 6 50 
Data Bank Associates, Inc. 13 16 Sterling Software, Zanthe Systems Division 23 51 
Data General Continuing Products Division 18 & 19 17 Synergistic Software Company Ltd. 13 52 
Data General Corporation 8&9 · Sysgen Data Ltd. 47 53 
Data General Corporation 30 & 31 · :SYSMGA Bulletin Board 67 · 
Data Investors Corporation 53 18 :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 57 54 
DataPlus 61 19 :SYSMGR, a division of B.J. Inc. 64 55 
Dataram Corporation C3 20 3CI 59 56 
Dataram Corporation C3 21 Threshold, Inc. 44 57 
Dataram Corporation C3 22 US&T 20 58 
Dataram Corporation C3 23 Vantage Software, Inc. 47 59 
Dataram Corporation C3 24 Wild Hare Computer Systems Inc. 27 60 
Dataram Corporation C3 25 Wild Hare Computer Systems Inc. 29 61 
Dataram Corporation 36 26 Wild Hare Computer Systems Inc. 67 · 
Delphi Data 56 27 Zetaco 3 62 
Digital Dynamics, Inc. 62 28 
OMS Systems, Inc. 60 63 
Eagle Software, Inc. 7 29 
Essex Computer Service, Inc. 34 & 35 30 

r- PRODUCTS AND SERVICES INDEX Fast Track Systems, Inc. 39 31 
Flying Point Software 64 32 Company PQI RSI 
Infodex 55 34 Computer Training Associates, Inc. 65 64 
International Computing Systems 63 35 Data General Corporation 61 65 
Interscience Computer Corporation 41 36 Data General Corporation 62 66 
MAXON Computer Systems Inc. 11 37 Data General Corporation 63 67 
MAXON Computer Systems Inc. 13 38 Eagle Software, Inc. 65 68 
MegaTape Corporation 1 39 Mainstreet Software, Inc. 64 69 
Minitab Statistical Software 67 · Ryan McFarland Corporation 63 70 
NADGUG 42 · SCIP 64 71 

ON-UNE HELP Who to call for answers about NADQUQ and fOCUS _____________ --, 

NADGUG 

Electronic bull.tln boarda 
(300 or 1200 baud modem) 
Rational Data Systems .................................................. 4151499-7628 
OIS (to get an OIS 10 and password, contact a DG 
field engineering telemarketing representative) ............ 800/325-3065 

In Massachusetts ... .................................................... 800/952-4300 
In Canada ................................................................... 4161823-7830 

Memberahlp, addr ••• chang •• 
Jennifer Foye ................................................................ 8OO/8n-4787 
(Outside the U.S.) ....................................................... 5121345-5316 

Information on RIG. or SIG. 
Cathlene Gentry ........................................................... 8OOI8n-4787 
(Outside the U.S.) ...................................................... 5121345-5316 
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NADGUG ataff and Focua Magazln. add ..... : 
c/o Turnkey Publishing Inc. 

'OCUS Magazine 

5121345-5316 

Stillhouse Canyon Office Park 
4807 Spicewood Springs Road 

SUite 3150 
Austin, TX 78759 

Editorial comm.nta, artlct. .ugg.atlona... ....... ..... Robin Perry 
(please send product announcements to the address listed above) 

Information about adv.rtl.lng.,............... .. ...... Michelle Sentenne 

'OCUS back I .. u.a .................................... Turnkey Publishing staff 
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Make the 
Connection! 

- AOSNS 
- Business BASIC 
-COCS 
- Educators 
- Federal 
-INFOS II 
-ICOBOL 
- Law Enforcement 

- Lions Gate 

- OASIS 
(Office Automation) 

- :PERFSIG 
(performance and 
capacity planning) 

- SIG/UX (Unix) 
- 5MBASIC 

Let the North American Data General 
Users Group (NADGUG) connect you with 
other Data General users who have a 
similar special interest and who want to 
share information, ideas, problems, and 
solutions. No matter what the special 
interest is behind the group - equip
ment, systems or application software, 
major language, operating system, indus
try type - the reason is the same: to 
work together to exchange ideas on how 
to get the best performance out of your DG 
system. 
Listed above are NADGUG's current special 
interest groups. If you ore interested in 
making the connection with one of these 
groups, or if you have an interest that 
needs a group, please contact NADGUG's 
RIG/SIG coordinator, Cathlene Gentry, at 
1-800-USR-GRUP (512/345-5316 out
side U.s.) for further information. 

-----------------------------------CLASSIFIED ADS 

DIAL-UP BULLETIN BOARD 

r ~ 

/,-----------------~, 

Use the 
NADGUG BBS! 

No Charge-Simple, on-line registration. 
Supported by your membership dues. 

300, 1200, 2400, 9600 baud 
24 hr / day, 7 day / wcek 

415/499-7628 
ow with multiple lines and d wnloads! 

Operated by Rational Data Sy terns, Inc. 
\... ./ 

:SYSMGR BBS P cialize in file tran -
ferofRDOSand AOSI/VSJ DUMP file 
- no m aging facilities. XMODEM, 
YMODEM, and KERMIT upported. 
415/391-6531(on line), 2400 baud 
(Vadic3447), data bit ,1 start! top bit 
or 415/550-1454 (voice). Sy tern i 
MV /4000, terminal mode i CHA R/ 
605X. 

SOFTWARE 

Statistical 
Software 

• Powerful 
• Fast 
• Easy-to-use 
• Inexpensive 

MINITAB: ~ 
STAT I STICAL SOFTWARE 
3081 Enterprise Dr .. State College. PA 16801 

814-238-3280 

./ 

EMPLOYMENT 

Hare-raising opportunities await 
ale pros who help expand our 

market of innovative [COBOL oft
ware product. If you are a moti
vated, result -oriented ale per on 
who thrive on challenge and 
knows telemarketing, end you r 
resume to: 

Wild Hare Computer Systems, Inc. 
P_O. Box 3581 

Boulder, CO 80307 

for NADGUG 
Membership 
information 
contact: 
Jennifer Foye 
1-800-USR-GRUP 
5 12/345-5316 (outside U.S.) 

NADGUG Software Library tapes 
now available for the cost of the tape! 
NADGUG's software library gives you access to dozens of useful 
programs and macros! If you have wanted a copy of NADGUG's 
software library and just haven't gotten around to sending in your tape, 
here's a deal for you! NADGUG is now offering to its members software 
library tapes for a $30 charge (plus shipping) , which covers the cost of 
the tape. VISA, MasterCard, American Express accepted. We will also 
bill your company. Call today or fax your order! 

1-800-USR-GRUP 512/345-5316 (OulsideU.S.) FAX: 512/343-7633 
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PRISM 

The Aviion's fir t legal customer is the 
firm of Cassels & McCall of Okeechobee, 
Florida. The law firm bought an Aviion 
5100 erver from Data General value
added re eller Common Language Sys
tems, whose legal management software, 
Legal One, will be u ed for calendar 
/ docket control, client profiles, account
ing, tru t ,client conflict earch, and other 
a p ct of law practice management. 

• 
Adding to Data General' range of le

gal olutions i a new independent oft
ware agre m nt with Justlaw, Inc., of 

ew York and Au tralia. Running on the 
MY family line and to be ported to Aviion 
ystems, Justlaw' Evidence is a litigation 
upport package. It includes a feature that 

allows a legal profes ional to download 
portion of a data ba e to a portable per
sonal computer for u e in the courtroom 
or out id the offic . 

• 
Fi cal year 1989 for Data 

General ended with a 
bang or a thud, depend
ing on your per pective. 
A companywide con oli
dation co t Data General 
a re tructuring charge of 
80 million, plu the 10 

of orne 700 employee . 
Employe lay-off could 
double in the new year. 

et 10 for the year was 
119.7 million, or$4.10 per 
har . et 10 s for the 

fourth quarter wa $4.1 
million, excluding the re
tructuring charge. 

Data G neral los es 
w re greater in fi ca l 19 9 
than in the pr vious year. 
Th 19 fourth quarter 
10 wa $49.8 million, and 
net 10 s for 1989 wa $15.5 
million, or .55 per share, 
including re tructuring 
charge . 
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Operating loss for the 1989 fiscal year 
was $47.4 million, compared to operat
ing income of $42.8 million, excluding 
the restructuring charge. Revenues for 
the year were $1 .31 billion, compared 
to $1.36 billion for 1988. 

Company officials play up the bright 
side of the balance sheet: fourth quarter 
revenue of $357.1 million, the highe t 
quarterly revenues reported in DC's 21 
years of operation. 

"We remain cautious, however, about 
prospects for 1990:' said Ronald L. 
Skates, president and chief executive 
officer. "Our expectation is that overall 
demand will continue to be sluggish 
and erratic, particularly during the fir t 
half of the year. Longer term, we are 
confident that we have taken the right 
steps to generate revenue growth and 
become profitable." 

• 
Wordperfect Corporation clo ed it 

third quarter with record ale of $68 

million and year-to-date sales of $227 mil
lion. Sales figures are based on the 
company's two popular software pack
ag s, Wordp rfectand Planperfect.Anew 
business pre entation graphics package, 
Drawperfect, is in beta testing. 

• 
Employee of Data General Puerto 

Rico were commended for their actions 
in the aftermath of Hurricane Hugo. The 
government's island-wide office automa
tion ystem, built around CEO and 13 
MY computers, was back in operation 
within 24 hours after the hurricane's 
impact. Relief efforts were coord inated 
through the system. Mick Barry, general 
manager for DC Puerto Rico, reported 
that "most employee were without run
ning water and electricity for 10 days, but 
still managed to turn up for work every 
day and get critical account working 
again ." 

• 
Data General per onal 

computers and peripheral 
have been added to the 
product line of The Future 
Now Corporation of Cin
cinnati. The Dasher /286-
12c and the Dasher /386 are 
among the solution now 
offered by the Wang re
seller, which market PC 
products and computer 
training through 30 agents 
acro the country. 

• 
Vykor Technology of 

Santa Barbara, California, 
has signed a value added 
re ell r agreement with DC 
to market canning, imag
ing, and communications 
solutions on Aviion sys
tem . The application will 
interoperate with DEC, 
IBM, and Wang product . 
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Memory Boards for 
~/15000,~/20000 
Computers 
Dataram DR-1520 memory 
comes in S, 16 or 32MB board 
capacities. The add-in memory 
uses 1 Mb RAM technology to 
upgrade processor perfor
mance, and does not affect 
DO service arrangements. 
Boards are user installable, 
have Enable/ Disable switch and LED indicators. 
Dalaram Corp. Phone 1-800-822-0071 
(NJ 609-799-0071). 

ircle 20 on reader !>crvic card. 

Main Memory Upgrade for 
~/4000 and ~/10000 
DR-2S0 series memory offers a choice of2, 
4 or S MB of main memory per board. The 
DR-2S0 operates with highest reliability 
DRAM technology and can be installed in 
minutes - without hardware or software 
changes. Dalaram Corp. Phone 
1-800-822-0071 (NJ 609-799·0071). 

ircle 21 on reader 5 rvice card. 

Lifetime Warranty on Memory 
forMV/1400,~/2000, 
DS/7500 
High-reliability 1 Mb DRAM technology on 
4MB and 5MB boards brings low-cost 
boost to processor performance. Dataram 
DR-1420 memories plug directly into all 
three processors, do not affect DO service 
arrangements. Dalaram Corp. Phone 
1·800·822·0071 (NJ 609·799·0071). 

ircle 22 on reader rvice card. 

Up to 16MB Extra Main 
Memory for ~ /2500 Series 
Dataram's DR-2500 memory boards, avail
able in 5MB and 16MB capacities to 
improve processor speed and power, are 
fully compatible with hardware and soft
ware for DO's MVl2500. The plug-in 
memory needs no maintenance, has a 
lifetime warranty, and is available on a 
30-day trial basis . Dalaram Corp. 
Phone 1·800·822·0071 (NJ 609·799·0071). 

ircl 23 on reader ervice card. 

Now up to 16MB Total 
Memory for ~ /6000, 
~/SOOO, MV/SOOO n 
Cost-effective DR-60S0 
memory boards improve 
response time, add power for 
more users, applications. 
Expand to full 16MB capacity 
with 4MB, 5MB, or 12MB 
boards, trade up to higher 
capacity. Full lifetime 
warranty. 

Dalaram Corp. Phone 1·800·822·0071 (NJ 609·799·0071). 

ircll' 24 on reader rvice card. 

Memory is power. 
Plug more speed, users, functions into your 
DO with reliable Dataram memory 
No matter which DG computer you 
own, Dataram has memory to fill it. 
Totally DG compatible. Designed and 
built maintenance-free, to keep costs 
down. Backed by a lifetime warranty 
that delivers spares overnight -and 
pays the shipping! 

Dataram add-in memory is the effi
cient path to maximum performance. 
With up to 32MB on a single board, it 
can overcome system restrictions on 
your MVllOOO, your MVl20000, or 

any DG in between, for more speed or 
users, or for expanded applications 
without sacrificing speed. 

Buy just what you need now. When 
you need more power, trade in your 
Dataram board for a generous credit 
on a larger one. Or try a Dataram 
board for 30 days, no obligation. Find 
out how much more computer your 
DG can be-and how little it can cost. 
Call for details on Dataram memory 
for Data General. 

DATARAM 
P. O. Box 7528, Princeton, NJ 08543-7528· 1-800·822-0071 (NJ 609-799-0071) 

ir Ie 25 n reader ervicc card. 
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FOR MAKI G BL ASSOCIATE YOUR HARDWARE SOURCE. 

l. HARO"All ALITR ATIVI5 
IfTACQ. ATAAAM. 

"'GAlAI'(. SCIP 

1 fREf HARD\I;ARF 
SI'PPORl HOll! f 
617· 71· 101 • PRICING

COMPlT1TlVt: 

J DEUVDY-
MOST I All 
IN STOCk 

WHE IT COMES TO DG A 0 COMPATIBLE HARDWARE, BL ASSOCIATES HAS A BETTER 
PLA . WE BELIEVE OUR RESPO SIBILITY TO CUSTOMERS DOE 'T E 0 WITH 

THE ALE, SO WE'VE I STALLED FREE SOFTWARE A 0 HARDWARE 
SUPPORT HOT LI E. OUR PEOPLE ARE HERE TO A SWER YOUR QUESTIO S 

CO CER I G DG HARDWARE, OPERATIO S SYSTEMS, APPLICATIO S, ETC. THE 
UPPORT WE PROVIDE DOES 'T START WITH A DOLLAR SIG . Irs OUR 

RESPO SIBILlTY, OUR COST OF 001 G BUSI ESS. 

WHE YOU'RE I THE MARKET FOR DG OR COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE 
GIVE BL ASSOCIATES A CALL. YOU'LL GET THE FULL PACKAGE, 

THE PEOPLE BEHI 0 IT, A 0 A AFFORDABLE PRICE. 

A S S o C A T E S 
D.C. HARDWARE A D ALTER ATIVES· WITH THE STRUCTURE TO SUPPORT THEM 

145 WEBSTER STREET, SUITE A, HA OVER , MA 02339 
TEL. (617) 982· 9664 · FAX (617) 871·4456 

P COMPATIBLE . DG COMPAT IBLE DIAG OSTICS AVAILABLE 

Irele 4 on reader en ,icc ca rd . 

'.fu4Mhi 
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